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ABSTRACT

A digital flight control system based on microprocessor

technology has been designed, developed, and flight tested

using the Avionics Research Aircraft (ARA),at Princeton

University. The control system utilizes the existing micro-

processor system available in the aircraft's fly-by-wire

control system. The command and stability augmentation con-

trol law was developed using modern control theory and is

incorporated into existing flight control computer programs.

Development of the model and control law, the gain scheduling

procedure, and the flight test results are presented.

The objective of the study was to provide lateral-direc-

tional stability during high-angle-of-attack flight and into

the stall regime. Flight test results show that it is indeed

possible to design a control system which will eliminate

lateral-directional instabilities and do so at a level higher

than the pilot was able to attain. -In addition, gain scheduling

proved to be capable of providing satisfactory control through-

out a wide range of flight conditions. Additional work, ;ow-

ever, is required to correct a number of control system in-

adequacies before the control system can becom'e' operational.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

The study of aircraft in high angles of attack is of critical

importance to the understanding of aircraft flight and to desigr.

for aircraft safety. it is in this regime that the maximun lift

is reached and stall encountered -- one of the primary reasons

for aircraft accidents. Ly uncerstanding the high angle-cl-

attack regine, it rright be possible to design safety features

into an aircraft %hicl could delay the onset of stall, varn the

pilct of ar impending stall, or enable the Filot to recover mcre

cuicily. This topic has been the subject of ongoing study at tLc

Frir.ceton 1light Research Laboratory (IRL).

while stall is primarily a prcblem of the longitudinal node c

the zircraft, the lateral-directional mode can be seriously

affected in the regime near stall. With lateral-directional

contrcls greatly reduced, the aircraft cari experience

instabilities such as uing rock. indeed, these instabilities

have been noted in the research aircraft at Princeton (Ref. 1).

in addition, it has been found that increasing the throttle tends

to aggravate the unstable condition. The lateral-directional

instabilities can cause difficulties in obtaining data in the



high angle-cf-attack regime and thus severely hamper efforts in

dealing with aircraft stall. Therefore, a lateral-directional

command augmentation system (CAS) would be helpful to steady the

aircraft and to isolate the critical aspects of high angle-cf-

attack flight from lateral-directional disturbances. The topic

of this study, then, is the design and testing cf a lateral-

directional CAS capable of operating at all flight conditions

uhicl. the aircraft right encounter but with special emph is or,

high angle-cf-attack conditions.

Ihe HIL has at its disposal tuo research aircraft, nf

which is the Avionics 1,esearch Aircralt (AkA) havion. h ,aaicn

has been tested extensively ir the wind tunnel at NASA's research

facility at hampton, Nirginia and the results are sumnarized in

NASA TN D-5857 (Rei. 2). Ilht availability of the data simplified

the Frocess of develcing a model, and the presence of the

aircraft enhanced the ability to validate the control system cr, ce

it v.as desigr.ed.

'iti AhA has been fitted with a microprocessor for digital

flight control. The CAL, then, was designed tc be digital to

take advantage of the microprocessor. in addition, FFL has at

its disposal a ground-based microprocessor systen. for scftuarL

development and testing.

The LAS itself was designed as a tuo-input, two-output, singlL

command mode controller. Lateral stick and pedals were selected

as inputs and were scaled to be roll rate and sideslip commands,

-2-



respectively. The outputs were commands to the ailerons ard

rudder. Three longitudinal variables -- angle of attack,

thrcttle setting, and dynamic pressure -- were selected as the

flight condition. Since the CAS was required to work at all

flight conditions, the gains were scheduled with these three

variables.

1.2 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS

qhe thesis is presentea to cover the critical steps that uLre

taken to design and test the CAS. in particular, Chapter 2 deals

uith the devcloprent of the mocl of the AkA. in addition, tLe

linearization prccfedurc is discussed. linall , a set of open-

looa results is presented for comparison with knoun aircraft

b havio.

Chapter 3 discusses the calculation of the control cains using

line-r-quadiLatic, sarrF ld-data regulator theory. Singular

comr-nar~d ecuilibrium is discussed, as is the calculation of the

cptirLI cins. ir, addition, the control la% is developed and

presented. finally, results arc included showing the selection.

of the continuous-time weighting matrices, a detailed description

of the US performance for a norrinal (light condition, and z

sumn,Elry of closed-looF simulation results for a variety of flight

cond it ions.

Chapter 4 discusses the gain scheduling process. The form ci

the gain ccuations is discussed, as is the solution of the flight



condition functions which make up the gain equations. Also

included is the computation of the gain coefficient matrices.

Finally, results of a simulation using the gain schedules

are presented.

Chapter 5 covers the flight tests. The microprocessor

system used and the development of software for CAS implementa-

tion are discussed. In addition, ground tests performed before

flight tests are covered. Finally, the flight test procedures

and a detailed analysis of the results are included.

Chapter 6 presents some conclusions and possible recom-

mendations for further work in the area of gain scheduling.

Tha appendices cover the extraneous areas of study which

were required for successful completion of the project.

Appendix A presents the aircraft data used in the development

and testing of the model. Appendix B summarizes the gain

calculation software while Appendix C presents the microprocessor

software. References lists the sources of information used

during the course of this research.

-4-



Chapter 11

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL

The requirements of the control system specified that the CP.!:

should provide satisfactory control for not just one flight

condition, but for the uhole spectrum ci flight conditions the

aircraft might encounter. Ihis in turn required the dtvElprrecnt

of a model uhich could accurately predict aircraft behavior

throughout this samc range of flight conditionE. ln other %,-ordE,

the model uas developed not only as a function of tic state and

controls, but also Of the flight condition.

71CIhe ~ mc CicLld hz.vfe taken t,, forms. 'lie first $.' Orth thI.

aerodynairic da-tL in a table. 'Io use this method, the model u.ould

be- looked up for the particulzr flight condition fromr a set of

tables containing a numbecr of possible models. !bince F- model for

evfry possible flight condition combination Could not be listed,

son.f flight conditions WOuld have to be- approxirmated by the

closest model available or by interpolation betuetn models. This

idez, uas rejected as requiring too: much computer storact and

excessivc run tim.

TIhe second choice was to find a set of polynomials to

caICLiate the model based on the specified value of the flight

cond ition. There is a considerable amount of aerodynamic datz.

-5-



from which the polynomials could be derived. All that was

recuired was to reduce the available data to a set of equations.

This was the method selected in this study.

The expeiimental data were compiled in NASA TN D-5857 (Ref. 2)

and that which %ere used are summarized in Appendix A. The IsASA

report included data on stability and control derivatives.

LxFcrimental values of rotary derivatives were given in NASA TN

D-6643 (Kef. _) but these were considered insufficient since they

did not incluoc variations of these variables with the changing

flight condition. lnstead, the USAF STABILITY AND CONTROL DATCOV.

(Ief. 4) rrethods were used to derive the set of rotary derivative

ecuations, arid the values available in TN D-6643 were used fcr

comparisor!.

1h( stlection ci the fliglt ccndition variables was madt on

the basis of availablE data and control system needs. SincL the

cortrcl system was to be angle-cf-attack sensitive, angle of

attack, a, %as chosen as a variable. Fortunately, the fliglt

data .resented the variations of the lateral-diiectional

Farameters against variations in angle cf attack. sincf the

a~rlication of throttle resulted in aggravating the unstable

condition, throttle setting, I c' as chosen as a flight condition

variable. Lata were also available shoing the effect of

throttle setting cn the lateral-directional parameters. Finally,

given the cverall effect of dynamic pressure, j (velocity and

altitude effects), it was chosen as the final flight condition

-6-



variable. The ranges of each variable were based on typical

operating conditions and available data: angle of attack, -4 to

24 degrees; throttle setting (representing nondimensional value

of thrust, T/qb), .C3 to .23; and dynamic pressure, which was

based on typical velocities for the aircraft of IG tc 200 feet

per second and an altitude of 5000 feet.

This chapter covers the model development process from the

linearization of the ncnlinear equations to the data reduction

and formulation of the nondimensional force and moment

coefficients. Cpen-loop results for 27 different flight

conditions are Fresented to help verify the model.

2.1 NONLINEAR, TIME-VARYING EQUATIONS

Thc nonlinear, lateral-directional cquationE can easill be

found in the literature (Ref. 2) and are sumnarized zs follous:

y = uccs((0 )sin('i)+(sin( )sin(6 )sin(T)-cos(6)ccs(T))

c0
c (cos()sin(6c)sin(Y)-sin(4)ccs(*))

= -I + P% * SCos(*C)sin(4) + (qS/m)y (2-)

= (qSb/i x )c 2-3)

i = (Sb/lz )Ln  (2-4)

= F 4 (qosin(4) * rcos(e))tan(e ) (2-5)

'= qosin(6)sec(6 ) + rcos(O)sec(e.) (2-6)

The ' angLlal position and the y position variables give

information on the aircraft with respect to some fixed axis

-7-



system, but they have no effect on the aircraft's stability.

hence, these two variables were dropped, leaving a fourth-order

model. In addition, the lateral velocity variable, v, does not

have as much physical meaning to the pilot as sidEslip angle, B.

7o gct the sideslip rate equation, the V equation was divided by

the total velocity, V Finally, the equations were rotated

through the angle-cf-attack (to the stability axis system).

hence, the final nonlinear equations of mction uere:

x (ESb/i )L n(2-7)

= (I/V0 )(-ru + Ccos( C)sin(t) + (qS/m)Cy (2-6)

q!(>/l x )L I (2-S)

p + (q sin(I) + rcos(6))tan( ) (2-1C)

These ccuations were rewritten as a vector differential equation:

x = f(x(t), u(t)) 12-11)

where x is the state vector (r, b, p, 6) and u is the ccrtrcl

vectcr (dl,, dA).

2.2 LINEARIZATIOh

'lie development of a ccntrol system based on the norlinear

eCuations of motion would be quite difficult. Therefore, it was

inperativ( that the equations be linearized. This was done usinc

a laylor series approxiriition. The approximation was taken about

a trirr pcint -- the forces and moments add up to zero, and the

aircraft is at equilibrium. he laylor series approximation of

the nonlinear equationL, f, is as follous:

-6-



BaL(XO ,U) f(X Vu U 2 tx 2 2
,) 2

*f(x!,u)0+-a + au A+y' ax x AX+ BuJa +.- au - - ; .. . - - -U -

where x o and u are the trim values of the states and controls,

respectively. By dropping the higher order terms and

rearranging, the approximation becomes:

_f(x u(2-13)
-c -cu)

f (X'U) af (X U)
-- - =2 Ax - -- 6 (2-14)

ax 3u

7h x equation represents the nominal trim solution and the x

equation represents the deviations from trim. it %as this

perturbation equatio that was of the mcst interest. 'IhL

derivativc terms form a Jaccbian matrices and were redefined as:

-f ~ -oU ~x0'F =- G =--
ax U

Th. final linearized pcrturbation equations of mcticr (in matrix

form.) were as follows:

AX = F(t) Ax + G(t) 6u (2-15)

uhcxc F is the system dynamics matrix and G is thE ccntic]

dynamics matrix.

7he ncridimensional force and moment coefficients (LyI Cn , C1 )

are functions of the states and controls and were reuritten in

linearized form as:

C = C + C b4 (b /(2V ))C r+ ( b/(2V ))Lu AP+ C 6d1 4 C Adi-.
YC- Yb -r 0 Yd IdA

-9-



Cn = C n + Cn&B+ (b/(2Vo))Cn 6r+ (b/( 2 V ))Cn &P+ nAddIK Cn AdA

(2-1-/)

C1 = Co + C1 Ab+ (b/(2Vo))C Ar+ (b/(2Vo))C 46p+ C1 diR C1  dA
1o r 0 p d ]k d;A

(2-1E)

where the equation coefficients are stability derivatives (L

CnL LI rotary derivatives (L y C n 0 CR C y L C1 ), and
r r

contrcl derivatives (Ly r L ,

line -rized Eouaticrn. ir; r:trix forn. bLct;cfl (in dinLnsior.i

t L.r~

Nr 1"L C

Y Ci\1 Yc* c C )/V

L r LL L

t-n(> C ) C 1 C

[d E d , '

d  , 1 C Yd 1-./ -V

C L LdR Ld;"

in adaition to the equations of motion, an output equation uas

reCuired to Reel, track, of certain quantities over uhicb exylicit

control %as desirable. 7his uas done using an output equation of

the form:

yh) (x(t),u(t)) ( - S

- 0

" " . .. ... " . . . I .... I" i 7 . ...... ' : . ...



Performing the laylor series approximation and redefining, the

perturbation output equation became:

H= H x + Hu 6u (2-2G)

x
wherL

H x 7- 0-- Hx ax a u

Ihc selection of h is discussed later.

2.2.1 Calculation of the Trim Condition

At the trir condition, all of the forces and o-rrrts sun to LE

zero; hence, the state is in equilibriurn (6x = C). Sherefore, tc

solve for the triiv condition, f was set to zer and the states

computed.

C (cSb/l z (2-

() (1lVc)(-ru0 + ocos(6)sin(.) + ( y/n)Cy)) (2-22)

C (Sb/lx)L 1  (2-23

C F + (q sin(4) + rcos(4))tan( ) (Z-24)

?.ultiplying by terms that uere unchanging, equations t2-21) tc

(2-24) simplified to:

C = C n2-2S)

0 = -ru 0 + ccos( )sin(t) + ( S/m)y (2-2C)

o = C1  (2-2,)

0 p + (qcsin(4) + rcos(4))tan( 0 ) (2-2L)

- 11 -



With no initial roll rate cr yaw rate and zero C n and C1, the

nominal values of p a d r vctre zero. Thus, from (2-1lb), (2-17),

and (2-1U), equations (2-2b) to (2-2E) simplified to:

C C n + C n 6L C ndR 4 Cn d] (2-2)
nc L d IN dA

0 =C C L L * C 6df + C d6dA4((gm)/(qS))cOS( )sin(i)

(2-3 C)

C C I+ L1L d d1
0 L d 11 d A

C 0 (2-32)

Ey examining (2-2c,) to (2-31), it was apparent that the aircraft

cculd could havc a trim sideslip and zero roll angle, a trin. rcll

;ngle and zero sideslip, oi a comLination of roll angle and

sidcslip. In every case the trim controls %ere non-trival.

For this study, roll angle was set to zero, leaving a tri.

Sldcslri . Lci.c this and manipulating equations (2-2S) tc

(2-l), the iollouing natrix scution for L, dF, and d]. as

ottainec3:

C C C -C

n r.dJ nn
B dF 'dA

YE CYd r, L

d 1. C 1K 1 d F i1dAj L1]

Tht solution of (2-33) provided the trim condition about uhich

the equations were linearized and the perturbations measured.

- 12 -



2.2.2 Selection of the Command Vector

ihle the selection of the command vector, h, has no effect on

the eventual stability of the closed loop system, it can

drastically affect the response of the system. if the command

vector is chosen such that the state contains an integral ci one

of the command vector elements, then the response will be

singular. Sirgular command equilibrium does not necessarily

imply state and control equilibrium. Furthermore, computation of

the control gains %ill result in a set of integral feedforuard

elements, known as proportional-integial filtering, in addition

to the usual feedforuard and feedback gains.

Comparison of singular versus nonsingular command modes shoes

that the singular command mode has the effect of adding i- third

state to the tuo-state comnmand vector, namely the integral state

(Rtf. E). Selection of the singular commarnd mode, then, appears

to be a uise choice and the extra uork invclved in computation cf

such a control ]a.% is madc up for in the improved control over

the response cf the system.

In this study, the command vector was chosen as roll rate (1)

and sideslip angle (L)--both variables considered valuable in

aircraft control, in addition, since the state vector contains

roll angle (4), an integral of roll rate, control of that same

variable was effectively added. The control law configuration,

then, is represented in Figure 1

- 13 -



Figure 1: Control Law Configuration

2.3 NONDIMENSIONAL FORCE AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS

Perhaps thc ncst important part of modelling is the

determination cf the nondimer.sional coefficients--side force

(L y), ya morrent (Cr), ano roll moment (L I ). 'he coefficients

are affected by the states, the controls, and the flight

ccnditior., and they are nonlinear. 1he task, then, was to rEtuc

the availtl data to a set ci polynomials frorr hich tie

coefficients colo be calculated.

ln thE forn cf equations (2-i) to (2-UL), the nondin~ensional

ccefficients uereL linear functions of the state and controls.

hocver, the coefiicients of these equations (which for sake of

clarity, shall be called coefficient components) %ere nonlinear

functions of the flight condition. Equations for these

components were derived which would allow the coefficients to be

calculated for any specified flight condition and state and

control vectors. The coefficient components, for the purposes cf

this report, arc broken dcn and discussed in four catagories:

- 14 -



the constant components (Cy, n ); the stability derivative
0 0 

components (C , n, c l); the rotary derivative components

(Cy n C , , Cr, n , r ); and the control dtrivativ
p rCompoents(, C ,C , C1  ).

components Cd' Ld CYdA CndA IdA

The aircraft for uhich this control system *as designed was

tested extensively in the wind tunnel and the data presented in

NASA TN D-5857. The NASA report lists data from which the

constant components, the stability derivative components, and the

control derivativ components could be derived directl, The

method used to redULe the data was generally the same in each

cas and is discussed in detail in the constant conpcnent

sccticr,. since there was a considerable amount of data on these

corporients, certain assumptions were made to to facilitate the

data reduction. In palticular, throttlc Effects ere considered

linea , velocity ^as assumed to affect only the dimensional

corjonents (throLgl, dynamic Fressure), and state and contrcl

%&riLhles uerc assuecd to affect the coefficients lincarl). Th.

v.lidity of ecch of these assun.ptions is discussed below.

Thlt dta uhic], were availble. for the other components were

not available for the rotary derivatives. 1he report bASA Th

D-6643 did p.resent some experimental values of these compcnents

but for only one flight condition. For this study, it did net

seem ?5ise to assume that the rotary derivatives would stay

constant throughout the range of flight conditions. Therefore,

the USAF DATCOM nethods er used, making it possible to reduce

- 15 -



even the rotary derivativE components to functions of the flight

condition.

2.3.1 Constant Components

7he static flight data included in NASA TN D-5857 were

presented as sets of curves showing ho each coefficient changes

as the state, controls, and flight condition vary. In general,

there was one plot per throttle setting with each plct having

several curves plotted against angle of attack. The curves each

correspond to a different value of a state or control variable.

Lad. cLrve was plotted %ith ten explicit data points

(ccrresponding to angles of attack of -4, C, 4, L, 12, 14, 1L,

L, 2C, and 22 dcg) . 'lhe first step taken for dE ta reduction %as

to rake & table of eight data points (the explicit points at -',

C, 4, F, 12, 1C, ani 2C dug anglc of attack and one at 24 aeg

ftcnd by extrapolating the curves) at cach throttle position arnc

&tngle of attack. 'hc data are Fresented in Appendix A.

'1,e data were reduced to a linear equaticr, hLere the

-:ocfficients cf that equation were functions of angle of attack

only. The forn. of these equations was-

SYO C yo' *c C (2--4)

L n C Cn I c C Cn -0 oC c.
C I C 1 +C1

0 n c
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The vclue of the slope and constant terms were found by doing a

linear regression at each angle of attack. The assumption of

throttle linearity proved to be valid in this case. Cur% s were

fitted to the slope and constant points, which were functions of

angle cf attack alone. (in the case of C1 , however, it %.s
0

apparent that curve fitting uould be very difficult for the slope

tern., C I Therefore, an average L 1  uas calculated for the
C, 1 0

threc throttlc settings used, essentially neglecting throttle

EffEcts).

IILe curve fitting nethod used assumed & solution ir. the fcrn

cf ar: n-th order polynomial:

L = Ara n- Z + A1 a 1 AC (2-37)

in this case, E 7-th order equation Uas used such that eight

values of the deendcrnt and independent variables here required.

P. n-trix ecuaticn %Nas then set up in the follouing manner:

1 a 1 l . l AC

1 a. a 2  
. . . a2 A

= ( 2 -3 )

whaic L(a) is the value of the coefficient at angle of attack,

a.. ?orc simply:

C = A (2-3S)

- 17 -



To solve for the coefficients, all that was required was a matrix

inversion and multiplication by the coefficient vector:

A = h- C (2-4C)

(Since the same eight angles of attack -- -4, C. 4, L, 1i, IL,

2C, 24 deg -- a3uays were used %hether calculating the constant

components, the stability derivative components, or the control

dcrivativc components, M and hence M-I 1ere aluays the sane.

Thus, it Nas necessary only to assembleC to find the

ccefficients, A, for an component coefficient).

1hc final reduced constant component equations are surmrarized

as follo.s:

S6+.lC4L-7.6 -5 L  i.49LE-4
yc.

2.i7PL-, a* 2.44bL-3 a2- 1.715L-2 a + C.C

C. =-i.96L*~~a +1.2LL-7 2.~4L- L
5  22l3L 4_

C .5L- .25L- a S - 4..L-4 a . 12-a .

L = .5/5 -3259L-7 E6+ 6.('95E-W' a5  4, ,IE-5 a4

7.C.33L-5 a- l.C25-3 a'- 4. C4k-5 a - C.CL

C. = '.1l7L-ILC a 7
- 2.56LL-6 G + 6.lC4L-7 a

5 - $.LIL-L a4

0e 1.520L-S c
L

+ b.592L-5 a'- 5.593L-4 a * C.(L1L22

7 6-k I5 -7  4 45 }-6
C1  _.4.L 4.4 L- - 9.65cL-7 a5 + 7.6i7L-C ;-

6.71Lk-t a- l.637L-4 a2+ 2.167E-4 a 4 C.CC-li7

- 1L -



2.3.2 Stability Derivative Components

The izrthod for finding the stability derivative component

equations was essentially the same as for the constant components

except that one initial step -- the computation of the stability

derivatives -- was included. The data were presented as one plot

per throttle setting with seven curves per plot. The curves

(each corresponding to a different value of sideslip -- -15, -IC,

-!. C, 5, IC, and 15 deg) showed how the coefficients varied with

anlec cf attack. Once again, eight points per curve were

selected, and these are presented in Appendix A.

'Iht first task was to corpute the stability derivatives for

each ar.cl ci attack and throttle setting. Line the

ccefficients %ere assumed linear with respect to the states, a

lineia rEgitssion was used for this task. The assumption ci

linear sideslii effects was valid except for Cn and L1 at high

angles of attack. 7he stability derivatives were reduced to the

forr,:

C y E = C E c + C L 2

Lh Cn b c +C (2-iL)

1 L I E c C YE, (2-4 .)

Since only two throttlf settings were given in the data, no

analysis of throttle linearity was rEquired. Once again, linear

regression %as used to determine the equations for the stability

derivatives. The curve fitting method previously discussed %as

_ Il -



used to determine the equations for the slope and constant terms.

rIhe final reduced stability derivativc component equations arc

sumrnarized as follous:

C = .274-9 7  .63OL-6 a6 2.C6SE-C a5 _ 2.C44L-5 4 +

5 4.791E-5 a + 3.]11E-4 a 2 - 1.607;-35 &-.Clkb5

CY = 2.33CL-4 a - C.C124S (Cy B  was assumed a straight line)

0 0

C n -2.LC4L-1I a7+ 2.5b4L-9 6 - 6.59(,-L a5+ 1.123L-6 4
nq

4.37CL-6 a'- 2.C51L-5 a 3.1CL-4 a + C.CC6

C = 3.C£L-24127 47-L1C a + 1.615L-b ;L_ 2.r,L-7 z4 +

C 1.CLL-L a-+ 3.9L-L a2 _ b.L4L-' L + C.CC2

65 4C1  = +3.2L3Ll ' 2.3-lCL-b - 5./42L-7. a + 5.f.35-L 4

l.lC9L-5 L- 9.b7E-- aZ4 4.262L-4 a - C.(CIL

L a 6.L9L-1I - 4.4LLL-- L C l.CC3L-7 a 5 - l.cI2E-c 'i '
1L
c l.LblL-C e-* .453L-5 L'- a.4t3L-5 i - C.C££LS

2.3.3 Rotary Derivative Components

Since nc flight test or wind tunntl data ucre available

shovin~g the variation of the ncndimcnsiohal coefficients uith

changes in roll rate and yau rate, the USAF STABILITY AND CONTROL

DATCOM nrthods uere used to find the rotary derivatives. ln

general, the rotary derivatives arc functions of the asymretrical

distribution of ]ift and drag ovcr the uing panels caused ty

- 20 -



rolling and yawing. Because of this, the nondiniensional lift

and/cr drag coefficients, CL arid LD were found in every equation

for the rotary derivative components. Therefore, these

coefficients were derived first, as functions of the flight

condition. Lac. derivative is discussed in turn.

Lvery rotary derivative experiences compressibility effects at

sufficiently high Mach numbers. However, since the velocity of

tht aircraft is decidedly subsonic (t. < .2), a constant tach

nun,.bfr was used in the equation formulation. Lince the static

data iri the NASA TN D-5857 was taken at 93 feet/second, thL

eCuiV.lent 1.acl riumber of .CE5 was used.

A ruirLcr of other terms were comnon to all the rctarl

dcriv~tivt corponent equations, as well. Cne of these tera.L,

(!S L, is a tail-body sideslip derivative specified L :

(sLYL)v(ELf) = -k(C L a() v(L/ )(qv/q v/ w) (2-5c)

L
Lsirg aircraft constants and charts av~ilable in USAF DATCCF.,

(CXC.-y)v~ E| ) reduced to:

(-yE)v(kbh) = -G.Cl&l

Ir. additior, a number of other constants relating to the aircraft

(e.g. z, z 1 1 , b , bEAI s U s h ) were present in the equations

and can be found in Appendix A.
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Longitudinal Nondimensional Coefficients

Since neither L nor CD are significantly affected by the

lateral-directional parameters, only variations with respect to

the flight condition were considered. Variations with respect to

changes in the longitudinal states and controls were not

required. he data values are listed in Appendix A.

first, the coefficients uere reduced to linear functions of

the thrust coefficient:

CL= eL Tc + Lo (2-57)

CL = C L ' c 4 CL (2-5L)

there the coefficier.ts of these equations utre found at Eca.

ancl] ci attack using liraar regiession. Ie assuf ptic. cl

lir.(Er throttle effects uas valid in. this case.

Ihe curve fitting niethod previously discussed vas usec to find

the ecuzataicr s of theL slope and constant tcrns for the

lorcitudir.al coefficients. Ihe cquations are sunrarized as

fcllcAs:

7 4
CL = 2.7TCL-E i- l.CLO-6 a64 4.29SL-, a5 - 4.463L-4 a -

1.53CL-z a4 6.76IL-3 a- 1.--21E-3 a + L.-'-5

7 64
CL = -5.571L-IC aT+ E.+52i-b a - 3.Lb4L-L a + 5.42CL-L a -

2.-1$L-4 a- 9.214L-4 a 2+ 0.06337 a + C.121

C -. 41L-L a7 + l.C45E-6 a6 - 2.756L-5 a5+ 2.96BL-4 a
4 -
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9.CACL-4 a3- C.CC33cl a2+ O.C2157 6 - l.C'-

cD -L-139L-1O a 7+ 2.C6Lb-6 a6 - l.17CL-7/ a 5_ 5.244L-6 4t

7.751L-5 a 3- 2.278E-5 a2+4.266L-5 a + C.C551

Side-Force-Due-to-Rolling Component

Ihf sidt-forcE-due-to-rollinq com~ponent, L Y 0Was C~inFLtL-:

using thE follouing equation:

(Lr)~~r (Cy~i + 2( (-z p)/, U)(4c L) v1%1 ~ (~c

'vIerc (L~ )y is thc comonent for the entire wirng-Lmod-tii

cor-LirEticr. znd (C~ )VI iE t he cozrponent for the uing-boc)

(L WZ) ~ sC~iCUlatci LSIrg the fo)11O~lrg ECLatior:

(Ly , K(( YF/L L)LL + (nCL Y~

-(C tan(a)) -- (C -C- L D D
------------------------------ ----------

a(CL tan(00) - ;3,Ci/ R

KY R+4 cos( C/) (-

CL C LO= AR +4 cos(A 4)

and

-23



Since CL and CD are functions of the flight condition, Is %as

rtduccd to a polynomial function of angle cf attack and is

surrjnrized belou:

K = 4.722L-6 a 7 - l.E3E-6 a6 * 4.235L-6 aS+ 5.206E-4 a4 -

O.C0590 a3+ O.CG723C a2+ C.C670 a + I.£6

By assuting constant Each number and using aircraft constants and

charts availabie in USAF DATCOM, (Ly /CL) and ( Ly) reduced to:

(L y / -c
(Cy /CL) =-. C6

( Cy ) = .1(l

Yaw-Moment-Due-to-Roll Component

'. ya-ncn;ernt-due-tc,-rcl 1 cc1rcnnt, C n s coMFLtc Lsirc

thf- fo1c%ing equation:

(L )nE' (C)K (r/. h)( cos(c) + psin(a))((Z-zP)/I
P P

(ACyL) " (b,)

hnr (Cn ), is the ccmroncnt for the uing-hody-tail

ccrtinatior and (C )y is the component for the uing-bod

cont inat ion.

(Cn )V5 was calculated using the fo]loing equation:

(C = tan() - K(-L 1 tan(a) - (CLn /CL)CL) + ( Cn /Eo)(

(2-7L)
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c tan(Ac/ 4 ) tan (./ 4 )
Cn AR + 6 (AR * co(Ac/ ) ( - ---

C 1 AR---- A+ 1 (2-71)
L C -o AR + 4 coS(Ac/ 4 )

W-0

K was previously discussed, and C 1 is the roll damping con.pcnent
P

to be discussed later. Eby assuming constant hach nurber and

using ircraft constants and charts available in USAF DATCOM,

LnF/L L ) and ( n p/) reduced to:

np/C L ) C-.10

Cn pC(n /6') = 0.C

Roll Damping Component

7ht rcIl d ;; i ng compcnent, C1 , w:s ccmFuted usirc tlt

iclIcin Equation:

(L (C1  k "5(C1  ) c(5h/s) (b ,'/ )2 4 2(~l )
! k 2--Z F)i ) (&L k v %,l , ( -

i VLI i b t} ccrI orLrI t ior thc ir, - o -

(crl r.taicr :. tL1  ), iE tic corporent for thL uing-bca

ccr.irn t icr..

(Cl W6 50 s calculatd b thE follouing equation:
V

(Ll)% ( Ll F/k) LL=oC/ (L L&)CL L/(C L)CL= U(C I p)r/ (CL )

S(AICI )drag (2-73)
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wh 1. zC

(C 1 r/(C, r=c, 1 - 2(z/(b/2))sifl(r) +3(z/(b/2))2si2 r

p (2--/4)

(dra )CI /C 2*2(/ (2-75)

= 1, - ml (2-7L)

k =(C I) )b- (2 IT/ ) (2-77)

Assurrinc Lonsti-nt l ach numbcr and using aircraft constants andi

cYarts avzi1~btft in USAF DATCOM, (C1 F I/(C 1  r'l k, arid

7 F, /k) reduced to:

k S= ,

L, /k) =- .42
p 

L
Sirce both (ACj F dr ag arnd ( 1 /LCI1 ) carL functions of the lif~t

Lr~cI 6rag cccfficien-ts, it uas possibit to redLcE thE CqUationE to

a st-t of polynon-lal cquations- ir. anglc of attacK, suxnnai-riztd

(L )L 7.4Ll 4 1.797L-7 a6- C.524L-L a5+ C-C49L--[ L4

2.235L-b a'- I..--2LE-3 a 2- 1.72CE-:) a +CS

6CL .4A1 a - 5.CbEL6 a + 1.CCCL-L a -9.04C.L-6a

1.S a- a4 2.ICSL-4 a 24 9.,LgE-5 a + .i2

-2C



&C 2.325L-1. 7_' 5.-24E-10 ac- 1.669L-b a 5+ 4.544L-7 a4 -

P0 3.006L-6 a3 5.360L-5 2 + 2.566EL-4 a - CCCL75

Side-Force-Due-to-Yaw Copoent

The USAF DATCOM lists no mcthod for the side-iorce-due-tc_-yau

comp~onEnt. - n addition, it states thzat the terr is usually

nf-gligiblfi for anglEs of attack up to stall. Therefore, this

tein uas neglected for this study.

Yaw Daping Coponent

Thef yav, damping component, C. w as computed usinc the

folcuina equation:

(L) (C~ ) * ( 2 h2)1ccs(iL) +z sn) 2(AC)
nr nr LUpY Ol.

'U1.cr( (L is the comrponent for the uing-body-tailn r VE'I

ccnLinatic-. and (L is thL component for the uing-bodyr. V,.L

c orr ti r. at io r.

(L )V. was calculatted using the fOllCir~g Equation:

L. IC.L.
(C~ ~ n (Cn rICI )CL (-C

C'C L C~ L L/ tvTA1h) (2-L1)
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Assuming constant Each number and using aircraft constants and

chzrts available in USAF DATCOM, (Cnr/C 2) and (-nriCL ) reduced
C

to:

nr/CL) = -.C2
r L

nr /CD) = -. 32
0

Roll-Moient-Due-to-Yaw Component

'he roll-rorrrt-due-to-yav. cornponcrit, C1 , as CEICLlateG
r

Lsr.c tl.c follouing fouatior.:

(CL , ( ) - (2 /h')(Icos(a) + z sir(E)) *
r r~ %

(z coE(a) - 1 sin( ))(C E) (2-E2)

(LI ) is tl;t corF-orcrit fox the uin c-Lod-tail

rrcor.Liimticr. zand (L 1 ) is- the corrl-oncnt for th~z uir9-toa

c oR it.Lt ior,.

(L] ) % ,s conj:uttd by the follouirng equation.:
r

(Cr1 ) =ri (Cl/L) L = CCL 4 ( c1 ) C L (l/r): r2- 1r)

uhcrc
AR (I AR + 2 cos( .C ) tan (. )

-------------------4 C1
4
-- - - - '

C1  2 (AR e + 2 cos( AR + 4 cos(,¢14 ) 8 CI
r ------- -------------- --

CL L-+ AR + 2 os(Ac 4 ) an (A .4  CL C L-0

SAR+ cos( ) 8

c /14LClr . A sin(t/)-
-"f-- 12 AR + 4.,cos,( 4 ) c2-is
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Rssuming constant l]acl, number and usirrg aircraft constants and

charts availablc in USAF DATCOM, these terms reduced to:

(CIr/ L = .241.
6tC r/r) C . lC79

2.3.4 Control Derivative Components

Aks in. the( cases of the constant and stability derivativ.

compcnerts, sta:tic diata uerce available for the control

derivatives5. EELEuse thL dEAa uere riot prcsented in the same.(

ua ruadcr and ailcero. arc discussed sEparately.

Rudder Derivative Copnet

a h t -mt Lo6 102 fin6 inc the rudaer dcz ivcztivc component

ECLLtiCnEl V.LS the sare. as the stability derivativc ccrrponcnts.

Ltatic chtE 'verc presented in onc plct per throttle settinc uith

fiv. cuar\vs per plct. Lach cLr\ve (corresponding tc a difftertr.

VaLe. cf ruacer deflcction -- -17-1, -9.C, C.C, L-C, arid 1..

cieg) Ehosefd hcu the coefficients varie-d uith angle of attack.

LCLe aqai r, eight points per curve were selccted, arid they- ax(

presented it, Appendix A.

'Ihe first task Was to) computC the rudder derivatives at each

anglceof attack and throttle. setting using a linear regiEssion.

Tlhe linc-ar assurmption was valid for both C Ya nd Cnbut not so
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good for CI. Since it was desirable to use as simple a model as

possible, linearity for C1 was assumed, although the assumption

could be reconsidered if the results were not satisfactory. IhL

rudder derivatives then were reduced to the form:

Ld Yd  + C Y (2-Ec)
'1d 0c

+ Cd (2-67)

nd n c rd
Lc + L (2-EL)

1 d I- , c dF

SincL only two thrcttle points were used, no investigation oi the

linearity of throttle was necessary. A linear regression *as

also used for this task. 'h slope and constant ter's were then

curvE fitted using the n'Ethod previously discussed. Ihe final

reduceC touations are sun=arizeu below:

L L.25L-1L t7 - 4.C7'L-8 a6+ 9.4c9L-7 a -a .CbIL-LYd L%

.(iEL-5 +- 1.552L-4 a-- 2.1,,7L-,4 a L .(LL

7 ( 5- 4+
L 4.L&7L-ll a - 3.C79L-S - /.235L-L a - £.l2L-7 e+

C l.695L-6 a4 6.5.'5L-6 2 1.2z62-5 a + C.tC29L

C = -. 1-ll a 7 4.47uL- a 6 - 7.C506-6 a5 + $.C'A-L-7 a" -

l.IL4L-C al - 4.$31L-C a 6.liLL-$ c - C.j_4.

C = -0,1.£ -ll a7 + 4.L32L- - a- 1.141L-7 a5 + l.CI7L-L -

210L-L a-- l.69C6-5 a'+ 2.9466-5 a - G.CCI5C

C d z=.27bL-lC, 67- 2.42E6-b a 6 4 C.533L-7 a
5 - 7.2406-L a4

2.C69E-5 a-+ 1.294E-4 a'- 6.396E-4 a + L.CCCtI-

C -7.+ L-1C 7 9 9.5bEL-9 a6 - 2.394L-7 a5 + 2.4b76-6 a4 -

- 3C -
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6.6Oi(~ A-4.Ce6E-5 a2 1.717L-4 a + C.LC0247

Aileron Derivative Comiponents

The only difference between the ailcron derivatives and thfe

ruddcr dtrivz-tivfes w.as that the aileron. derivaFtives uexc

r-rcsernted irn NASA TN D-5657 w~ith only one throttle s,'ting;

herict, one stel. in the process %as dcleted. The data ucer(

Frresentf-d as five curves per p-lot (corresponding to aileron.

ValUeb cf -42, -21, C, 21, anid 42 deg) shouirig thE effect ci

rqcf ci ttack arid aesumrncrized P., Appendix A. 'Ihc Cur%-

fittiric rethoo prc%,iously discussed was used to reduce the da-tb

to z finacl set of ecuations surmnarized as follovs:

E.C67L-7 ~- 5-11LL-L L-- 2.CU5L-5 & C.CCC2CL,

L a -1t7Li -'+1 .Cb-9 &,C -2.2'9LL-LE. 5 +I 2.49,iL-7 4

.
-E5 1 3 L- /a- 4.C2-.L-C & -+ 3.24)E- aE C.CCCCC,

L1  -1 1L1 +' ..bUGCL-lC ia£ 6 2.4L5L-6 Fa 2.227L- aL-
d i.

2.2L5L-7 a- 5.2 77L-L a* .C.lSL-CLa - C-C(12,

- Ni1--
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2.4 OPEN-LOOP RESULTS

Ihe final step in the mcxdel development uas verification of

the model. 'lo do this, a number of test flight conditions uerc

used to determine the linearized system dynamic equations, I and

C. from these, systen: cigenvalues and dimensional derivatives

%ere determined. lable I lists the results.

quL lety-sevcn f light condition combinations -wei Lsed

rtprsenting three different values for each of the three flight

ccndition variables. The thre values were chosen as the

naxiru, ar.ui-r, and midpoint values for each of the variable's

ty.ical ranges. in particular, the values for angle of attack

%wre -4, 1C, and 24 deg; fox throttlc setting, they were .C ,

., ard .22; and iox dynamic pressure, they were 9.71, 2i.L4,

and 3L. 22 pounds pei square foct (corresponding to velocities of

ICC, 15C, and 2CC feet per second).

'l1, fiCErvalues give a good representation cf the basic

LircrLft. At lou angles of attack (-4C), nc instabilities arf

r1,ted. It mjoderate ancles of attack (ICC) a1: unstablc spiral

mcxA[ %ith a long time constant is encountered. kirally, at high

angles cf attack (2 qc), an unstable rcll-spiial develcps. Ihis

corresponds to the %ina rock instability which has been noted ir

this flight condition regime.

in addition, the rotary derivativs were checked against

experirrental data in NASA TN D-6643. The comparison was done
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using for the model at a nominial condition (angle of attack

1(0 t]7,rottlc- =.13; velocity = l5C ft/sec). Tihe a darmpir~q

(L n )and the roll damping (L1  tcrms correspond well with
rp

accepted values. The yaw damping for the model was -C.125

compared %%ith -C.12" fcr the data, while the roll damping uis

-C.-'7C compared with -C.41. IhE- cross-coupling dcrivativfes,

hcucvcr, bcth were off by a factor of two. Yaw-dute-to-roll (L n

was -C .11C f or the model1 comrpared to -C. (bb in the dit.tL, while

rcll-duL--tc-ya%, (C1  was C.236 compared to C.lC-. EsirCL no

Lrlocr COuld be found in the ca-lculations and since the comprlete

nmcdel appeared to givc good results despite this discrepancy, the

cross-coLplinC derivatives were left as derive-d. lIhis assumnpticon

coulo be- rteconsidf-red if liter results were nct sa~tisfactory.

2.5 MODELT REEVALUATION

After this project was finished, an inspection of the model

was done and two major errors were found along with other problems

noted in later Chapters, these errors may prove to be the reason

the control system was not a complete success. This section

has been added after the fact to point out these problems and

is included in this chapter to be consistent with the thesis

organi zation.

Both model errors pertain to assumptions that were made

which are not valid at high angles of attack. The first involved

the inertia matrix; the second involved the vertical component
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of the velocity vector. The model errors in turn affect the

control law and the eventual outcome of the project.

2.5.1 Inertia Matrix

Due to the emphasis on angle of attack that this project

used, the stability axes provided a better basis for an axis

system than did the body axes. Indeed, much of the aerodynamic

data that was used to formulate the model was based on the

stability-axis system. The body-axis equations of motion were

rotated through the angle of attack for development of the

control law. In doing so, however, the rotation effects on the

inertia matrix were not considered. Hence, the model essentially

used stability-axis aerodynamics and body-axis inertias. At

low angles of attack (less than 5 degrees), this effect can be

considered negligible. However, this control system was required

to perform at high angles of attack and the inertia changes

are significant.

To repair this oversight, the inertia matrix needs to be

rotated to the stability axis system and can be done by the

following equation:

is HS HB
S BBS

IB is defined as the body-, or principle-axis inertia matrix

as follows:

1 0 0

IB= 0 1y 0

0 0 1z

- 34 -
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H and B
HB HB are defined as follows:

Cosa 0 0 sinao

H B 0 1 0

-sina 0 0 Cosax

HB ~H S_HS B =H B

By working through the equation, the following relationships

result:

C =Icos 2  + I sin2
xx S  x o z 0

I = I
YYs y

=Isin 2 + I cos 2 a

Ixz = (Iz-I x )sin 2aO

and the stability-axis inertia matrix is as follows:

F1 0 -1
xx S  xz S

S 0 Iyy S

-1 0 I
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Perhaps the most significant effect of this rotation is

the appearance of the product-of-inertia term, Ixz S  This

term affects the rotational dynamics of the aircraft.

The rotational dynamics are defined as follows:

-S = 1 1[M - SIs]

where the terms are as follows:

CnqSb1

Al =1 . qSc
-s sL n qSb_

5S=r 0-

-q p oj

rp

S

Working through the equations and assuming pitch rate (q) is

negligible, the following equations result:

= - [CtSbIzz + CnqSbI ]
I I _I 2  s XZsxx S zz S  xz S

-36 -
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r ~ ~ I ( qI c-bI + C SbIlI - 2  tC~bxzS  n xx s

xx zz xzS

Comparing these equations to (2-7) and (2-9), the inertia

effects are readily apparent: the higher the angle of attack,

the larger the inertia effects.

2.5.2 Vertical Component of Velocity

The rate of change of the lateral velocity component, V,

and hence the rate of change of sideslip, 6, are functions of

the vertical component of velocity, w. At low angles of attack,

w is very small compared to u, the forward velocity component,

but at high angles of attack, w takes on significance. This

term, however, was inadvertently neglected (assumed zero) and

hence does not appear in equation (2-8) for .

The result of this oversight is the miscalculation of the

F matrix. The UT coefficient of the LI equation changes from

Y p/V to Y /Vo0 + w/V . At high angles of attack (e.g. 24 degrees),

the coefficient becomes

Yp/Vo + W/Vo = 0.4

instead of

Yp/V0 = 0.008

The significance of this error, then, is readily apparent.
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Chapter IIl

DEVELOPMENT OF THE. CONTROL LAW

IhL design. of the command/stability augm~entation system uis

acccm~lishcd using linear-quadratic control thecry for a sarlfed

da-ta rLCulator. This ne1thoci caIlclates an optimalE- feedLack

rnatzi.,, L, b rninimri~ing :a sarrplcd-dAa cost function, ~

S if ite t

j= 1/2 fL7L&+uY ctL cit

('.).Lrc ( C. cnd FaC rf thc- continuous-time- state and ccntrcl

UieCl.tir~q natriceb:, rfespEctivtly) subjEct to a linear ccnstraint

bst-cifikd t tht- crltd-dE-ta system dyr~ar.aic equations:

64X+1 6-k + LLR

LC I and rt tht sar-Fled-cz:ta e-quivalcnts of the systcr

iynr.icE Lcuatiors. I and L.

i. nor.-zcro set poin~t regLlator uas forrnulateci as folloAs:

au= 6L - (A (x - )

'Ahert Z6 and L~L art the Equilibrium set points for the states

and controls dcte rmined by the command, Ly .and uhere &x and _L

art the currenit VLILLS Of the states and controls. The otjectilveF

cf th-is rcculator , then , is to drive the states and control s to

theiz Lcuilibriun vi-lues.
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'iht controller dezsigrn task was two-fold. First, the

eouilibriur. values of the- states and controls ucre determined

givcn a specified command input. 6ince the state includcE, ar.

integral of a commai.nd vector element, the singular comirarna

equilibrium rrethod uas used. IhE second task was dctermination

of the optimal feedback gain matrix for a sampled-data regulEator,

C. Cncc thesc tasks uelL, cozmplettd, the- control la-0 specified by

(J---) .zs develope-d.

lirnce the. CAS uas designed as a sampled-data contrclIer, _

samplin~g time had to be selected. 71,:.. criterion for the

selcctior. vas that the sarmpling timE had to be lrng enough to

enablc &lI calculationb for the corntrol IE%, to be corr~plctL6 End

Elicit cnougi. tha &ircri-it hardlir.g %vaE not degraded. 1. sEamplir~c

tirrt of C.1 secorifnaFI ~zcc to n-r.kc a 0gcod coITFroyit.sc bctter

tfie t'.-C Lcrflictrr,o objtctivcEs.

Ihis chiaptcr coverE tlit df-tezrnaticri of the singuJlaFr ccrrrnn3

(_Cuilibraur , the clcILulaticr, ci the optimal gains, and the.

dteelcnie-r.t of thL control 1 i. I1k addition, results are

in~cludefd Ehouing: the selfction, Froce'ss of the continuous-tirf

MArices, C c arid 1 C a dctailcd description of the controller

ojfexutior, tcr a nomrinal fligh-t condition, %ith simulaFtIon

results; and a: summary of closed-loolp sinmulztion results for 2-/

fliglht ccnditions.
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3.1 SINGULAR COMMANO EQUILIBRiUlt

1he first step toward the design of the controllfr is the

determination of tht Equilibrium point. 1he equilibrium point is

defined as the desired value of the aircraft's states plus the

assorted control settings. It is determined by the input comncr.d

vector, y , and it is represented by Ax and Au , the equilib-

rium values of the states and controls.

7he system. equations are denoted by:

AX' x Ax + G AL U34

= h Ax + h au -5

Ic L)xanir( thL. ecuilitriLuM, it would seen. coirect to set Lx C

ar,6 r-ariFLulate ('-4) &rd (3-5) as follows:

r F

:.U h= hx u L -

,_ _ - (3-7)

ho%%L~c, ir tht case. of a singular command, h x  1 u  doGs net

exist, brid i- different ar-proach (Ref.6) must be taken.

- 42 -
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Singular equilibrium occurs when the state vector, A x,

contains an integral of a command vector (6.Y) clcmEnt. Wh il1e

such a case has desirable aspects, it does mean that no truL

equilibrium can exist in the states and controls. A singular

command variable (in this case, roll rate) is the derivative of a-

state variable (roll anglE., so a non-zero value of the former

FrcvEnts the latter from reaching any steady-state valLe (hence

x2. q C. ho%,ever, the disequilibrium in the singulzr variable-

ma y affect the nonsingular variables such that they, toc, do not

reac). steady-state. W~hile the disequilibriumr in the norsingular

viariablts is srEll, it is still significant cuICgh- to iaffct tY.e

rCesltS znd should ric't be negliecd. indeced , singula.r

eCuilibriun implies nc ecuilibrium at all (IRef. 5).

'Ic dcvclo the singular equilibrium, th-e singuliar and

ncrnsinouLar v~raa-bles arc partitioned, resulting in the folloving

6XI F ncrisingular variables

AX =Ax.. 2 singular va:riables

L k 2  L 21

4, h I1 '~j 4 h~ u (39

Thus:, the follouing e-quations are applicable for finding the

Eouilibriu- vALeS:
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- F XI " I + F 1 2 4x 2  C I AU (3&iu)

-2 2 14- 1 2 AX 2 + G 2 Lu (3-ii)

=x + h x 2_x2 + u A (3-2)

and thtf olloting vzlues are assumed:

&x 2 (c) = C,

&y = constant

&X 2 = KAy (thus AX 2 = constant)

bclviq £o x1 and u in (3-IC,) and (3-12), thE fcllo~ irc.

r-.tlix Lquaticn r~sults:

j L A ,,X2
X - F

*A 2 -i'.-i 3 )
L r.. bc df fired i-s,

C i S s2

J' ' = = 1 LG15..i i)zi tlt partiticr.s of c rn alternattly bf- found b :

I 1c ( 34

12 1 122

521 = 22x 1 Fl (3-i)

2 (-H x 1 i + hu) -  (3-1)

Ihus, n.Lltiplif-d Out, equation (31)bLcornfs:

Ax1 = Sl2ZAy (5I 1 FI 2 . Sl hx) X2 +lZ I (-i
121 2 12 x 2 )"1 + i 51141)

- 44 -
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22 - (S2 1F1 2  22 x ) 2 + S 21X (-I)22

Subst tuting (3-1) and (3-1) into (3-11) and gathering tern.,

the follo,^ing equation results:

Ax 2 = ( .~S 4 G S + (I )-- 1 1i 2 2 22 (21 11 G2 ii 1

2 - 21 (S1 1F 12  1  ) - G 2 ( 2 1 12 + S22Lx 2
( 3-2 )

Lquatiorn (-2C) can be simrlified by making t. fol1G ..

dt iirniticn,&:

y 1 1bi; 4 C2 2  (3-21)
K = 12 1 * G(3-22)

f- (S. (i n SI 2 2) - C2 (S2 1 1 2 4 22f;) (3-23)

EULL. that

S* .*

2 K 1 + 2 (3-24)

• • *

1-cullrc: the assumption that Lx 2 = KAy

-1.

= K h hXL _x2 + YIhUau-

= K I x K 1, x A2 + KliuAU 2
2u

The fc1lovirg relitionships are noted by comparing equation

(3-25) tc (3-11):

F 21 Khx (3-21)
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F, Kh x2
Q = (-2k)

Thesc rclationships coupled with equations (3-14) to (3-1j)

Fllovtd (3-24) to bc simplified. First, l is eliminated ty

manipulating (3-22):

Ke = I " 4 G2,S2

x 2i 12 C

= Kh F-l(-G 2 1) + KhuS21x 1 1 1 1 u 21

= K Fh 1-1 Kh F 1  S uhsKb I I 1 1 1 21 212

K (. I(h F

x1 x 1 1 1 U1 G21

K(H F- S-1 (-,hF1)
1 S 2 2 ( *22 x 1 1)

1-1 h 1

Ly t);( s~ir reasoning, K X is eliminated by manipulating (3->):

21 (b 1 1 F 1 2 4 S12hx ) - G2 (S 2 1 F 1 2  S $22hx2 )

Sh -K; S I - Ku S 1 F - Kh s.. 2
hx .2 Kx S1 112 hx I 12' 2 11

X, x1 1 22 x u11= x - F 1 CF b (-G 1 (-S2 2h x S2) + 1)) 1 2  -2 1

1 -1 1 )F 1 2bS.bKh (-F 21K )1  K 1 u S2 h x I k k 2 x2  -1 ) 12 - uk2 h

- KS h11 1

U (h2x i 1 12 X2
= KI 1 K i 2 2 b L ) 1, F1  - Kh Kh -K~u52 - - h xKhxl 161 h~l1 12I

-u x1 -2x111 1 11= Kb (K1; - K )S ( l'F - h x) - Kb C + I 1

x 2 U x11 111 1u
2 1 12 x 2 xu  1 12

K 12Ilx 2 x 1 2 x 2  11 1

Ihus, a x 2 reduced to:
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K!

0 a

- y (3-2.)

From (3-2 ). the equilibrium equation for A1 2 is found, noting

that:

A x = XI2(0) + (-t) d'¢

= 55'er) d'C (3-sc)

'Ihus
-2-

L 2  K y y d --

A rclzticnshiF for ax is found by differentiating ccubtion

(3-li), sucl that:

c

a~x = 12 - ('11112 ' 12"~x )' 2 *SI
2

11 F 12 1 h2 + (3 1-2)

L ai rxrtaatir.c Lair-n

t., frx 1 3 ) L qato (322 - L h +sEC

= - (S i t 12 + S 12h x2 )&X2

11 - 1 IF2 + S1 }x 2 )K yay1-

47 -
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By substituting (3-34) into equation (3-1E), a relationsli, for
* *

thL nonsingular variables, xi , in terms of Ax and x 2 results:

=(12 - I('11"'12 ' 612"Ix )K2 - 1A1

2

I linzll), a relationship for the equilibriuni controls is found by

substituting (3--54) into (3-1S ) as follous:

'I S2&Y - (S21 12 + 22 x2)- 2  2 it,-, l

=S2 -(21112 + S22hx2 )&2- -" 2 S20-'11"I2t ' -'32hx2)Ky&
4 - +21 2 12hx 2  y - (2 12 22 X2

Eix.cc th~is CAS is dcsigrned F-s Ea sazr.Fltd-data; controllcr, thc

ccrrc spond ing sarr~jled-diatz equilibrium, equations arc:

-- -2k -i " y

I- k = (  1 2  I 1l (11112 S 12 hx 2)K y ),a - (!;iilk ig}, 2 )L)2 k

tL (- + S h )K )4-

, 22 S21 (511 12 + 812hx 2 (Y~ ('F 1 l2 hx2 k

- 2 - 14 4

= S2 A~ ~5
2a2 5 2 2 x 2 '~2 ~2~~1112 Sa~~)K. ~ |

/ I *- •I



Finally, equations (3-37) through (3-3S) is simrplified furthEr

by dcfining the follouing quantities:

SY=S12 -6 1 1 (S 1 1 1i1 2 + S 1 2 h x )K y (3-4C)

SI 22 S 2 1 (L1 1 11 2 4 2 )K (2-y

yy

k-I

AL. ULx iA.-.

3. 2 CAKLCULA'ICN OF OPIAl, GAiNS

Lsarz9 tti-ictZ, 1re-i-aubaratic cfltrc)l thccr, tI.c

crtiri.l c~ir.s, L, ayL,

c= (h -i' r~ s4 )-I E )A+V (3-47)

.ILre ana r ire the san 'led-data systerr couatiors, K and ?' Erc

szan41cd-d;-tz %eighting mi-trices and I is the solution tc the

discrete Ficcati equation.. loc solvc for the optirna:l ga:ins-, theni,

the sarrp-lcd-data systemr cquationb and %,eightinq, natriccs and thE

solutionL to the discrete Riccati equation had to bez found.
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3.2.1 Sampled-Data System Equations

7he continuous-tim, system equations are of the folloing

form:

ax = F Ax + G Au (.-4L)

Ly neglecting the control effects such that Lu = C (this canr bL

dornf by superposition), the equation becomes:

& = Fax (3-4)

Solvinc for Ax (using the Laplace transform method), the equation

reduc.d to:

(s-f) Ax =A x(C)
A x = (51-1 ) - 1 x & ( - L

ci , ir. the tirvt dornir.:

ItAx = AX(C) (3-51)

Vh ecuivilf nt recursivc equation foi Fropogating the stzte fror

cr.t. instant to thL next is,

AX(t 1 ) = E(tI-tL) A(t ) (-5 )

71i state transition matrix, , can be defined as:

SF~t1 I- t C) (-

or it can bc defined over an interval, At, such that:

Sx(t) (3-54)
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ThL c~lculation of the state. transitior, m~trix irvrolvcs tye

usc- of thc. sE-ries rf-prcsenti-tion for e.

aAt +2c ,t+(Lt) /2 4 (a,&t) /3 + (-s

In flLtrix notation for 1:

4(At) = 1 4 FAt + 1/2 (F~t) 2 1/3 (Ek&t)3 + (-c

Ir. tht C6SE Wl1erC LL f C:

'llit cor.trcl Effects n'.L-trix,Ir , is dc-fir.ea as:

r (4iLt,r)G(T) cT

- f ,1(A t -r) d t C

-4(at) f f-i dT L. (-L)

bc 1 1 rig f4 -I' at :

t= (1 - E.%t 4 i 1 2 (fat)'2 - 1/3 (tat) 3 4 )d-,

=lat. - ktt* 1/2 F 2 at - 1/3 F at 4 4

2 _3
= Lt( 16lt + 1/2 (tat) -1/3 (Fat) 4)(-~

TYhfrefol# , the control Effects mi~trix is found as follous:

117 &jt)&t(i' - tat + 1/2 (tat) 2 - 1/3 (lat)3 4f . .

L L.~C



3.2.2 Sampled-Data State- and Control-Weighting Matrices

The samFied-data cost function, J, defined in (3-1) as:

3 1/2 i(&XTC( x + &U TR_&u) dt

may also tc defined as:

1/2 ((.x + 4xkNUk+ AL k R,&uk) (-l

uht~r*e (, , and R~ are sar~led-data, statfe- and ccritrcl-%-ei9tr'r9

rztiices &nd Lrc de:fined in terms of the cOfltinLOUIS-tiT(c

iweichtina rratriceS as fol10%,S:

R RC+ F T)Lc '('()) d-r~-4

'Ili in~tegrals, ait sclvfe<A using !:irnpson'E- rule, 'WhiCy is:

f(t) dt-/3.)ft)+4ft)+2~-
C I d.

2f(tn-2) + 4f(tri-1) + f(tn)) (~L.

ihr. thtis case, (-)is defined c.s the sallpling tiyr,(, .6t, and r. is

tl- nurLtr of subarntErvals in the sarnFIL (1C).

'lif calculaticns are srrr1 Aafied noting that:

4(&t) (At) = (2&t) (-C
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Thus, orly one state transition matrix (for t = t/10) ncedeci to

be calculated instead of calculating one at every nt (Ref. 6).

3.2.3 Solution to the Discrete Riccati Equation

The discrete Riccati eqjuation (Ref. 7) is as folIoUS:

pk- p I I R k 1("P
k-l (' + )' (i '~P r)( 2 k

Th~ECLetiCr is iteratcd urntil z! steady-state soltion, is

rt bcad , i. e.:

P k = Pk-l pss

3.2.4 Lomputation of the Closed-Loop System

Crcf tlhc ctirni-I czair.s ale calculiated, the ecuivLlent closed-

1cdc s 5terr dynrricE ecuLAtior-,c, is found a-nd its stability

cl~ructc.sticE in-.'stigatc-d. lirst, the clcsed-]ocF sta-te

t r E;rEi ticr. r-,Et r ix i s f oun by :

I 2i tIe(r fOLr~i USirIo thE series representation for the rnaturzA

log:

a ;= (lA) Ot)

(l/&t)((E6 At- 1)- (l/2)(ea't- 1 )2+ (l/3)(ca 't 1; -3_
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Therefore,

(3-7()

3.3 CALCULATION OF CONTROL GAINS

7oG surrmn-rlze the rcesults up to thiE point, the stead.>-stzdtc

estimaztes (Axa..4 2. &u a re developed, and thosc equations are:

ax 2 k x 2 + K AtAXl (344

bX k yA1 + SX1A-X (3-4b)

-SLAY &y+SLI &X 2  (-6

uhirc il I tt rns are- PreViOLS1y dijfined. In addition, the otiri-l

L , are cE~Jculzetc. 7herefore, by substituting into titL

ccntrcl ILuv:

=ALj - (&> AXk

tlic LCrntrcl li-v bfecorreS:

LU =A,! - L~x -L-k -2

= 6L - CAXK - C 1 4- 1 k c 41-

=SLY & k * SU 46 xk-CI (Sx ak + *X
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*(LLY - C 1SXY)&Ayk + (sL1 L 1 SX1 - -2 A

By dtfining:

L f = SLY L..1 SXY

cS = SL1 L - - C.

L b L (3--/4)

thc- control lau siinplified to:

AU f .Yi .+ Ls A 2 k +Lt-

SirILU

'lht ccortrcl 1lc% is reiritttr as:

&UK '-Cj k + CIJ\)A dt + L bA4 (')

Ly dt iir.inq:

tIh. final cortrcl Ilau is then urittcn as:

Au = C f AX) + Ci4A.k at + LCb &Ik

wbh rE &I~ is thEz corrin nd Ax kis thE current value of the state,

C1  L2, .~ 1(61 11'1 2 4 Sl2 'x 2 )K~ y
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12 - bII(5 1 1E 1 2 * S1 2Hx2 )Ky) (3-9)

C1  (-(E2 1" 1 2 + S2 2hx- )+Cl(SIIF1 2 4 S1 2Hx ))Ky (3-6 )

Cb = -C (3-S)

3.4 CLOSED-LOOP RESULTS

Cnce the control lau design method was set, the selection of

the continuous-time weighting matrices, Lc and hc' was necessary.

Since these matrices affected response, desired response

characteristics had to be dftermined before L and F could be

chosen.

AftEi the controller was subsequently formulated, verification

of its oleration through simulation also needed to be carried

cut. kc-sults of the verification 'ere presented in tuc ua~s.

Fixst, a detailed description of a nominal flight condition uas

presented . Second, a summary of 27 different flight condition

sin-ulaticns was presented including closed-loc: eigenvalues and

resor.,sE characteristics to tAo different commands.

3.4.1 Selection of QC and Rc

Leforc the sampled-data weighting matrices could be

calLulateu, the continuous-timc we ighting matrices, Lc and F.,

had to be selected. Since there %as no method for determining

the weights which give the desired step response, the selection

was based on a trial-and-Error iteration. Iradeoffs in response
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characteristics uere examined and the weights uhicl, gave- tYhe

"best" result utre used.

Three step response characteristics were considered in the

selection--rise time, dcfined as the amount of time to go fron, iC

to 9C pe-rcent of final value; ove-rshoot, the percentage over

fini-l VLILu that the response reached at first peak; and settling

timn, thE aincunt of timec to settle- to within one percent of final

VL1LL Thet test %,as run. using & nomninal flight conc ition (rnclc

of atta cX, = IL ace, throttie = .lvelocity 15C feet i-er

scionG) Lrdc t%,o commzndE (lC deg/se-c roll rate uith zero sidEsli4

~rrd zero roll riite uith 2 dEg9 of sideslip)

ThL desired resp~onse uz-s selecte-d for tvo type-s of corrnns.

'Ihc first u ,s a roll rate cormr.arn6 (%,ith zero sidesliF) for uhic1.

mrinirrurr risc tire, o-vershoot, and settlin~g tirme uere uanted . 'Ite

scond cOrnrri-nd uas a sideslip, corrnand (%%ith zero roll ratc) for

uhich rrinimuijr ovefrsh-oot and settling timeL and a rise time( arounid

1 seC UerC dtsiratie. The selection of L. End F% uerc based or.
0 0

the reslts closest to these criteria.

bcfoif. starting thfe selection process, an initial Lc. nd 1,

Uerf- chosen. In particular, only variations in the Lc. elements

corrcspondirS to sidslip, (L) and rcll angle ( 0 ) %,ere found to

be- aiportant in, arriving at suitable responses. The_ other

clcem~nts in the ucigliting matrices were set to the inverses of

the rnximun mean-s~quarc velues of the states and controls (IREI.

5) . Those mean values used are:
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r Cde/e

r = 10 deg/sec

dF = 10 deg/e

dA= 10 deg

using these values and rounding to one sigi ificant figure, the

iueighting miatrices are:

1-C C C C

C L L C C .C

C C C(L9 
I

71-.f L E and L terrrs then u.erc varied to find the best choicc

ci those Ut icIts. It firs t, eiach. 'has set at five different

,vzlLfs (1, 2b, -'C, -15, 1CC), such that 25 differcnt corrbinatiors

Uert tested. Thef results w~ere listed in Izbli 2. 'ihe rcll rate

corrrind se'errE-d to be best uhcrl L C was 25 but the sidcslip, command

u -s toc. Elcu for L. = I anu too fast for L = 2$. Ancther set of

'Aeights uerc ttsted using Q0 = 25 and (L. (11 S, 1L, 1$,1 2( 1

2S). These results 'Acre- listed in Jalakt 3. Fromn these tf-sts,

IC appeared tc, be the best choice.

Therefore, the final continuous-tiME weighting ma,:tricts are:

1. C

C IC.C C C .CoI

cc L C 1.C C Rc 0 .1~

C CC 25.L.
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Table 2

Response Charactristics Varyin p Sideslip and Roll Angle
Weight ings
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Response Characteristics Varying Sideslip Weighting
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3.4.2 Closed-Loop Simulation: Nominal Flight Condition

Verification of the controllcr was done by simulations of

command responses. The nominal flight condition was used for thc

simulations; thus, at the nominal flight condition, the

linearized s'stem dynamic and output equations were determined es

fol lovs:

Ar -. 56b 4.2tb -.506 C.C H O - C.L45

6b -. 9£ -. 224 G.CIL C.2141 B I t.C -. GCW 'adF,-

2.i53 - -4.374 O.C Ap + 1.113 -b.C17 &dA

- it C C.C 1. CCG .C A, . (I.C .

AL

y -c CC C C I. , C . I + - - -ad -

LLc = .C 1.( I.CC C . C & O .( 1. C Adl,

AL G.C 1.(Ct £.£ t O .C C,.( Ad?.

Ohere Lf E Lrd AL c rc rcll ratt and sidesliF commands,

rtspectivt1. he characteristic equation uas found as fcllows:

( =(s+.L.A2'-2.42Ctj) (s+.(12442.42Cj) (s 4.4127)(s-.L51 )

1hL±, froz thl characteristic equation, a spiral instability uith

i lorng tirc constant ( seconds) uas noted.

Iht ccntinuous-timf system dynamic equations uere converted to

the follouing sampled-data system equations:
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Frk+l C. S16 0.425 -. 39 0. C05 [a rl [K53 C .69

ABk ~ .C95 0.% 0.0(-O4 0. C21 AB C.C34 .C04 Af

Ap~l 0.252 -/7 0.64(, -.00 pk J .15 -646 ~dbLj k+l LC .c -.10CA 0. Cbl 1 .OO L~k- LC. C-02 -C35j

Thc sampled-data weighting matrices were found using the

sirpF~ed-dEata syste-m equations and the continuous-time %%eightingj

nzLtrices. lh sarmpled-d~tE Weighting matrices that U4ere

calculatEd Were summrrarized bElcu:

C.141- -.142 C.C33 C.lc7]

£.C-49-.7 -. 9

L C.C.-. .C _C.C-74 0.255

LC~lr-, C255 2.4bl

.12L -.CL47

C.C501 0.267/ rC.312 C.CL7I

-. C0L - .R 0.037/ C.22C

.C7C -. 3G4

']ht c~tirn.A gains and, subsequently, the. control g~iris utere

CalCLLztc. ILLc control gains uerE as follows:

[C-24-.62C 
-.CIL C.064i

b=0.bL-.03 0.001 2.90Lj

Lf -0. 167 1 2] C -,2 3 0 .0

-f1-Kl172 -_ZbJ -2b 0.0
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The equivalent closed-loop system characteristic equation uas

found from the optimal gains and the sampled-data system

equations; it is:

C = (s+2.b27-1.686j)(s+2.6274l.166j)(s+5.369-1.6 29 j)

As c;rn be seen, the closed-loop system had no instabilities and

Lairly quick time constants. Also, the roll and spiral motidEs

ucre no longei separate. Figure 2 shows a plot of the open- ana

closed-loop eigenvalues for comparison.

3

xo:
2

1 (01 0

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1
-1

XCI *l -2 cl - closed-loop

ol = open-loop

-3

Figure 2: Licenvalue Plot: Open-Loop vs. Llosed-Loop

finally, simrrulations werE run to insure the proper operation

cf the contrcl system. Linear simulations using state transition

natricEs uere used for Ease of comparison uith later simulations.
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Figure 3 shous the response of the. aircraft for a roll rate

comnind of 10 degrees per second. The rist time for the roll

rate response: is C.152 seconds while the settling time uas l..US

seconds. Cvershoot was 14.-73 percent ovcr final value. 'IhC

sidf sli4 experienced som~e steady-state error evun though,

commranded to be- zero- but that error was negligible (C.CLL.

aeCILeLS) . The yau. rate response demonstrated that UIILer, comm~nand

eC-Cilibriurr uas reached, even nonsirigular variable-s do rnct

ne'ieSSalil readl. equilibriumn.

Ficrc 4 shous the systerm response for a sideslip Lomnrnancocf

aeg91L-Ee. fRise tir-,e for the sideslip response was C.-i-1 secondE

u.hilt settlitng time is 1.IC stcoics. Cver Shoot %,6aS liniteci tc

only l.C5 percent over final vi-lue. Mll variables rea ched scrne

steL -5tL-te vLlLue, as cpposcd to the roll rate conw.;a-nd re-sponSe

sirct- tie- siaeslip- command %,as not sincular.
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3.4.3 Summary of Closed-Loo Results

in addition to the nominal flight condition, 26 other cases

were run using three values of each flight condition variable.

The results were listed in lable 4. Listed were the closed-looF

eigenvalues and the response characteristics for two commrand

vectors.

The two commands were chosen for typical values which may be

Lnccuntcred in actual fligfht testing. in particular, a roll rate

of iC deg/scc with zerc sideslip and a sideslip of 2 deg with

zero roll rate were chosen.

Thf, rcsporse charateristics of interest are: rise tirn.., the

tirtc to 9c fcrr IC tc 9C percent of final %;alue; oershoot, tle

percentage over finl value at the first peak; settling tirr.E, the

tirr- recuircd tc settle to within I percent of final value;

steLd -state error in roll rate, as E Fercentage of final Nalue

foz i. rcll rate command and as an absolute numLer for a sidcslij

corrrard; and steady-stat( error in sideslip, as an absolute

nunLer fi a roll rate comnand and as a percentagc of final value

foi a sidcslip com.mand.
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Chapter IV

GAIN ECHEDULIkNG

14, to this point, the control system consisted of 27 differcnt

flight conditions and hence 27 different sets of gains. lhe

p-rcblfn. uas to find a schemef to schedulc the oainE: such that the-

microprocessor u.ould hav, the correct set of ga-ins for the.

particular flight condition. The limitations of the

rricroprccessor and the requirements of the L;AS each had an effect

orn the cvcntual gain scheLduling solution.

I.s rentione-d Ebovf, thE mricroprocessor limitations affected

the fcrrr, ci the qair, schEdLies. in pzrticular, the mernmcr spacc

a~ffoided- the Li-S procrzn %'.Es lirited to about 26R bytes. In

ad~ition, the nmicroprocesscr could only dc & limite-d rumber cf

CialCLlzticr.& during any interval of timec. It 'uas desirable to

ccntir.Lcusly updzate the gains to account for chznges in the-

iqlc1t cr-ndatioi, but all calculations would have- to be done

uit.ar- the siarplirig time, C.) se-conds. hence, the gain sched~lE

ha d te. te as snill as possible uithout sacrificing ;accuracy,

whaicl. tl.t LA.(- rtcuired for propeLr operation.

'1'O rethooS cOLid have- been used for gain scheduling. The

first %%as a tzblt lockup method where- the computer senses the

flic)-t condition~ and looks up the appropriate gains, in crder
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for this scheme to work effectively, there would have. had to be a

large table covering the variety of flight conditions which the

aircraft might encounter. Such a method was not possible, since

it required large memory space not available in the

microprocessor. Therefore, this method of scheduling iUaS

rejected.

Ihe second mcthod involved calculating the gain~s as functioE:

of the fligh~t condition. This method included investigiation into

thc sensitivitie of the gains to changfEs in the flight condition

arid selection of a suitable solution forn, tc ma tch those

sensitivities, by using the same solution form for as many gains

a-s pcssible, the coefficients could be put into a set of matrices

to simplify CLiculAiorns and reduce the computation time. 'Ihis

rr'thoci, too, had its drawbzcis, ii, that if the gainE %oere. to be

ujxi(ftedi eVery- Sarr-.Ir.G timeL, a scheme~ had to L-e developed to dc

6~11 cilLuli-ticrs 'uithin the sarrpling time. houevcr, the

drL%,Lac),s in. this mrethod di6 not see. as serious as those of the

cthci method; therefore , this method 'Aas selected.

This chapter covers the formulation cf the gair. Equation&. irn

pazrtieuLai- the( flight condition functions, uhich are used in the

gE~ir. e-cuatiorns, are discussed, as is the selfection of the

solution. forms, for the flight condition functions. ln addition,

the 9zin ccefficitnt ma;trix computation method is covered.

Finally, results arc included shouinq a simrulation for a nominal

flight condition, using the gain schedules.
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4.1 FLIGHT CONDITION FUNCTIONiS

At each flight condition, a different set of gains was

required to provide satisfactory control of the aircraft. Thus,

the gzains ucre functions of the flight condition variables arid

could bc represented as follous:

L = f(a ) f( C)(-1

'iLt c ir. sclieduliri task %,as to find suitable flight condition

func tionE--f W), 10i ), f( )---whose solutions %,ErL aCCUIatf-

ConFiia to tht- cctual 9gair.s at an), condition.

lh1t ii iclt cond itioni functionis verc reCuil ed to If-cIiCct t1A44
scr.-iti%\2tac ci OA i cr.u to LCatI. flai~t ccn~atici. iil.L

i r % t tczt ar c th (cEcr.Eitivi ties, it ULEas S itsaI L to r.LrrcV Ocv..

the djiflercr~t sciuticri forrt-. This 'uws dclrt t' Icttr.t ti-t

c1rsvferEus Cric- tiqlact con~ditiorn vzariabl#e, hc lu arc I .Cl tic~

cthci filcIt LConuation variablts constant.

it %,as dtsiratlc to find solution formrs uhicA C-ctLI tc LE-fd tc

SCIhcaLlt rcit thar, c sir.yli gair. by dcirig this, irrpltentiaticr.

ci thfe sch-dulfes in the- CkL. uas simpltr arid rmtrlx n~ianapulzticr.

CCLld be done( uith less mecmory space than otherv.ise. ThereforeL,

scitctir. of flight condition functions uas limited to those

whicl, ccul1 bfe used for several gains.

Thec daLta used for gain, scheduling includfd the 27 sets of

gain~s and flight conditions reflecting all possible combinationE
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cf the three values for each flight condition. Ihe results art

presented in liable 5. -since only three values of each flight

condition variable were used, the polynomial functions,

f(a) b - b a 1 4B-. a2 (4-2)

f 1 C~ - C. 1'4 14 C T 2  2)

-C 2 ( 4 4
f) D ~ D 1 q + L 2 q(4)

Echtedulfid the 9;-ins cxactly. (1Any three points can be decribed

b a scccnd-crdci function) 'Vvheni these flight condition

functions uerc mnultiplie-d in (4-1 ) a-nd put into mFatrix ior-r,, a

Sain coefficient maztrix cf 14 hy 2- zcsultec2. 'houci. this uas

not r.ecEssarily toc li-rqt for use in the iricroprocessor, it did

rfzcuirC a lct of con,.juta-tior tine,( End E lot of memory si-ace that

CcLIO heVye hEtr, used rrcrt, Lffectively by the UAL. lt %%as felIt

tI.L.t lt V.OUIC LA tbettf to IEdLCe- cor-r-utatior. tanp- anad accert

sore triox it, thef- giins thar. to risk nct being ablt to dc tle

ItLIreQ conFtationS Uithin the samplirnc interval.-

NEttleIsE, the exa-ct SOlution, did giviE a staiting point fcr

It, -:dcitior., a correlatior. faictcr 1Uas computEd fer the Szair

~c-CYeduIeS to dctrmine ho%, well the ga-in schedule appjr-OXirated

tLe aetul - gaarS. 'Ihe factor uas computed as follcus:

CCFILAT101-- I - ( (C actual- Cschedule~d)/Cctul )2 (4-1

lt UE!S founid that a correlation belo%% C.L resulted in simulations

'which did nct reach comriand equilibrium, while correlations abcvc
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that figure gavc good results. Using the second-crder solutions

for all flight condition functions (as discussed above) resulted

in a correlation of .S99C -- the error due to roundoff.

lo facilitate corniutation of tl.c gain equations, the g;ins

uere numxtrei ;s follows:

Fcl c2 c. c4i  'c clC ic LI C

C-CCL = C5 CC CL CI ] C -lI Cl2j C i  1 4
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0 4.2 SELECTION~ OF SOLUTION~ FOR14S

The plots of the gain sensitivities arc. shown in Figures 5

through 7. 7hc plots were m;adE by holding two flight condition

variables constant and Flotting the variation of the gains vcrsus

varizations in the third flight condition variable. Figure,5

shows thfe angle of bttacVk sensitivities of the gains. In

qcrEra, tht gains followed no particulzr pattern; hence, it

sEEncd sirnjzleSt tc usk the second-cr6dcr solution discussed

FrkViously.

l'igure (, shows the gain variations with respect to throttle

se-ttingC. kll ga~inb apared to be linear in throttle (due tc, the

irerassumjIticr. u~sed in the model formu.lation) . Ihus, 6r.

a~jropriatc Soltion wa-s E first-crdcr ecuatior:

f(7I ) C iL11 4 L

in additiorn, a lot of the gLir.s, sloped towards zfero as throttle

settir~g increased (irrpliin proportionality to thc. in~.erst of

I1 ) irncf sevcral ca-ir~s shoued this chiractEristic, anctlier

CC

indtec-d, this turned out to be the case for half the gaiinb. (inl

thoe .iris w1ierc. this form was aPropriate, the constant tr.m,

L haid to bE the same for every gain, it was found that LC

C.CCI ^6s satisfactory).
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igure 7 shows the gain sensitivities to changes in dynarric

pressure. Almost all the gains behaved similarly. 111

particular, the gains curve toward zero as dynamic pressure

increased. LIuch a forn- suggecsted a solution of:

or

Loth (4-6) and (4-9) required constants which had to be the sarrE

for at least several gazins or the solution form was not

dcsirEable. ho%,evcr, Conrstants could not be found in either case-

whicl. ,ould sciedule- arny more than a feu gains. hecnce , the

solution formT uSed for the dynamic pressure, equation was the

sf-cond-cruE-r soclution FrC'vioLSly discussed.
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Ihus tht t%,o Eolution forms fcr thc throttit functionj rCSuLteG

ir; tuo gain equations -- Each SOlution form uas used for hall thc

gainis. The formrs art as follous:

1. For gainE 1, 5, 7, E, ., 11, arid 12:

L = Lc4 b 1 a + b 2a 2)f -COc (DLL + L)2 2) ~

2. kor q~ins 2, -;, '4, C, 10, 13, and 14:

L = (L~ 4 b Ia + B 2a 2 )(L c 4 L 17 )-k (Lc- D 1  L4 2

(4-11)
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When the equations were multiplied out, they took the form:

C T C T - C T -2C = A0eC0Tc + A1eCO c qT + A2 e oc q +

A 3 eC 0 Tc a + A 4 eC 0 Tc q a + A 5 eC 0 Tc q2 a +

A 6 eC0Tc a 2 + A7 eCoTc q a 2 + A8 eC0Tc q a (4-12)

and

C =A 0 + A1 Tc + A2 q +

3 Tc q+ 4 + A5 Tc q +

A6 a + A 7 Tc a + A8 q a +

A T c2 a + A -0 2 a + All Tc q a +

2 2-
AI2 a + AI3 T a +A 1 4 q a +

-2 -2 2 -2 2 (-3A 15 Tc q a + A1 6 q a + A1 7 Tc q2 a (4-13)

In this form, the equations could Lc written as a matrix

equation:

C = [A] fc (4-14)

where C is the gain matrix (14 x 7 in either case), A contains

the coefficients of the gain equations (14 x 9 for equation

(4-12) and 14 x 18 for equation (4-13), and fc is the flight

condition vector consisting of all the combinations of the

flight condition variables (9 x 1 for equation (4-12) and

18 x 1 for equation (4-13)
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4.3 COMPUTATION OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRICES

Once the flight condition functions were determined, the

coefficients of the gain equations, [A], could be found. To

simplify the calculations, all the gains with the same form of

gain equation were assembled into a matrix equation; thus only

two matrix manipulations needed to be accomplished -- one for

each gain equation. The matrices were set up as follows:

CC c 1 . C2 =A] 2fc 1 fc2 .fc 2 7 ] (4-15)[ fc I -fc2  -fc2

or more simply

[C] =  [A] [FC] (4-16)

where the column vectors of C are the gains at one particular

flight condition, the column vectors of FC are the flight con-

dition combinations for one particular flight condition, and A

contains the coefficients of the equations. Since FC was not

necessarily square, the solution of A involved a "pseudo-inverse"

of FC (Ref. 8). The pseudo-inverse was defined as follows:

# T T-l(-7
FC = FC (FC FC (4-17)

such that:

[A] = [C] [fc]#

The final solution of the two coefficient matrices, A1 and

A2, is presented in Tables 6 and 7. The matrix A1
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(uhere f(T ) = EC ,1) was 7 by S while A

ci(whecr:e f (T c) = C C 4 C 17 c ) uzas 7 by 16. Taken together, the

matrices reflected a reduction of one half over the exact

solution. he average correlation uas .90G9 with the louest

being .E2GG cn gain 12.
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4.4 GAIN SCHEDULING SIMULATION

In order to verify the accuracy of the gain schedules, a

simulation was run at the nominal flight condition using the

gain schedules, and the results were compared to those results

obtained using the actual gains. Some slight differences

were noted between the actual and scheduled gains and, conse-

quently, the closed-loop eigenvalues and responses were slightly

different.

The actual gains and the schedule gains at the nominal

flight condition are listed below for comparison.

Actual Gains Scheduled Gains

0.724 -. 826 -.016 0.084 0.739 -.846 -. 015 0.089

Cb = 0.288 -.673 0.601 2.908 C = 0.286 -. 672 0.601 2.910

-0.167 1.627 -0.174 1.650

Cf = -1.172 -. 386 Cf = -1.174 -. 389

-0.253 0.0 -0.263 0.0

C. = -2.898 0.0 C = -2.900 0.01 1

In cross checking the individual gains, small differences were

noted between the actual and scheduled gains. This, in turn,

led to the expectation that there would be differences, though

hopefully small, in the eigenvalues and, hence, responses.

The characteristic equations for the actual and scheduled

closed-loop systems were as follows:
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Actual Gains

C =(s+2.L27-l.666i) (s42.&27+l.6b6j) (s+5.369-1.629-)

(s+5.36S+l .62SJ)

Scheduled Gains

C (s+2 . L66-i.64Lj) (s+2 .666+1. 648j) (s+5 .37C-l . (.5j)

;,~s exqpecttd, tLC~ CiqfrnVice~s did shou only slight veriations;

thus, the sche-d Ci d cains givc a good representation of the

acujOnLs.

Eir.cc the ga-inE and the- eiqfelvvaiues5 of the actual :;rd

scheduled c~ir. s-ystcrr.s- %werc only slightly difierernt, it vas

reasonable to expect only sliqt variitions uben comparirc tlhe

re srcs 01 tht tuc. Ficure b slious the response of the systcr

to & roll rate command cf IC cegrees pei second. 'iht rise time

for thL roll ri-te responsiL %has C.152 seconds compa-re-d to C.152

SfeLccndE fe. the aCtual gains. Settling tim. %,as 1.15 scondE

ccrredr- to 1.11. scLondE; and ovtrshcct %Nas 14. li percent oVer

I ir.El value- comrpared to 14.-13. So the roll rate responses %,erc

alr~cst idFenticaL . in addition, the gain schedulf- sidslii

rcsponsE. did roct reach steady-state as it did in the actual c~ir.

case. 11,f- ratf- of change is vtry snail, houcvfr, so that the-

disequilibriur is riot a significant factor.
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kigurc 9 shows the system response to a sideslip command of 2

degrees. Rise time for the sideslip response was C.766 secornds

compared to 0.751 seconds in the actual gain case. Settling -tirie

was -.9C seconds compared to 1.70 seconds and overshoot was (. $

percent over final value compared to 1.0$. The settling tirre

difference was attributable to the smaller overshoot and thE way

settling time is defined (time to within 1 percent of final

valuc)
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Chapter V

FLIGHT TESTING

The final test of the CAS designed in this study was to

use the CAS in actual flight. To do this, CAS software com-

patible with the microprocessor systems was developed, imple-

menting the control law developed in Chapter 3 and the gain

schedules calculated in Chapter 4. Microprocessor limitations

in memory space and computational speed as well as control

system requirements of sampling time and accuracy were consider-

ed in the software development.

Once the software was developed, a limited number of ground

tests were performed before the actual flight tests. The ground

tests were used to check the CAS software against known simula-

tion results and to insure that the correct signs on the outputs

were generated in an actual run-time situation.

Finally, actual flight tests were performed. The flight

tests included tests on the basic airframe to get an understand-

ing of the lateral-directional characteristics in the stall

regime and to help verify the model; tests of the pilot's ability

to control the aircraft during the stalled conditions for com-

parison with the CAS; and finally, tests of the CAS operation

wherein the control system was required to maintain a wings-level

attitude throughout the stall maneuver.

This chapter, then describes the Microprocessor-based Digital

Flight Control System (Micro-DFCS) and the software that was

developed to implement the control systeri. In addition, a dis-

cussion of the ground tests is included. Finally, the actual
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flight test results are covered including the flight test pro-

cedures, the results of the individual set of tests, and an

analysis of the overall results.

5.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE MICRO-DFCS

There were four Micro-DFCS functions: accept analog inputs

of aircraft states and pilot commands; update the gains; compute

the control law; and output commands to the control surfaces.

The microprocessor needs certain characteristics to perform these

functions. It needs to have a reasonably fast computation time

capability. The bit precision should be at least as good as that

available from the A/D converters. Finally, the A/D and D/A con-

verters must have a resolution compatible with aircraft sensors.

The Micro-DFCS is built around a Monolithic Systems Corpora-

tion (MSC) 8004 board. The MSC 8004 board has 32K of random-access

memory (RAM), of which 28K is available for the CAS software; a

programmable read-only memory (PROM) containing the Uniform

Moniter (UFM) for loading, running, and dumping the CAS program;

a Zilog Z80 central processing unit (CPU); and an AM-9511 high-

speed mathematics unit. In addition, the Micro-DFCS has A/D

and D/A converter boards. All three boards are put into a card

cage and are connected to a hand-held control-display unit (CDU).

The ARA is equipped with analog, digital, and mechanical

control systems. An overview of the control system inter-

relationship with the aircraft and pilots is presented in

Figure 10. The analog and digital control systems can operate

simultaneously such that digital control of the lateral-
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directional mode can be accomplished without affecting the.

longitudinal mode.
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within the sampling time. Because the microprocessor had

limitations concerning the number of computations that could be

done uithin any specific time period, the LAS software had to

compromise these conflicting requirements.

The software was developed using the V-5C 60CS disk system

av.ilable at FRL. Ihe 8CCS system consisted of a .EC OCS 9 board,

6 card cage, two S-L. floppy-disk drives, an ALAM-Kl terminal, and

an Anadcx 95C1 line printer. The OC9 board, card cage, and disk

drives are mounted, with a power supply, in a cabinet which also

houses FfL's 'lelemetry tonitering system. The LOC - computer uses

the LF/V system monitor. The monitor can be ccnfigured to run

uith 32E or 64K of , \2K provided by the 8US board and the

aduition-l 32K provided by other circuit boards.

lhere %ere tuo probl(-r with implementation that had to be

resolved for the control system to work. The first was the

integration cf the roll rate command to multiply b the integral

cairl matrix, L. . Ihis was easily rtsolved by noting that the

integral of roll ratc is the roll angle so that the integral

coulo be found by the following equation:

Ac = AP

where by C is the roll rate command and at is the sampling timt.

The second problem was the determination of the trim condition

about which the perturbations would be measured. Ihis was
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resolved by allowing the operator to set a flag to reset the

nominal condition anytim- the aircraft was at a new trii. The

input was put in as part of the background program which ran when

the control law sequence was not running.

Ihe control sequence of CAS was initiated by an interrupt from

the clock at each sampling time. When the control sequence was

not bcing executed, a background routine accepted inputs from the

CLL and had the capability of performing a limited number cf

tasks.

The computation of the control lau began by entering the

cLrrent Nalues of thL states. The perturbation vilues then vere

found by subtracting the nominal state values (i.e., the trim

condition, which was set when the program was initialized) frc

the current value of the state. The rudder and aileron commands

ther. uere computed with the perturbations and the control Sair.s.

kinzlly, the commands were sEnt to the control surfaces.

The sequencc described above did not present a problem uith

computation timL. however, it was dEsirable to update the gains

continuously to accCunt for changes in the flight condition. The

nurnLr of calculations required fcr such a task proved to be timL

consuming indeed. The control law calculations and update of thL

14 ains required C.25 seconds -- two and a half times the

sampling interval. lo run at this rate would seriously degradF

the control law effectiveness, particularly since the gains uerL

all comfuted with a sampling interval of C.1 seconds.
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To circumvent this problem, the gains %ere updated over a

number of control cycles such that only one gain per sampling

interval %as updated. Thus, each gcin was updated every 1.4

seconds. Updating more than one gain caused the control sequence

to use more than its allotted time. Figure 11 shous the typical

execution of the CAS program. The lou break corresponds to

enterinq the control sequence, while the high break corresponds

to leaving it. As car, be seen in the figure, the control

secuence used about C.CE seconds in this form.

I rT

FicurE 11: Control System Lxecution Cyclt

',i- cgin updatts here accomplished Frior to computaticn ci the

control la% so that the mcst recent gains uould be used. Iudd-i

g9inE here updated first, followed by aileron gains. A flouchart

for the control sequence is depicted in figure 12 .

7he backgzcund routine alloued the pilot to input comrrands for

e liited number of oFtions including: reinitialization, halting,
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and breaking the progiam execution; a test for A/L and LI.

functions; and a reset for the nominal condition state values. 1.

detailed dtscription of the background routine and the contrcl

sequence is presented in Appendix C.
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5.3 GROUND TESTS

Before the flight tests were performed, a preliminary

set of tests was accomplished on the ground to insure that the

software computations were correct and that the correct signals

were being sent to the control surfaces. Two sets of ground

tests were used to verify the CAS operation.

The first test included interfacing the microprocessor to

the analog computer and sending voltages from the analog to the

microprocessor. The voltages corresponded to known values of

the state and flight condition variables found from simulations.

Outputs were then checked to insure that the correct voltages

were being sent out from the microprocessor to the control sur-

faces. To facilitate this check, the software had a ground test

mode which enabled each step of the control law calculation to

be sent to the line printer. These results were then cross-

checked against simulation results and the discrepencies corrected.

Once it was ascertained that the control system calculations

were being done correctly, a second set of ground tests was per-

formed to insure that the signs of the outputs were correct. The

aircraft control surfaces were capable of being operated on the

ground using auxiliary power and hydraulic sources. The CAS was

loaded onto the airplane as it would be during the actual flight

tests and then inputs were generated for the microprocessor using

the aircraft sensors. The tests were used to prove that for a

given input, certain control surface deflections would be gener-

ated. With the completion of these tests, the control system was

ready for actual flight situations.
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5.4 FLIGHT TESTS

The objective of the flight tests was to examine the

capabilities of the CAS into the stall regime and compare the

results to those of the pilot in a similar situation. It was

hoped that the control system would maintain lateral-directional

stability better than the pilot could and thus free the pilot

to perform other tasks. To accomplish this objective, a series

of flight tests were developed and flown to examine different

aspects of the aircraft, pilot, and control system.

The first set of tests was set up to examine the stability

of the basic aircraft in the stall regime. To do this, the

lateral-directional controls were locked in a trim condition

just prior to stalling the aircraft. Based upon the results of

the model developed in Chapter 2, the aircraft was expected to

exhibit lateral-directional instabilities once the stall was

encountered. The results of this set of tests pointed out the

problems that the pilot and CAS were required to overcome.

The second set of tests looked at the pilot's abilities

during the stall. In this case, the pilot attempted to maintain

a wings-level attitude while the aircraft was stalled. Based

on previous stall testing, the pilot was expected to have

trouble overcoming the instabilities. The results from these

tests were used in comparison with the CAS operation.

The final set of tests examined the control system capabil-

ities. In these tests, the pilot stalled the aircraft while
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the CAS attempted to maintain lateral-directional trim. From

the results of the CAS development, the control system was

expected to provide stability for the aircraft into the stall

regime. These tests were used to determine the success or

failure of the CAS based on its ability to maintain stability.

For each of these tests, a couple of conditions were intro-

duced which were known to affect the stability of the ircraft.

Since it had been found that throttle setting affecte stability

(Ref. 1), two throttle settings were examined. In ad ion,

"pitch pumping", or the rapid oscillation of the angl attack,

was also found to radically affect lateral-directional stability.

In this case, it was also interesting to find out how well the

CAS could keep up with the oscillations since the gains were

angle-of-attack sensitive but were rescheduled completely only

once every 1.4 seconds. Thus, each set of tests included four

test runs including: low power setting with no pitch pumping;

low power with pitch pumping; high power with no pitch pumping;

and, finally, high power with pitch pumping. The tests outlined

above are summarized in Table 7.

Documentation of the test results for analysis and inclusion

into the report was accomplished using a data telemetry system

already incorporated into the aircraft and ground station. In

this case, the aircraft telemetry system received data on the

aircraft attitude from aircraft sensors. These data then were

transmitted to a recording system at the ground station.
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Table 7

FLIGHT TEST DOCUMENTATION

Trim Conditions: V=70 kts., 6f=00, MAP=20", RPM=2500,
Mixture=Normal

Lat/Dir Pitch

Run Controls Power Pulse

1-1 Locked 15"/ 2500 RPM N

1-2 y

1-3 25"/ 2500 RPM N

1-4 y

2-1 Manual 15"/ 2500 RPM N

2-2 Y

2-3 2511/2500 RPM N

2-4 Y

3-1 CAS 15"/2500 RPM N

3-2 Y

3325"/ 2500 RPM N

3-4 Y
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For these tests, the data which could be recorded were

limited to four channels. The flight condition variables,

angle of attack and velocity, were recorded to ascertain the

onset and severity of the stall. In addition, these two

variables (plus throttle seting which was constant for each

test run) were used to schedule the gains. Along with these

variables, two lateral-directional attitude variables were

recorded: sideslip and roll angle. These variables were used

to determine the performance of the pilot and CAS during the

test runs.

5.4.1 Airframe Tests

The purpose of these tests was to get a feel for the

stability of the basic airframe in a stalled condition. To

accomplish these tests, the aircraft's lateral-directional

controls were trimmed and locked into position. The aircraft

was then stalled and its response recorded. From there, the

data were analyzed and a picture of the lateral-directional

stall characteristics was formed.

From the model, a preliminary idea of how the aircraft

should react in a stall was obtained. The eigenvalues for

the aircraft at a stall angle of attack, low power setting

and low airspeed point to an unstable roll-spiral mode. In

this case, a divergent roll angle with some oscillations was

expected. For high power setting, the eigenvalues predict
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the same type of response with a slightly longer time constant

and slower oscillation rate. No information was available

from the model pertaining to the effect of pitch pumping.

Figures 13 through 16 present the results of this set of

tests. In each test, the stall is characterized by the aircraft

exceeding the critical angle of attack, which from NASA TN

D-5758 was found to be 18 deg angle of attack. (The spikes

which occur throughout the data were the result of telemetry

dropouts.)

In the case of the low power settings (Figures 13 and 14),

the results were as expected. In each case, as the stall was

encountered, the aircraft began to oscillate around a slowly

divergent roll angle. In Figure 13, with no pitch pumping,

the aircraft was trimmed for a roll angle of 3.2 deg and a

sidesl p of 4.5 deg. Twenty seconds after the stall was encoun-

tered, the roll angle reached a maximum of 61.5 deg before the

aircraft was recovered. Sidesl p, while apparently not divergent,

was very erratic, ranging from -9.5 deg to 5.8 deg -- as much as

14.2 deg from trim. The maximum angle of attack encountered was

33.1 deg and the minimum velocity was 61.6 knots.

In Figure 14, low power setting with pitch pumping, the

results were similar. The trim conditions were 4.8 deg for roll

angle and 7.7 deg for sideslip. The maximum roll angle prior

to aircraft recovery was 69.4 deg occurring 28 sec after the
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stall was encountered. Sideslip ranged from 0.0 deg to 11.9

deg and as much as 7.7 deg from trim. The maximum angle of

attack was 34.7 deg. During pitch pumping, the aircraft was

subjected to changes in angle of attack as high as 15.6

deg/sec. The minimum velocity encountered was 61.6 knots.

The problem of stalling at a higher power setting is shown

in Figures 15 and 16. In both cases, the aircraft showed very

little oscillation compared to the low power setting but the

divergences were of larger magnitude with higher roll rates.

In Figure 15, with no pitch pumping, the aircraft was trimmed

with a roll angle of 6.5 deg and a sideslip of 7.1 deg. Once

the stall was encountered, the aircraft remained somewhat stable

for a few seconds as the angle of attack increased. Sideslip

departed trim first, oscillating from -16.5 deg then back to

18.7 deg. Maximum divergence from trim was 23.6 deg. Roll angle

hesitated prior to departing the trim condition and then simply

rolled onto one wing. Maximum roll angle was undetermined since

the plot went off the scale but was in excess of 75.0 deg.

Large roll rates as high as 36.5 deg/sec were encountered. Maxi-

mum angle of attack was also undetermined but was in excess of

40.0 deg. The minimum velocity was 50.0 knots.

In Figure 16, high power setting with pitch pumping, the

results are similar. The aircraft was timmmed for a roll angle

of 6.5 deg and a sideslip of 7.1 deg. After the aircraft was
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stalled, sideslip once again departed trim first, ranging from

15.2 deg to -17.1 deg -- as much as 24.2 deg from trim. Roll

angle shows the aircraft rolling one direction and then back

the other before being recovered 21 sec after the stall was

encountered. Maximum roll angle was 79.9 deg and was as low

as -37.9 deg. The maximum change in angle of attack was 18.2

deg/sec. Minimum velocity was 50.0 knots.

In comparing the results of including pitch pumping against

those where pitch pumping was not done, there seems to be little

effect on the stability of the aircraft. Indeed, with the ex-

ception of the roll left in Run 1-4 prior to the roll right,

the same power setting gave similar results regardless of pitch

pumping.

It is also interesting to note that the aircraft always

ends up rolling towards the right wing and that the maximum

deviation from trim sideslip always occurs with negative side-

slip. These results are due to torque effects of the engine

and point to problems for both the pilot and CAS in trying to

maintain stability of the aircraft into the stall regime.

Overall, the aircraft performed as predicted by the model.

At the low power settings, the aircraft went into a divergent

oscillatory roll once stall was encountered. At the higher

power settings, less oscillation was encountered. The maximum

divergence occurred around the same time in both cases.
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5.4.2 Pilot Tests

The purpose of this set of tests was to determine how

well the pilot was able to maintain lateral-directional stability

when the aircraft was stalled. The results were used as a base-

line for comparison with the CAS in a similar situation. Figures

17 through 20 present the results.

At low power settings (Figures 17 and 18), the pilot was

able to control the instabilities fairly well. In Figure 17, low

power setting without pitch pumping, the aircraft's lateral-

directional attitude showed only minor deviations. Roll angle

ranged from 4.9 deg to 12.9 deg and was in general pretty steady.

Sideslip was also fairly steady, ranging from 1.3 deg to 9.4 deg.

The maximum angle of attack encountered was 32.6 deg and the

minimum velocity was 53.2 knots.

Figure 18 shows the results of low power setting with

pitch pumping. Once again, the pilot was able to control the

instabilities well into the stall regime, though the addition

of pitch pumping caused larger deviations. Roll angle varied

anywhere from -1.6 deg to 33.1 deg while sideslip varied from

0.0 deg to 16.8 deg. The maximum angle of attack encountered

was 37.8 deg with rates of change as high as 15.6 deg/sec.

Minimum velocity was 53.2 knots.

The higher power settings proved to be much more diffi-

cult for the pilot. Both roll angle and sideslip deviations

became large compared to low power settings. In particular,
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the sideslip deviations became unmanageable once the stall

was encountered.

Figure 19 shows the results of high power setting

without pitch pumping. Roll angle deviations were large though

manageable, varying from -9.7 deg to 26.6 deg. Sideslip varia-

tions were also large and much more erratic. Sideslip angles

from -9.4 deg to 12.6 deg were encountered. Maximum angle of

attack was 37.9 deg while minimum velocity was 51.6 knots.

Figure 20 presents the results of high power setting

with pitch pumping. In this case, the aircraft's instabilities

became unmanageable for the pilot. Roll angle varied anywhere

from -34.7 deg to 43.5 deg and would have continued to increase

had the aircraft not been recovered. Sideslip, too, showed

large deviations ranging from -25.8 deg to 20.7 deg and was

continuing to increase up until aircraft recovery. The highest

angle of attack was 41.0 deg, changing at reates as high as

24.3 deg/sec during pitch pumping. Minimum velocity encountered

was 52.1 knots.

In comparing the results of no pitch pumping to those

where pitch pumping was added, some definite differences were

noted. At low power settings without pitch pumping, only small

deviations in lateral-directional attitude were noted. When

pitch pumping was included, the deviations became markedly

larger, particularly in the case Df sideslip. Total variation

of roll angle without pitch pumping (measured by the angle
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V

between the minimum and maximum roll angle) was 8.0 deg compared

to 34.7 deg with pitch pumping. For sideslip, total variation

without pitch pumping was 8.1 deg compared to 16.8 deg with

pitch pumping.

The results were similar in the case of high power

setting. Total roll angle variation without pitch pumping was

36.3 deg compared to 78.2 deg with pitch pumping. Total side-

slip deviation without pitch pumping was 22.0 deg compared to

46.5 deg when pitch pumping was included.

In contrast to the airframe tests, then, pitch pumping

made a discernable difference in the results where the pilot

was required to maintain lateral-directional stability. This

could be attributed to a number of reasons. First, in trying

to maintain stability at low airspeeds, the pilot was using

sluggish control surfaces. Since the aircraft's attitude was

changing rapidly (due to the inclusion of pitch pumping), the

combination of relatively slow reaction time of the pilot and

sluggish control surfaces would make it difficult to overcome

the instabilities.

Second, whereas the pilot had outside references for

maintaining wings level, there were no similar references for

sideslip. If the pitch pumping caused sideslip deviations,

the pilot would not have been able to sense and correct them.

Flying in a sideslip would tend to aggravate the aircraft's

instabilities.
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Finally, just the effort of including pitch pumping into

the results may have taken away from the pilot's attention enough

that he was unable to maintain stability as well as when pitch

pumping was not included.

Overall, this set of tests showed that differences in

power setting and the inclusion of pitch pumping made a real

difference in how well the pilot was able to maintain stability.

Though no simulation results were available for comparison,

the pilot did perform as had been found in previous studies.

5.4.3 CAS Tests

The final set of tests was run to determine how effective

the control system designed in this study was in eliminating

the instabilities encountered when the aircraft was stalled.

To accomplish this task, the aircraft was trimmed prior to

actuating the control system, and the aircraft was stalled.

The control system then was required to maintain the lateral-

directional trim into the stall.

The control system was designed with relatively rapid

response times. Roll rate response was selected to be as quick

as possible, while the sideslip response was chosen to be about

one second. In both cases, the response times were found to be

sufficient to provide stability into the stall regime in all

simulation results. The results from this set of tests
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are presented in Figures 21 through 24.

The low power setting results are shown in Figures 21

and 22. When no pitch pumping was present (Figure 21), the

CAS had no trouble at all maintaining stability. Roll angle

showed negligible variation from the trim value of 8.1 deg.

Sideslip did show some deviations from the 8.1 deg trim value,

ranging from 8.7 deg to 3.2 deg -- as much as 4.9 deg from

trim. This deviation is probably due to the slower response

time demanded for sideslip. The maximum angle of attack was

30.0 deg while the minimum velocity was 50.0 knots.

When pitch pumping was included (Figure 22), the CAS still

responded to maintain lateral-directional stability. Roll angle

was trimmed at 4.9 deg. Once stall was encountered and the

pitch pumping begun, the aircraft did a slow, counterclockwise

roll to -6.5 deg. This slow roll was probably due to the in-

ability of the control system to keep up with the rapidly chang-

ing flight condition. Sideslip also showed some minor deviations

during pitch pumping. Sideslip was trimmed for 5.2 deg but was

as high as 11.3 deg or 6.1 deg from trim. The maximum angle of

attack was 31.0 deg while the maximum rate of change of the

angle of attack was 20.8 deg/sec. The minimum velocity encounter-

ed was 51.6 knots.

Higher power settings also did not pose a problem for the

control system though larger deviations from trim were noted

than at the lower power settings. In Figure 23, high power
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setting without pitch pumping, roll angle was trimmed at 9.7 deg

and varied from 16.2 deg to 6.5 deg or as much as 6.5 from trim.

Sideslip was trimmed at 8.7 deg and varied from 11.3 deg to 5.2

deg or as much as 3.5 deg from trim. The maximum angle attack

encountered was 30.0 deg while the minimum velocity was 50.0

knots.

When pitch pumping was included with a higher power setting

(Figure 24), the results were still more than adequate. Roll

angle was trimmed at 9.7 deg and varied between 16.2 deg and 3.2

deg. Maximum deviation from trim was 6.5 deg. An oscillation

occurred when the pitch pumping was ended and the aircraft re-

covered and was probably due to the control system catching up

to the current flight condition. Sideslip was trimmed at 11.3

deg and varied from 13.2 deg to 6.8 deg -- as much as 4.5 deg

from trim. The largest deviations occurred during the pitch

pumping phase of the test and, once again, are probably due to

the inability of the control system to keep up with the changing

flight condition. The maximum angle of attack was 36.9 deg

while the largest rate of change for angle of attack encountered

during pitch pumping was 13.4 deg/sec. Minimum velocity was

47.6 knots.

As was in the case of the pilot tests, pitch pumping did

have an effect on the results, though not as drastic. At low

power settings, the test without pitch pumping showed no varia-

tion in roll angle and a total sideslip variation of 5.5 deg.
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When pitch pumping was included, total roll angle variation

went up to 11.3 deg and total sideslip variation to 6.1 deg.

The same kind of results occurred at the higher power settings

as well. Total roll angle variation without pitch pumping

was 9.7 deg compared to 12.9 deg with pitch pumping. Total

sideslip variation without pitch pumping was 6.1 deg while

with pitch pumping, it was 6.5 deg. These results were due to

the slow speed at which the control system updated the gains

and the fact that the angle of attack was changing at rates as

high as 20.8 deg/sec. Regardless, the CAS provided adequate

control throughout the stall.

One problem with the control system was encountered which

makes it unusable in its present form. The aircraft's control

surfaces are set up with a safety feature to cutout if the CAS

commands excessively large deflections at any one time. This was

a problem for the CAS since it was operating in a very unstable

region where the control effects were sluggish. Large control

surface deflections were required to maintain aircraft control.

In the case of several test runs, numerous attempts were needed

to get one "successful" run where cutouts did not occur too early.

Several possibilities exist for why this problem arose.

First, when the weighting matrices were selected, a minimum roll

rate response was considered desirable. However, this may force

the CAS to correct deviations from trim too fast and cause ex-

cessively large aileron commands. Another possible problem is
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that of sampling time. At high angles of attack, the aircraft

is very unstable in the roll-spiral mode. The aircraft can

diverge quite rapidly, as was demonstrated in the first set

of tests, so the control system must be capable of reacting

equally as fast. The CAS would have to make up for a slow

sampling time by using large control surface deflections.

Finally, the safety limits on the aircraft may be too tight

for the regime in which the control system was tested and could

be widened somewhat. Thus, the solution to the cutout problem

would be to make changes in all three potential problem areas

-- slow down roll rate response, increase the samples per

interval of time, and relax the control surface safety limits

on the aircraft.

Another answer to the cutout problem might be low-pass

filtering. This scheme includes not only control surface de-

flection into the gain computation process, but also the de-

flection rate. The deflection rate could be limited to an

acceptable level where the control surfaces would not cutout.

It could also reduce the jerkiness associated with large con-

tron surface deflections.

Overall, the control system proved to be a success in

eliminating the aircraft's instabilities encountered in the

stall regime. It was able to overcome the problems of sluggish

control response and slow gain updating and still provide ade-

quate control. Control surface cutouts did detract from the

performance of the system but can be remedied with some minor

changes in the gain updating scheme.
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5.5 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

To summarize the results, the flight tests were successful

at providing an understanding of the aircraft in the stall regime

and how to eliminate the instabilities encountered there. The

airframe tests pointed out the problems of stalled flight

while the pilot tests showed how difficult it was for the pilot

to overcome the instabilities experienced in the stall. The

CAS tests proved that it is indeed possible to eliminate the

instabilities and provide safer and more controlled stall flight

characteristics.

The primary purpose of the airframe tests was to get a

better understanding of how the aircraft responds in the stall

regime. Based on the model, the roll-spiral mode was found to

be unstable, which would point to a divergent, oscillatory roll.

This was found to be the case in the actual tests. Higher

power setting was found to lessen the oscillatory portion of

the roll-spiral instability but increase the speed at which the

divergences occur. Low power settings caused roll rates as

high as 12.9 and 16.2 deg/sec for cases without and with pitch

pumping, respectively, while at higher power settings, those

same maximum roll rates became 35.5 and 44.4 deg/sec, respectively.

It was also interesting to note that the aircraft always

departed controlled flight in the same direction due to the

torque effects of the propeller. In this case, the aircraft
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always ended up rolling toward the right wing and flying with

negative sideslip. These observations point to problems that

both the pilot and control system had to overcome.

Finally, it was found that the inclusion of pitch pumping

had only a small effect on the stability of the aircraft. The

more interesting effect of pitch pumping was how well the pilot

and CAS were able to handle the aircraft when pitch pumping

was included.

The purpose of the pilot and CAS tests was to determine

how well the control system was able to help the pilot control

the unstable aircraft. When the results of the tests were com-

pared, the CAS did provide a much larger degree of stability

than the pilot in the same situation. Marked reductions in

the total variation are found in both roll angle and sideslip.

In the case of low power setting with no pitch pumping,

the pilot had a total roll angle variation of 8.1 deg compared

to no variation for the control system. For sideslip, the

pilot allowed 8.1 deg total variation while the CAS allowed

only 5.5 deg. When pitch pumping was included, the pilot had

a total roll angle variation of 34.7 deg compared to only 11.3

deg for the CAS. Total pilot sideslip variations, in this case,

were 16.8 deg compared to only 6.1 deg for the control system.

The comparisons for the high power setting are even more

striking. Without pitch pumping, the pilot allowed a total roll
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angle variation of 36.3 deg compared with only 9.7 deg total

variation allowed by the control system. Total sideslip varia-

tion for the pilot was 22.0, while the CAS had only 6.1 deg

total variation. With pitch pumping, the pilot had total roll

angle variation of 78.2 deg compared with 12.9 deg for the

CAS. The total sideslip variation for the pilot was 46.5 deg

compared to 6.5 deg for the control system. Also at the high

power settings, the pilot results showed that the variations

would have continued to increase had the aircraft not been re-

covered,while the control system results show no such tendency.

It was readily apparent, then, that the control system could

be an invaluable aid to the pilot in controlling an otherwise

unstable aircraft.

One major problem was discovered with the control system

implementation after the tests had been run. The control system

was designed around the stability axes of the aircraft. How-

ever, the -rcraft sensors, from which the aircraft attitude

was measured and sent to the computer, are mounted on the air-

craft and are not angle-of-attack sensitive. No accomodations

were made for this fact within the control system software.

Thus the control system utilized stability-axis software with

body-axis inputs. To remedy this problem, the sensor inputs

should be transformed to stability axes, based on the current

angle of attack, prior to the computation of the control surface

outputs.
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In addition, there were some minor problems noted in

the actual flight tests. In particular, the cutout problem

previously mentioned needs to be worked out. Some jerkiness

also was experienced in the control surface actuations due

to the large control surface deflections and the relatively

long sampling time. One last problem was that the control

system had some trouble keeping up with a rapidly changing

flight condition. It is possible that these problems may be

the result of the modelling or control law implementation

errors. They may also point to some fine tuning required in

the control law.

It should be pointed out that regardless of the errors

encountered in this project, the control system was still a

success and did accomplish its goal. Overall, the flight tests

proved that it is possible to provide stability to an otherwise

unstable aircraft, even into the stall regime. Such a control

system could provide additional safety for pilots, particularly

unskilled pilots, when operating in the regions near stall.
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Chapter VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The study of aircraft in the high-angle-of-attack regime

can provide great rewards in terms of increasing the knowledge

of flight and subsequently enhancing aircraft safety. However,

that same regime many challenging problems which must be over-

come before the rewards can be attained. By putting together

a test platform to investigate the different aspects of stalled

flight, it would be possible to overcome the problems and make

important steps toward improving flight safety.

The purpose of this study was to design and test a con-

trol system to eliminate the lateral-directional disturbances

from thZ longitudinal mode in stalled flight. At high angles

of attack, the lateral-directional mode becomes unstable and

difficult for even an experienced pilot to overcome. By de-

signing a control system to provide stability, even into the

stall regime, it would be possible to isolate the longitudinal

mode and take steps toward improving aircraft safety.

Perhaps the most challenging part of the problem was that

the aircraft could be stalled at an infinite number of flight

conditions. Designing a CAS that only provided control for one

flight condition would be useless at best. Therefore, the con-

trol system was designed for a whole range of flight conditions

where the gains were made a function of the flight condition.
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Thus, a model of the aircraft had to be computed to represent

the aircraft at any flight condition.

The model was assembled using wind tunnel data for the

aircraft found in NASA TN D-5758. For those terms for which

data were not available, the USAF DATCOM calculation method

was used. The data were reduced to a number of equations where

the stability, rotary, and control derivatives were calculated

from the current flight condition. This method proved to be

an effective one. The results of the simulations compare well

with actual results of airframe flight tests as explained in

Chapter 5. The model then was used to derive contrcl gains for

the CAS.

The CAS was designed as a sampled-data, linear-quadratic

controller. A number of sample flight conditions were chosen

for which suitable control gains were calculated. Simulations

showed satisfactory control of the aircraft at each of the

sample flight conditions. The gains then were scheduled as

functions of the flight condition. These scheduled gains were

then tested in simulation and were also found to provide adequate

control for each flight condition provided that a minimum cor-

relation was maintained between the actual gains and the

scheduled gains.

Finally, operational control system software was formulated

for the purpose of flight tests. The flight tests were broken
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down into three parts. The first was a test of the basic air-

frame to get a better understanding of the lateral-directional

mode in a stall. The results of the tests pointed out the

instabilities that the pilot and CAS were required to overcome.

The results also verified the model since the aircraft reacted

as predicted from simulation results.

The second part of the flight tests included pilot tests

to see how well the pilot could handle the instabilities in

a stall. The results were also used as a baseline for compari-

son with the CAS results. The tests showed that the pilot could

maintain some control at lower power settings but that the con-

trol was lost at higher power settings.

The final part of the flight tests was the test of the

CAS during a stall. The results show that the control system

was able to maintain stability well into the stall regime.

Deviations from trim were present but were not near the magnitude

of those encountered with the pilot in control. Therefore, the

study was a success at proving that it is indeed possible to

provide stability for an otherwise unstable aircraft, even into

the stall regime. The ramifications for this type of CAS point

to improved aircraft safety, especially for unskilled pilots,

not only in the high-angle-of-attack and stall regimes, but also

throughout the whole range of flight conditions the aircraft

may encounter.
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In reexamining the project, errors were found in the

modelling and control law implementation. In particular, the

angle-of-attack effects on the inertia matrix and the vertical

component of velocity were neglected and resulted in an

erroneous model. This, in turn, affected the computation of

the control gains. In addition, no provision was made for

converting raw sensor data to the stability-axis system in the

computer software. These problems would have to be remedied

before the control system could be used effectively. It should

be noted, however, that even with these errors, the control

system did accomplish its goal of stabilizing the aircraft in

a stall.

Further work is needed to make some improvements in the

control system to make it more workable. In particular, a

more efficient gain scheduling scheme would be desirable to

reduce the size of the gain matrices while retaining the needed

accuracy. This, in turn, would allow a reduction in the sampling

time with several added benefits: elimination of cutouts, smooth-

ing of the jerkiness, and better response during rapid changes

in the flight condition. A look into the area of proportional

filtering might also eliminate large control surface deflections

and their associated problems.

In conclusion, then, this study has shown that it is in-

deed possible to improve lateral-directional stability into the

stall regime of the aircraft. Such a find promises to enhance
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the study of high-angle-of-attack flight. It also provides a

starting point for the design of safety systems into the air-

craft to help eliminate instabilities experienced during high-

angle-of-attack flight.
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Appendix A

AVIONICS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

A.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE AIRCRAFT

The aircraft used in this study is the Avionics Research

Aircraft (ARA), a modified Navion. The ARA is capable of three

modes of control -- direct, analog, and digital -- which can

operate simultaneously for a particular application. In addi-

tion, the aircraft has been equipped with inertial, air data,

and navigation sensors. The aircraft has been used in stall-

spin research as well as control system design.

The sensors which are available for telemetry and control

system usage include angular rate gyros and linear acceler-

ometers for all three axes, angle-of-attack and sideslip vanes,

an airspeed sensor, and control position indicators. In addi-

tion, barometric altitude, airspeed, air temperature, and engine

manifold pressure also are available to the pilot.

The aircraft is flown with two pilots for reasons of

flight test efficiency and safety. The evaluation pilot sits

in the left seat which is set up for fly-by-wire control system

operation for both digital and analog applications. For analog

control systems, pilot inputs are routed through potentiometers

to the control surfaces. The potentiometers are located on the
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display panel and can be adjusted in flight to vary the air-

craft's handling characteristics. For digital control systems,

a microprocessor is used. The computer itself is located be-

hind the right seat and is interfaced with the pilot through

the hand-held CDU. The safety pilot sits in the right seat

and has direct control over the control surfaces through the

use of mechanical linkages.

A.2 AIRCRAFT DATA

A Navion airframe was tested extensively in the 30' x 60'

full-scale wind tunnel at the NASA Research Center, Hampton,

Virginia and the result- of those tests were compiled in the

report, NASA TN D-5857. The availability of the data simplified

the model development process. To use it, the data were reduced

to a set of tables of data points from the nondimensional co-

efficient curves. The tables are presented here and are arranged

as follows: Table 8, constant component data; Table 9, stability

derivative component data; Table 10, longitudinal coefficient

data; Table 11, rudder derivative component data; and Table 12,

aileron derivative component data.

In addition, a number of aircraft constants were required

for the rotary derivative component development. Those constants

are presented in Table 13.
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TALE L,

Constant Component Late

& 11c 0.03 0,.12 0.23

-4.cC 0.001 C.0C2 0.00?/

4.C, C).C .CC04 -. C007
6.0 -. C02 -006 -. 016
12.C, -.05 _-.CIL -. C2L
16.0 -. 19 -C,25 -C44
20.0 CI0L -.0 C40 -.065
24.0 -.0;20 -.0,45 -.090

y

a 1c cC03 C.12 C0. 2-'

-4.C 0CO1cc .C -.0040

0.0 .CCC5 -.0015 -.0000

b.0 -.0010 -.0035 -. 0C
12-C -. CL!5 -.00C20 -.C090;

24. CC- C.C020LC 0. CC C,.0100C)

u 7 c C,.0C,3 C0.12 0.-23

-4.0 0.0110C 0.00,90 0,.0C20

412 C CCC /9C 0.0CC5C C.-C0U25

20.0 0.0090, 0;.005 -.0025
24-C 0.012(, 0.00620 OC

C 1
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TABLE 9

Stbbility DerivLtivc (.omponent. Lata

(throttlc setting O .03)

E-1.0 -10C- -5.C 0.0, 5.C 10.0 15.C

-4.0 0.162 0.134 0).C,5 C.C01 -.06b -.14L -.21C
C.C. C.177i C.131 0.0.69 C.0 -. C70 -.145 -.200
4.0 0.17c 0. 11C C.0( 2 C-C. -. c66 -.142 -.2C,2
E. C0.160 C.1cc 0.0c5$ -. C2 -.0(0 -.135 -.19,7

12.C C.143 0.06$ C.C44 -.005 -.050, -. 110 -. 165-
1L.0 C.121 0).075 0).030 -.019 -.06f3 -.1C4 -.171
20 .0C CIC2 G.Cb0 C. 010 -. C16E -. C54 -.097 / -.1 - c
24.C C0C0E4 0.050 0,. 005 -.0,20 -.050 -.097 - - 130C

y

-_1".1 -10,.0 -5.C 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.c

-4.c - . C2 -/L -C0210U -. C120 C0C.0010. G.013.5 C.-C265 0 .0C,3 fS
0.1 -. 0200 -. (200C -. 0115' 0.0005 0.013- 0.0220, 0.03'2S
4v.c -. 0250' -. 01C -. 0110 -. 0005 0.0105 C.0175 0.0290C
6.0 -. 0230C -. 0CC -. 0105 -. C010 0.007i5 0.014. C.(2-/5

12.0 -. 0210, -. 013-5 -. 009,5 -. 0015 C.OC3C 0.012C 0.0220
1E..0 -. 0105 -. 0110 -. 0065 0.00,20 C,.U4C 0.0120 0.0195
20. ( -. 16 -. 006 -. 0010I. C.OOCC-, 0.0105 .13 C 0. ' C24C
2 4.0 -. 35 -. 0150C -. 020 0.020, 0.0100CCI SC 0.10 0.01

L r)

-15.0 -10 .1 -5.0 0.0 -. ' 10.0 15.0

-4.0 C-C ' ' C.33 0.02L(L 0.2 1 0.0 C110 -.00C50C -.-C110 -.0 1 -0

0.0 0.0330 0.0240, 0.019C 0.0090 -.0025 -.0000C -.0121
4. 0.0C -C2 -Y1 0.022_5 0,.01C. 1 0 ,.0C090C -.0C040 -.0100 -.0C115-

L.1 0.0,220 .0C220 0.010 0.0100 -. 0070 -. 0140 -. OiSC
12.0C C25C C0.0C23C 0.0C15C 0. CC70 -. (12C -.C200 -. (215
16.0 0,.0300 0.0190 0.0140 -.0030 -.017/5 -.02L0 -.0290

20.0 0.0440 0 .0C37C0C 0.00 C 0.0-CC 09 -. CL0C55 -27 -'-32 5
24.C 0,.0500 0.0430. 0.200 0.0120 -. 0060 -. 0320 -. 36

LI
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lablc 9

continued

(throttlc setting 0.2.3)

Z) 15c -iC-C, -5.C C.C, 5.C, ic.C 1".C

-4.C C.243 .1C C.R1CC C.(Cb -.C,6(, -. 1tC -.23-1
C.C 0J.23C, 0l.166 C.C95 C.C, -.C C, -.16-/ -.24(6
4.C C.21-- C.155 0.Lb2 -.006b -.C9S -. DSt -.252
L.C C.1S7 C.142 C.COIL -.C1C -.10,4 -.265 -. 2 5

1C.C (.156 0.1(4 C.C37 -.C4. -.0,9c -.2(2 -.25C
2C. -C C.13: 0l. C7L 0. ccS -. 5 -.11C, -.15L -.221
24.C C-CS% C. CC, -. C5C, - 16C, -. 10 -. 126 -. 22L

C
y

L C -1t,.t -L.C C.C, 5.( 1C.C r.

-4 C -C 2 C -. C(2 C -.C1U- -. CC4C, C -C C. C,200, C. -C 3-C,
C C C .2C -. C 2 S -.C2CS -.CC C. CC75 C C 1 C C .C C-
4-C -.C32C, -.C2b6( -. C22C, -. CCi'd C.CCS'S C.C175 C.C2L
L.C -'- I S -C27/C - C2 . 5 -C09C, C CC'-- C. C I C C.C 2 c
12..(-.t2 !; .(z'*C - C 2 4C -CCL9C C.CC5 LC 14C C.C2'4
1 (.C -C2 C C .C 2 CC -. Ct2 2C -COC C C C 0C5C- CC 2 4C
2C.C -C215 -I .C 1-C -.C I IC C CC -'C C .CC4C C.C1'4C C C22-
24 C -C 1C -CC IS C.C CLC C-C 14C, C. -C1LSr C ±L C C.CC;.,

L-
n

C .C -1C.C -S.( C.C 5.C 1C.( 1S.C

-4. CCL C C2,C, C C 2 LC C CL2 C -C 1 )C, -C I )C, -C17 C
CC C .C G C 2 L C C21 " C CC(C C .C C C C, 12 C -C I '-L
4.C C.C2EC C.C2.-C, C.C175 C.(C,4C -.CCL5 -.C11L -.Ci.~L
L - C C. C24, G C. C1 C, C .Cl A C CC (2C, -.CCL6 -.C I .C - .C1EC
12-C C.C22C, C'.Cl1/C C.CCb6S C-.(025 -.C(,-5 -.Cl(,C -.C2CC,
1(.(C C.C2(C C .C 1 S C C12CC C C, -C - C 14C0 -. C2 5 -C 2 4C
2 CC C.C-'C O-C22C, C C14S -.00C25 - C 2 1C -C 2 4 C, C3SC
24.( C .C4CC C C2b65 C. C22C;C .CC0* -. 2 5C -.Cl160 -. C24(

Cl
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TABLE 10

Longitudial Coefficient. Lata

Ej c C.~ .12 C.23

-4.C -. 160 -- 160 -. 14C
C.0 C.1'4C C-15C C.21C
4.( 0.455 C.4bC 6.55C
E.0 0.750 C.6CC C.E95

12.0 1.040 1.120 1.24C
1C.0 1.27C .L 1.525
20.0 1.--C0l 1.-100 1.55C

LL

E ' C.(-- C.12 C 2'

-'.C 0.015 -.0i0 -. 1s%
4.C C.(20' -.005)C -.1b0
4.0 C.C025 -.000 -.1L0

12.0 0.070c C.( -. 115
10.0 0 .130. 0.055 -.000
20.0 0.270c 0.140 ,.07/5
24.0 0.375/- 0-.20 0.2L0

c L,
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TABLE 11.

R~udder Lerivativc Compone~nt Lata

dl ,. -9.c C.C 7.C 1.

-4.C -.C5C, -.C2C, C.CC2 c.C1L O.L4.
C.C --C54 -.C2L Gc c-.ClL c~cc
4.C -. C5L -.C.24 -.CC)S C..L14 C.C5C.

1'(.C -.CL3 -. CA- -.Ccb C.CC)b C.C,4C

IC.( -.C7L -.LC,3 -.CI/ ().CC-- CJ.C~h

24.C -. CLL -.L2E -.L15 CC2 C.C4-)

c

a d -17- - .( c.c 7.C 1

-4.c C.,2EC, C.Ll30 C.CC1C -.CCCc -. c23.c
C-c C-C3Cc C.C125 C..( -.GC)LL -.L255

12 CC C-'- C L.CiL, -. CClC .C2C- -CL2 5

1L.( C-C:- C. C.C14C C.CC2C -. C;CC. -. C2CC
24C. C C. C2 bC C .Cl % C. .CC55 .CCIS -.C I --C

n

Z-d . I- C. 5i -. C C, C~ic Cc*i 1.2

4.C C.CCLC C.(C-! C.C1C C.C135 GC-Clh

b - G -C ILL C.CCLC C -CIC'C C CC~cC. C.CL1.
12. C C. GC2C C. CUL5 G U7 5C L CC.C, C. LGLC

24.( C.Cl1 C.C12C C.C1$ C.C135 C.CC.-5
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'lab:le 11

continued

(throttlI setting .3

6dlE 1/.5 -93.C C.C 7.1- 13.2

-4.1 -.163 -.CIL 1.11 C.33 1.7

4.1 -. 101 -1.4L -.10U 1.121 G. C1
6.1 -. 111. _-.15 -. C1L 1-.11 1.1c51

12.C -.12C1 -.06 -.A3 G.113 C1.-1AC
16.1 -.140 C.74 -.144 U.112.' 1.144
20.1 -.13.C -.111C -. 165 -.C31 1.115
24.1 -.14C _-.16C _-.91 -.161 _-.16

C
y

115.1C - 7.C, 13.2

-4.1 1.1365 1.1115 -.1141, -.116 -. 2.7

4.1 1.14C5 1.1115 -. C171 -.1221 -17

L.1 1.1445 1.1121, -.1161 -.1251 -. ,5(C
12.1 1.1441 1.1131-C -.1161 -.1255 -.1515,

16.1 CC C.45i 1.C111 -. 55 -. 211 L. 14~5
21.1. C.1*'2U 1,.123, 1,.1141 -.1151. -.1%.C
24.1 1.-.1 1.1171 1.111, 1.1125 -.1171C

Cn

0.1 7.1 1C.

-4.( -.1141 1.11,21 1.1120 C.C125 1.1231

4.C 1.1 _-.115 1.113 5 0.10,51 C.(1
L .1 C1C126 0.1 1/.11G21 0.105 1.1141

12.1C , 1.1155, 15 1 CCc .1011 G.106 1C.11C71
1(.( 1.1165 1.11C75 1.1121, 1.115 -. CC131
Z1.( 0.1141 1.1111 -.1025 -. C1Z -.1155
2z4 . 1.115C)L,5 0.1165 C. C06 5 C.13 -.1061COC

Cl
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71ABLE 12

Aileron berivative Component LatEh

d-. 42. C -21.0 C. C 21.-C 42.0

-4. C0.015 c). U.2 C.00C5 0.C -. 01C,
0.0 C.C12 0.010I C.0 -.002 -.0.10
4.C C1OI L.C10 0.0 -.005 -.C11
E.0 0I.006 0.006 -.00C5 -.010, -.015

12.0 . CC7 1  (I.01 -. 00 -. 015 C C24
16C.0C -. 007 0 .0 -. 015 -27 -. 40,
20.0 C,.0C0C5 -. I016 .1 E -. 022 -.0r
24.C -.015 -.015 -.015 -.C22 0.020

y

adi- -4. -21C 0).0 21.C 42.0

-4.c 0C050s 0.0010 0.0010 0.0 -. 0020

4.0 -.002S -.00zC 0.0 0,.0015 0.002S
E.0 -. CUES -.0C c c -.0005 C 0.00 0.00- C55

12.0 -.0110 -.0130 c -c C A - I001 0.0 0.105 -
16.0 - C C0 - -.011C, C.0C20 0.0C110 C0C02CC
2C. -.0155 -. 02 0.0C 0.0CCCC C145 C'.0C265

di. -42.0 -21.0 0.0 21.0 42.C

-4.0 0.0000 0,.0400 0.01 -0170 -.0450
0 .0 0C.05-' .C39(0 C 0.00 C -.0 C150C -.C4-,
4.0 0.064L 5 C3~ .0100 -.0140, -. C4LC
&.0 0.0045 0.04251 0.0100 -.0150C -.04L0

12 .0CC 0.00 0 ',C .03 20c o. oo-1 -.0160 C-.5]5
10.0( -C 0.0S7 C,0.0C320C -.0030 -.02SC0 -60
20.0 0.0730.- 0.0350 0.0100 -.0120, -. C5-'5
24.0C 0.020 C 0. C54CC 0. CI3( -.0090 -.0200
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TABLE 13

Aircraft Constants

%ing Data

Aspect Ri~tio Ax 6. (4
Are~.a 1E fC~
Spa b. fL-tt
Chord c C.7 feet
LentErlint~ distance

from: c .9 I foct
ILpEr FTatio C.54
Dihedral 50c

LutcF (;t cuartcr chocrd) A

hoiizcr.tal lail Lata

TLSI'ct Latic, ~ 4.C
Ar e z 6h4- et
I par. b1 .11 f f ft
Chord c~ i ett
Lcrtcrl inf ciistzrcc

iron. c c. C L f ect
',aFtr ratio-
L t~ (Et cuzrtL r chord) A (.C

',erticzal '10i1 DatL

t~.r~a S12.r fct4

Chord c~ 3-12 ft.et
laJper Iatic x C.C 5SwecF (i-t quarter chord) A 2CC
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labie 13

continued

! .ass and Inertia Lati

Gross Vcight r.2940 lbs.
Center of Cravity (c.q.) X/c~ w .2$r
1:omcnt of Inertia (x axis) 1 12L4.1 slug-ft,
lhomtrit of Inertia (y axis) 'x27-29su-t

V.oment of Inertia (z axis) il' 3234.7 slug-ft2
z

?'iscellanecus Data

Listarnct from !.onFr~t Lenter
tc %cl-tiCZ-1 l.il (4.z 2.Eij feet
(rorrral to booy j)

Li.,tanCL frcrm tonent Center
tc kErtiL.i lLiI C.p. 1 1i7.2 feet
(FjEra1Ie1 to bodiy p~

Licti-rcc of Vertic<I ail
Centtr cf Fressure z L + 1 E4 'ir. E

At~.cr Lecc% lontnt Cernter
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Appendix B

GAIN COMPUTATION SOFTWARE

The gain computations were done by coding, in FURIRAN, the

model and control lau dtvelopment steps into the program, CONTRL.

CONTRL had the follouing capabilities: compute the linearized

system equations given the flight condition; compute the optir.al

Sains giver a set of state control weighting-; compute the

ecuivalEnt closed-loop systen, equations; and perform a linear

and/cr ncnlir.ear simulation. A floe chart of CONTRL is presented

irn licure l.

.n aduition, a numnic of subroutines uere included in the main

prcgiam tc rerforn intermediate tasks. LDDYN conputed the

lateral-ditcticr.Ll dyna,.mic equations given the flicl.t condition

and the current VLlue of the states and controls. FAINDG co.iuted

tic lireari2ed systcnr and output matrices giver. the flicht

ccr,diticr. and the trim vilues of the states and controls. STM

conputed the state transition matrix given the sample time ard

tie system cynarric matrix. CEM computed the conticl effects 0
matrix civen the state transition matrix and th# system ..tricLL.

CLOOP corputed the uquivalent closed-loop system dynamics matrax

givnr, tie closed-loop state transition matrix. RKI1T performec a

nonlinear Eimulation using a 4-th order Ikunga-Kutta integratior

giver, the flight condition, the control gain matrices, and the
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initial condition. lablc 14 presents a listing of each of thcS

subroutines as uell as the main program, CONTRL.
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Compute
Conthtnuondition

Comppute

F___ _ 
Optima Coainso

Compute

System lMatrices T______
Compute

Sotroal Gain

Compute1Marie

SsEuilibrims

_ _ _ _atr__ ic _ _

Coompute

Equivalent Closed-Loop

_________ __________System Matrices
Input1

Continuous-Time

Weighting MatricesEw Simulate

I I ~Nonlinear Time Histo ry

C oi.- ;ut e
Sampled-DataT

Eweightinj,' Matrices Siiiulate
Linear Time History

Fig ure 25: Gain Computation Flowchart
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Table 14. Cain Corizutation Listirn-s

FILE: CC'N7F'L FORTBAN A PEIXCk.TOG! UNIVEPSITY TI111-SHARING SYSTEM

DI MENSC'(; I w FF (14) ,Plil (4, 4) , F (4.4) , FCO0F Y (4, 4) 0QC (4,.4) *FI NV (4 ,4) * CON30010
1 G(4,2)SAM M A (4 ,2).HX(2 . 4).H (2 2.P c(2 ,2) A PhA F( 3. 3) CON00020
2 ~XO (4) *FJ(2) ,T P1 (4,4) ,TEMP2(2,4),4EMP3 (2,2) *TEMP4 (4.2) * CON30030
3 ~TP1L-5 (4, 4 ) . A T 4 ,2) .4 H ATo0T(4 ,2) ,0H A T(4, 4 ) . H AT OT 4,4) C c0-n 4 0

4 Q (4, 4) , .HA T(2, 2),R 11AT OT (2, 2) , E(2. 2) ,0T NO W(4 ,4). CCN00050
5 MTNGW (4, 2),EBTNCW (2,2) SINV (5,5) S (5,5) AREAS (4.4) . CCN30060
6 P HI T (4, 4) , 0AMMA T (2, 4) , M HA T (2, 4) , P H 1E M(4 .4 ) , C0N30070
7 G AT El(-4 ,2) ,PK (4. 4) ,P K M N 1(4 4) ,A PE AP( 1 .1 ),IT 1(4). CCN00080
8 C(2,4),511(3,3),512(3,2),S21(2,3),S22(2,2),Cl(2,3), CONOO090
9q c2(2. 1)vC F (2 . 2),C B(2, 4) vF 1 3, 3) , F2 (3.1) ,F2 ( 1 .1 CON00100

D 110E N.;I CN F2l(l.3),S1(3,2),G2(il,)TEMP6(2,1).CS(2,1), CONOO110
1 TL.MP7(,2),TF%!P(12),CI(2,2),PHiCL(4,4).?CL(4,4). CON00120
2 DY(2,1) ,DYTI(2,1) ,X(4,1).12 (2,1),TEMPIO (4.1) * CON00130
3 7EMPll(2,1),CLcrY(4,4),XoUT(4).U2or2T(2),TEMP12(1,l). CON00140
4 X ISA (3 , 1 ), 11ST A i(2 ,1 ), X 9S T A (5 , 1 ) .C 0M VL(5 .1) CON00150

6KY(1,2),SXI(3,1),TE!:P13(J,1),sxyI3,2),SuJY(2.2). CCN00170
r X 1 (2 , ) , N X2 (2, 1 ) , S TI (2, 1) , FC (8, 1) , A1 (7, 9) . A 21 17, 9) , CONOO180
C C -~F 11 (7 ,1) ,C FFF D2 17, 1) , PC1 (9, 1) . FC 2 ( 18. 1) , A2 2 ( 7, 9) . CON)0190

q Tl(4,4),TA2( 4 14),T3(4,4),CTRIM(3,3),CVEC(3,1),AFEACT(2.2) CON0O200
D IMFS I ON X 1 (4) , UT (4) , A 2 ( 7, 18) CCN00210
REAL IDFN C0N00220
C0'! P-'E X ;C1 IG --N (4) , Z,-E 3 4, 4) CCN00230
8EVI IN:VL1 CON00240

C- k/,7Y -C~ /Y C Y 0 Y 3 C YDC Y rA, CY P,ZY R CCN)0250
/CC~F/2~ *C', U3, CNDE, CNDA, CNP, CNR C ON c0260

Cr'.'CN%,l,/~CTCF1/L, CLC CL, CLUR CLDACIPCLP CCN00270
LWTA A ,l 7 72-7, ,2. 155, 7. 889, 3. 254,-3. 595, .5348.-. 06704, C0N90280

1 -. 0,- 1 >z, .l ." 322 7 , -. 0524,. 1556, -. n6276. .8409E-3 . 2326E-3, CCN0029C
2 0 1 3 ) 37), 3,-.D214t), -. 7 38E- 4-. 00 0t,2,- . 12t)91, CON00300
I .1 ~ 7 28,O94,-13..78-,80EJ CON00310
4 3 4 3;- 3, 0') 14) ,-. 6244E- 3, .3J41 23, .5783 -5,. 104f -4 , C0N00320
5 -37 ,.* .7-4967--.75-4.154.O3r-,CCN00330

r, 6 00 01~ cls, o3 6, . 0 32 35, . 2G2 9E -4.-.3 058 E-4 . C0N00340
7 -.. 7C-71 -,3u1i -i .l27E-3,-.5157E-5,-.14ek-3,.5743E-7, CON30350
8 ~ ULo-26E5-.O2-,27~-iC00360

1 -2> 1 ' ',-t72-3.3d5,..443.1.412,.5SS92, C00380
2. C L 113 2,f - .2.0.131,. 22613,. 33657. 334 1 CCN00390
3 .12 0 1 .. YH. 5 ,.40,)35.017,.29-, C0N004OU
4 3-:'-4, -. 9 22"3 .3 - ,- CIE 3 .n 45 4 CON00410
5-.')J21 ?3, . 3 l,3 .''52 - , . 0 0 , 70 1 3 .8 7 -3 .1 0F ,C N 4 0

7 .1234, ,-. 245-3, -. 3717 .304 1, .109 1 , .0682, -. Or3 8 8, CON00440
8 . 8762F- 3,-. 3 - 3.-. J31522,-.003296,3031981,. 0 0 14 1 5 .-.0 0 2 2 9 2/ CONOO0450
DATh A22/.CO3230,-.79%q:-4,-.001522,-.006569-00346 9 ,.8 4 3 3>--4 . CO00460
1 .00110u, - . 1 553F-4 . 6f372 -5,.2 1 16E- 4,.4 196E-4 .-. 263 1E-4 .-. 2001U-4, CON00470
2 .3346~-14, -.77-41T'-4,. 9 S7 E-5..2149E-4,.4993E-4,.4469E-4.-.2753E,-5.CON3048O
3-.8684E-'e4. 322--3,.4981E-3,-.03i4,-.00b6307,.Oo2339.oo2882. CON00490
.00 1139.-. 0G45 3, -. I 1 1 Id- 3 . 30266,.C 0118 3.-. 005 17 -. 003604, .0254 1 CON'3500

6 .2 ~,-,114 2 4 t - 3 ,.5 9 54i-5),.5423E-4.32c7E-4,.1639E-3,-.1119E-4, CCN00520
7 -. 7 7- 4 . 1P )E-,. 33f E-6,.3 2 15E-6, -. 23E-5, .53 9F-6,. 8737F-.6. C0N30530
8 -.7 2'02 -,. 3 7bHi-,.49L-,.2687E-7,.9122E-6,-.2211E-5.-.5.247z-6.CON00540

Q .Irl--5/ CON00550
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FILE: CONTFL FnRTRAN A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TI.IE-SHARING SYSTEM

800 FOPI'AT(@-' @INPIJT: FLIGHT CCNDITI(,N (A,lC,VE.L.ALT)'1) C0N00560
R01 FOF!A-('-','PHI EcIHTALS:1,45X,'GA'MA EQE1JALS:9) C0N00570
8 02 FOFMAT( ('3' *4 F10. 3. 1 3X, 2 ?1 (. 3) C0N00580
811 FORMAT('-' 'S E0'JALS:') CONU)0590
812 FORMAT(1O',5F13.3) CON00600
829 FOE.MAT('-1,"STEADY STATE ESTIMATE') CON00610
860 FORMAT('-' fCr_-N LOOP? (1=YES,0=Nu)) CON00620
803 FOFAT('-,INPTT: Q(SIDESLIP),Q(POLL AN7LE) S) CON30630
80~4 FOPl AT(I-1 f'INPJ7: PC DIAV;CriAL ELE!.ENTS (2) ') CON00640
805 F0TEAT('-','C(CONT-INUO)US):',31X,'0(DISCPET.L):') C0N00650
got FOPMAT ('0' ,4Fi3.3,l2X,4F3. 3) C0N00660
807 F0P9AT('-0,1M(DIS~r.E):') C0N00670
808 FORMAT('l' *2F8.3) CON00680
809 ~O~T(6 H(OTNOI): 7X, R (DISCFETL) :1) CON30690
810 FOF MAT (6') 6 2F8. 3,4X, 2F8. 3) CON00700
813 -0FMA7('-','P DID NOT CONVERGE IN ',14,' STEPS') CONJ071U
314 F0FMA?_(1-1,1F(ZEADY STATE) EQUALS:') C0N00720
915 FC R A -( -O ,' 4-1).3) CO N307 30
91( FOF1A('-',C?TIMAL GAINS (C) EQUAL:') C0N00740
817 FCF-AT('0' ,~14).3) C0N00750
818 FOP-.IAT('-','Cbi F2I):ALS:'.27X,'CF ECEALS:1,I1X,ICI _.QUALS:*) C0N00760
819 'PPA-(' J',4-'8.3, t X,2F6.3,5K,2F8.3) C0N00770
361 Fn[m'I -'I , I:!: P" T: SE.7ONLS FC-n T1 ME H IS70 RY'9) C0N30780
R2no 1O~ (- ,'I:;- Y2TT WIS9 TC RUN ANOTHER D7_ Y ViLCTO3 ?', CONJO790

1 ' 1=YE O) CON00800
82 O(-''2T DELY VECTCR (DEGFELS) -(Yl,Y2)') CON00810
922 F~rMA(' 1,#X(--: ') 1e"UALS: 11,4F10. 3,11 EEG') CCN00820
823 FOP M XT ('' if 'TI (7T):> ) E ,TNLS: I'1,2F10.1.') DUG;') CON00830

F-5 -~FA7 (' 0 @ t *4Y,' YAW FAT~' ,3X,' SIDE5L;P' .3x,1?iOLL iRATE'. CON00840
1 1i,'FCLL A4NJ11',3X.'RUDLE',5X,'A:LEFCNI) C0N00850

8216 FOrIAT(' ','-1' 14 X,'------'3X, I---------'r3x v'I-- -- -- -- -- CON00860
1 lx'------------'1,3'-------'1,5x,'-------- 4) C0N00870

850 F-F !A-('J' ,'ALL WTT17PJ? IN LEG OR DEG/S9EC') C0NJ0880
?C~1 F 0 P. -,(1 -,SL T TFANSITICN 'ATFIX TIMI HISICFYI) C0N00890
827 v1OF. " (' 6,7W.2,,,j(3KF8.3)) CON3090U
3 30 F 0F -T C'-1,'F. !.%T ' vA'IbIX?(1=Y'E3,0=NC)'1) CONJO910

831 F~MA~'' 'CNINATT! E HISTORY? (1=YS,O=NO)' C0092G
R 3 2  FO R A( I LI'UN'A F 11 1HIS fTO EY ? ( 1 Y ES, 0=NC)) CONJ0930
82e F MA ('- 1 'A!407iVA CA SE ? ( 1=YES, 0=,\') ') C0N00940
870 P C F MA 1 'L I3hiT CC-:VI T 1CV MATEIX EQ)UALS:' CONJO950
Q71 FORM AT (I ',9 (F 1%~ 3, 1lY) ) CCN'30960
872 1O T(-,S FrLL GAINS?5 (l=YES,0=N0)) C0N00970
673 PCPMNAT(--','ISCHEBYLID GAINS:' C0N00980

C INT IZA-,.'CN CF MODEL CON010
7 CONO10 10

7 INCLUDES: ChEA71UN OF F,GIIX,AND HUJ MATRICES. C0N01020
C ALSO Crulr"7ATION 2_ SY!5 I* FIG ENVALT11ES CON) 1030
c CON31040

c CCNJI050
C INrtJT FEISHT CCNZITION: AN3LE CF A'ITACK CON0 1060

cTHFOITLE SETTING CON31070
C VELOC ITY CON) 1080
C ALT: TUDZ CONO1090
C CONO01100
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FILE: CONTFL FCFTFAN A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIMI-SHARING SYSTEM

90f WR ITE (o, 9C)) CONG 1110
FEAD (6,*) A,TC,VF" , ALl CON01120

C CON3 1130
C CREATE FLIGHT CCNDITICN MATPICES CCN01 140
C CON01150

R.O=.f 02377*FYP (-ALT/25000.) CON01160
DY NPRS=. 5*FHO*VELt*2 CON 1170
PC1(1.1) =EX (-. 0O'1*TZ) CONO1180
FC1 (2, 1) =-C 1'l,1)*DYNF3 CON01190
FC1 (3, 1) =FC 1(2, 1) *DYNFE3 CON01200
DO 10 I=I,t CON01210

10 FC1(I+3,1) =FCI(I,1)*A CON01220
FC2 (1, 1) =1. CON01230
FC2 (2., 1) =T: CON01240
-.o 10 I=1, CON31250

15 FC 2 (+2, 1) =FC ( (, 1) *ZYN?RS CON31260
DC 2 "1 11; CON01270

20 FZ2 (:+t, I) =FC2 (1, 1) *A CON01280
C CON0 1290
C INITIALIZ 7 T.T E A: . CC NT.liOL TC 15IT. CON01300
C CON0 1310

ne 100 T=i,4 CCN01320
100 X0(I) =). CON0 1330

DC 1 2 :=I,2 CON)1340
102 U (I)=. CCN0 1350

CALL Di4ZYN (A,TC,V-L,ALT,X ,U,EX) CON01360
CTFI! (1,1) =CYE CON)1370
CTT- I ,2) =CY,- CON0 1380
CT7T1! (1, ?) =LYD.A CONJ1390
CT ( 2, 1) =2'3 CCNG1400
CT : (2,2) =CN> CON31410
CTFl (2,3) = N) CON01420
C'7,I '. (., 1) =CID CON01430

CT I (3,2) =-L , CON)1440
C-F I (3, 1) =-LDk CON01450
CVFC (1,1) =CY CCN31460
CVFC (2, I)-J= CON0 1470
c VT ( ,1) : CCN01480
C NV. FN 1 Q ./3. I1 1 't CON01490

CA LL 7AuLY (3,CT : ,3,CNV iSNCTbI ) CON01500
CALL 7P3 (3,C . ,2,APEA--,CTPT'. CON01510
CkLL '!;- LY(3,CV-C,1,-l.,CVEC) CCN01520
CALL -P.?LY(3,CTRI ,3,CVEC,1,CVEC) CON01530
XT (1) =0. CON01540
XT (2) =CVEC (1,1) CON01550
XT (3) =0. CONJ1560
XT (4) =0. CON01570
UT (1) =CV L (21) CON31580
UT (2) =CV7C (3,1) CON01590
DO 111 :=1,4 CON91600

110 X r, (I) = (7 ( ) * NV!SN CON01610
r.' 112 :=1,2 CON01620

112 U2C 1T(I) =PT(I) *NV PSN CON01630
W P IT - (t , R22) (XO'JT (.L) ,I=I, 4) CON01640
WrT E ,,32 3) (U2)JT(I) ,I=1,2) CONG1650
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FILE: CCNTFL FORTFAN A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TINE-SHARING SYSTEM

C CON0 1660
C COMPUTF F,-3,I!X,AND HU MATFICEi AND SYSTEM EIGENVALUFS CON01670
C CON01680

CALL FANDG (A,TC,VEL,ALT,XT,Ut,F,G,HX,HU, 1) CON01690
CALL EIGEN (F,FCOPY,4,0,WFIGENZEIGEN,WF) CONO1700

C CONO 1710
C PAFTITION F, G, AND HX FOR STEADY SATE RESPONSE AND COMPUTATION CON01720
C OF GAINS CON01730
C CON01740

CON0 1750
C F CON0 1760
c CCN01770

DO 15' T=1,3 CON01780
DO 152 J=1,3 CON01790

152 Fl(I, )=F(I,J) CON0 1800
150 CONTIN'J, CCN31810

D 154 1=1,3 CON01820
F12 (I, 1)=F (1,4) CON01830

154 F2 1 ( 1I ) (4 (,!1) CCN31840

F2(1, lj =F(4,4) CON01850
C CON01860
C G CONO 1870
C cON01880

DC 155 :=1,3 CON0189C
DL, 1, 1 J=1,2 CON01900

15P G1 (1,1) =3(1,J) CON31910
15b C? T:I'N: CON0 1920

DO l 11 I,2 CON01930
1o G2(1,:) =3 (ao) CONO1940
C CON01950

MY CONO196C
CCN01970

D" 115 : 1,- CCN31980
DC 117 .1=1,3 CON01990

117 H Iy (1,J)--: X (1, 1) CON02000
115 C( N T 1 --  CON02C10

.),, 1 1 I CON02020
11L4 !'Y2 (', 1) = ( .. ) CON02030
c CON02C40
C C =P"Tf S7AT f; '31T:( N ATr'X A!:r CCNT7CL eFFEC7S MATPix CON02050
c CONO2ObO

CALL ST- (4,F,. 5,c3,PHI,0) CON02070
CALL CFk (4,F,',,. 1,P!Li,(A.MA,T1,T2,T3,IDEN) CON02080

c CCNJ2090
C "'!TPUT P!4. AND GAZ:1 CONG2100

CON02110
WPITE(6, 801) CON02120
DO 105 I=1,4 C0N02130

105 WPITE (6, 302) (?i1(TJ),J=1,4),(6AMMA(I,K),K=1,2) CON02140
C CON32150
C 203------.CC"TA7IcN OF GA:NS CCNJ2160

CON02170
z INCL'JIM)l: CCIPITATION 0Cc OPTIMAL GAI4S (C) AND THE GAIN CCN02180
C NAT1C I C2, Ct., AND Cl. ALSC, THE STEADY STATE ESTIMATES CoN02190
C (MPC- 2 .ATEIX), CLMPUTAMICN OF CONTINUOUS AND DISCRETE CON02200
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C WEIGiHTING 1ATFICLS, AND THF SOLUTICN TO T.-i DISCPETE CON02210
C FICCATI EQJATION (P). CON32220
C CON02230
C CON02240
C S IATRIX CON02250
C CON02260
c CON02270
C FOP. SINV CON02280
C CCN02290

DO 200 I=1,3 CON32300
DO 2r2 J=1,1 CON02310

202 SINV(IJ)=V(l,3) CON02320
2^C cc'!QTINu- CON02330

!n 29 >=1,3 CON02340
D 20r, J=1,2 CON32350
SINV (3+3,1) =!iX (J,1) CON02360

206 SIFV (:,'+3) =C (I,J) CON32370
2'% CO NT I'I - CON02380

Dc 21 >1,2 CON32390
DC 21 J=1, CON02400

210 s 1 :V (I+ 3, 3) =HT (I .) CON02410
208 CnN 7 TI CON02420
c CON02430
c CcOPUTi I CCN32440
C CCN02450

CA VL SF (5,f:N7, 4,AF S,E) CON02460
CON02470

C OU:?!T 2 CON02480
7 CON0249C-

: T- (' , 11) CON)2500
DC 213 :=1,5 CON02510

213 %FITF(c,12) (3 (TJ),J=1,5) CON02520
C CON02530
C P pTI-: ,F F y ]AIN CALCTJLATICNS CONO254C
c CON32550

Dr 20 1=1,3 CON02560
Dr 2-'l =1,3 CGN32570

291 S11(1,3) (--" ,j) CON32580
2oC CC IN T7N1V CON02590

V, 2- :=1,3 CON02600
Dr 2% 1=1,2 CON02610
$12 (,J) .S ,+ 31 CON32620

203 $21 (3.i) =2 (3+3,1) CCNJ2630
202 Cc NTIN: CCN32640

DO 2r =4,2 CCN02650
DO 295 J=1,2 CON02660

2n5 S22(IJ) = (I+3,J+3) CON02670
294 CONTINUE CON02680
C CON02690
C KY CONJ2700
C CON02710

CALL "P!Y(1,F21,3,S1,2, i'p7) CON02720
CALL Y.1i LY (1.G2,2,S22.2,TE. PS) CON02730
CALL MAI!(1,TE-?7,2,TFMP8,KY) CON02740

C CoN02750
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C SXI CON02760
C CON02770

CALL MiPLY(3.S11,3,F2,,SXI) CON02780
CALL ?,MPLY(3,S12,2,HX2,1,1IENP13) CON02790
CALL MADD(lSXl,l,TE.M13,SXI) CON02800
CAIL S.MPLY (3,SXI, 1,-1.,SXI) CON02810

CON02820
C SXY CON02830
C CON02840

CALL MMPLY(3,S11,3,SXi,1,TN.IP13) CON02850
CALL tMPLY (3,TEIPI3, 1,KY, 2, SXY) CON02860
CALL MADD ( SS$12,2, SXY, S'-Y) CON02870

CON02880
C SUY CON02890
C CON02900

CALL. !MPT Y (2,S21,3,SXT ,1,TEMP6) CON02910
CALL M-PLY(2,T-4P t,l,KY,2,SUY) CON02926
CALL MAD(2, S22 2. SUY, STY) CON02930

CON02940
C S'1l CON02950
C CON02960

CALL '?LY(2,S21,1,Fl2,1,SUI) CON02970
CALl " ILY (2,522, 2,HX21 1, Ih.D1P) CON02980
CALL 'ADD (2 ,s: :, I ,T'?6h, SU I) CON02990
CALL SP LY (2,SJI 1, -1., SU) CON03000

c CON03010
C AN ADDITI1NAL 7,'!ADY STAIll P7SCNSE? CON03020
C CON03030

G C7 2 1r  CON03040
7 CON03050
C IN pU . VL _ ,'7 CON03060
c CON03070
215 DY (I,1)=.). CON03080

DV (2 , 1) =. CON03090
il Dr) 2_- :=1,2 CONO3100

22) DY (l, 1)=uY(iI)'3. I'4159/IQC. CON03110
C CCN03120
C INI":AT-k 1 X2'7',F A 'D 'I S' TO r 2hPOr AT TI= CON33130
C CCN33140

DO 222 1, 3 CONO3 150
222 X IS f7A (1,1 =I.. CON33160

DO 224 1=1,2 CON33170
24 'J TA (!, 1)-=C. CON33180

X2STA? (1,1) =2. CON03190
TI ' E=). CONJ3200

CON03210
7 OUTPUT IfEADI CON03220

CON03230
WQITE (b,829) CON03240
WRITF ( 6, R5) CON03250
WFT (b,F&25) CONO32bO
Wv-'T7(b, P2r) CON03270

C C0N03280
" ITFPA' A L .Y STATE RISPON% FOR TWO SECOND3 AT .2 SZ.COND INTLRVALS CON03290
C CON13300
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DO 23) 1=1,11 CON33310
C CON13320
C X2STAR CON03330

CON03340
CALL SMPLY (1,KY,2,TIMEKYDI) CON03350
CALL 'MPLY(1,KYD=,2,DY,1,X2STAF,) CON03360

C CCN03370
C XISTAR CON03380
C CON03390

CALL M.UPLY (3.SXY,2.DY, 1.X1STAE) CON03400
CALL M!PLY(3,SXI,1,X2STAE,1,TEMP13) CON03410
CALL AADD 3,Xl3TA, ,1.TE!IP13,XlSTAR) CON03420

C CON03430
C USTAr CCN03440
C CON03450

CAL: r' Y(2, JY 2DDY 1 ,tU3-AR) CON03460
CAIL .I L Y (2,S :,1X 2 T.A ,, I E4Ft) CON03470
CALL .1ADD(2 .'2A , ,1IP,T ,USTA) CON)3480

C CON03490
C CONVE ' - XSTAF Ar 'ISTAr TO DEIREIS FOF OUTPUT CON33500
C CON03510

DO 23t, 3=1,3 CON0352023C, X')U7(,7 = YI - -AL (J,1I) F u /3 . 1415,; C0N03530
X O - (4) =X2 STAF (1 I) 1 13 . /3. 14 159 CON03540
LO 23 J=1,2 CON)355C

2-,. ) '1,1)*'I /3. 1159 20N03560
,TF(6, E27) E, (XC"C (3) ,=1,4) , (:2C' T (K) ,K=1,2) CON03570

C CCN03580
C STEP TILM- .2 CC' CCN03590
C CON03600

TI=.2 "L-' ( ) CCN03610
233 CO N 7N": CON03620

!#(rY 11) . ) 3T- 240 CON03630
DY (1,1)='. CON03640
DY (2,1) =2. CON03b5O
C21 CONO 3660

CON03670
CPFN C C C CONO 3680

-CCNO3690
2L r, WPT ( ,0 ') CON03700

F F ,) i.UL F CON03710
II ITLS S.h1) 30O f 2 43 CON03720

CON03730
C IN!TIALIC. TATE A'iD CC!:TPCL WEIGhTING MATPIJLS CON03740
c CON03750

DO 242 1=1,4 CON33760
DO 244 J=1, 4 CON03770

244 QC(l.J)=I. CON03780
242 CONTINUE CONO 3790

DO 246 1=1,2 CON03800
D- 214 7-1,2 CON03810

24P PC (IT)=0. CON03820
246 CC N Ti "1', CON03830

)C (1,1) : 1. CONO 3840
DC (2,?) --13. CCN03850
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QC (3,3) =1. CON03860
QC (4, )25. CON03870
RC (1,1) =1. CON03880
RC (2,2) =. 1 CCN03890

C CON03900
C COIPUTF THE DISCEETF WFI(19TING MAAEICES USING SIMPSON'S RULE CON03910
C INTEGRATION. CON03920
C CON03930
C CON03940
C INITIALIZE TEMCFAPY Q3 AND n CON03950
C CON03960

DO 252 I=1,4 CON03970
DO 254 J=1,4 CON03980

254 Q(II)- .C(. t J) CON03990
292 CONTINUF CON04000

DO 256 1=1,2 CON04010
DO 253 J=1,2 CON04020

259 P (I,J)= F (:,J) CON04030
256 CC cTI', VrH CCN04040
C CON04050
C NI I IA LI TIC N CON04060
C CON04070

TNCW'=). CCN34080
I N'VL=. 1 CON04090
r " r7 X'=r CON34100
H= NTVL/IO. CON04 110

CON04 120
C QHAT, f:AT, INF 'HAT A 1=) CON04130
C CON04140

CALL ST (4, F, , P, p HE ,0) CONJ4150
CALL Jv (-4,F,',i;,T!"'? , PHIT! ,GAMTE7,T1.T2,T3,IDEN) CON,34160
CALL Ti. NSIS (4, 2T: 4 7,?U) CON04170
CALL '.PL (', ... . ,',[Z? I) CCN04180
CALL 'j.TLY (4,: r1t,4 F ITE,4,QHAT01) CON34190
CA L ""PLY , CCN34200
CALL T.NSS (14, JAT!Th 2,.;l AT) CON04210
CALL V'"-PLY (2,GA.' A-, ,, 4. E1P2j CCN04220
CALL .'LY(L ,',ATE,2,L £3) CON04230
CALL 1A1,(, ,t 2, '23 , RH TO) CON0L4240

C CON04250
C ITFPAT- ' FIND AT,.AT, AND RHAT FOP l1IME INTEVAL .1 SEC CCN04260

CON04270
DO 2(' :=1, CONO4280
TN c='N, r 1(1) ! CON04290
CALL ST M(, F,0 P, T, ,t PHlT;M, 0) CON04300
CALL CEM ,,2 ( 34 T N PHI EM, GA IEM, 1,T2,T3, IDEN) CON04310
CALL TRN P:(-,PHIMt,4 ,P I1) CON04320
CALL MPLY (4,P-!HT,4,-, 4, TEMPI) CON04330
CALL M!PLY (4,TEMPI ,4,PHITEPE,4,QTNOW) CON04340
CALL IOMPLY (4,TPP1,4,GATE?,-MTNOW) CCN04350
CALL TP NSPS (4, A MT EM,2,SA A AT) CON0436C
CALL ! 1.?LY (2,3AlAT,4,Q,4,TEMP2) CON04370
CALL " PLY(2,E,?: l , 4,GATEM,2,TN.MP3) CON04380
CALL 9ADt (2,P,2,T_M?3,-TNCp) CON04390
IF(IN2 x.(.) GC O 2,2 CON04400
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TEF. =2. CON04410
INDEX=O CON04420

GOTO 2t4 CCN04430
2b2 TP!=4=. CON04440

INDEX=1 CON04450
2(4 IT(I.EQ. 10) TI.'=1. CON04460

CALL SMPLY(4,QTNOW,4,TERM,CTNOW) CON04470
CALL S'PLY(4.,TNCW,2,TEPM,MTNOW) CON04480
CALL SMPLY (2,FT.CN,2,TEPM,FTNCW) CON04490
CALL MADr)(4,CliATO-i,4,TNOWQHATOT) CON04500
CALL ADD(4, IHATOT,2,!T?;"CWFHATCT) CON04510
CALL MAED (2,RH.ATC!7,2,PTNCW,RHATCT) CON04520

260 CONT INU? CON04530
I- CCN04540
C CALC17LATkr :A A-, V!AT, ANZD E'! T CON04550
C CCN04560

TF *=H/ . CON04570
CALL 3S:LY (4,.A:J'1,1,TP' ,QHAT) CON04580
CALL 3MLY (4,MlATOT,2, TB:1,MHAT) CON04590
CALL IPLY (2,T!;AO ,2,TERl,RHAT) CCNO4600

C CCN04610
C OTITPJT QC, C, HAT, M!AT,FHAT CON04620
U CON04630

WtIT- ( , 3) CON04640
DC 2,E 1=1,4 CON04650

26( 1 T ("5, ).( (I , J) ,J=1 ,4), (OHA' ( ,K),K=1,4) CON34660
.T (. ,,CJ) CON04670

2t 2, 1=1,4 CCNJ4680

260 F1T(t 1) (v::A (:,J) ,1=1,2) CON04690
CON34700

D- 2 1 2 CON0D4710
2A9('3, )) U2 ( ,J) ,J 1, 2) , (PIiAT(IK) ,K=1 2) CON34720

CONO14730
C SC'LUTTfN C F T: 2:3:?3 CA:.I EQ'JATICN CON04740

CON04750
4= .4 CON04760

20 272 I, , CCN04770
W (,J) ). CONO4780

272 P'0N5 (:,J) =9. CON04790
270 " ': ': CON04800

CA! 7 :5P.:- (,P:':,4,P!!I:) CON04810
CAll 7-?:0?-(4,3AZJA,2,A--AT) CON034820
CALL 7N- ." (4, , _ {ATT) CON04830
P *,TZ 1. CON04840
INC:TF= ,3 CON 0485C
DO 27) I=1,103.) CON04860
CALL !g±'Lf (4,PK,4.,Pq1,4,T4TP1) CON04870
CALL W"PLY (4, K,4, A,2,TEM24) CON04880
CALL I.,?LY (2, WAAW.4,TF'P1,4,TE D2) CON04890
CALL 41PLY (0,PH0T,U,TCNPl,4,TEMP1) CON0490O
CAIL (LY 2AM T,4, T-MP4,2,TElP3) CON04910
CALL.. ,, MiATT, EP2) CON04920
CAlL 'ADDC2,7FP!-3,2, i!AT,7N.4P3) CON04930
CILL NS (2,TF 2,,T-Pi) CON 04940
CALL N:P3(2,7rMP3, 1,A REAR, TEMP3) CON04950
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CALL .MPLY C4,TEIP4,2,TE.MP3,2,TE1P4) CON04960
CALL .MM PLY (4,T:!MP4,2,TEMP2,4,TEMP5) CON04970
CALL SMPLY (4 ,TE!P5,4,-l.,ILIkPS) CON04980

CALL MADD (4,TMP5, 4, QHAT, TE MP5) CONO4990
CALL MAPDV, F9Pl,4oTE P5,PK. NSI) CON05000
PD FT2= 1. CONO5010
DO 276 J=1,4 CON05020
XT 1(J)=O. CONJ5030
DO 277 K=1,4 CON05040

277 XT1 (J) =XT1 (3) +PK!NS'l J,K) CON05050
IP(XTI(J).iQ.S.) 3CTO 276 CON05060
PljET2=PDF 2*XT 1(J) CON05070

276 C'NTINiZ CONO 508C
DO 273 J=1,4 CON05090
DO 27- K=1,4 CON35100

279 P (J,K.) =: Ns1 (J,K) CON05110
278 CON'IN.U CON05120

Dr 28) 7= 1 4 CON05130
DO 2P1 K=1,4 CCN05140
I (J.-L.K) GCTO 291 CON05150
0' (J,) =.5* (7-F (J,K) +?K (KJ) ) CON05160
PK (K,J) -PY (J,K) CON05170

2R1 CC N -P'V.7 CON05180
230 CC NTINI;- CON05190

DP=IP3((PT 2L-PDiD)/PDET) CON05200

I? (D. . (I.-( )) GcOT 2 )1 CCN05210
PDET'=?Dz .2 CON05220

275 CnT?:7U7 C005230
7 CON05240

c IN N: I"'C N 3 v FNV:N3E r CON05250
CCN05260

W I T 1- I) I CON05270
CCN05280

C OP!T ?TZ'J 2 '' CTA:L) CON05290
c CONS5300

2401 WPJTE ( ,14) CON05310
:3 22 i-= ,4 CCN05320

292 ;F T 7k (b 1) (!, J.) .,I= 1, 4) ON35330
CON0 5340

C CO PUTAT!J.N C- CFT-,!AL GAINS, C CONJ5350
CON0 5360

CALL .1?LY (4,P ,/4,GA MMA, 2,7EMP4) CCN35370

CALL I'%LY (4,P P,,P I, ,TE.P1) CON05380

CALL M.2LY (2,3AMA ,4,T; P4 , 2,TErP3) CON05390
CALL M4.PLY (2CA' .IA Tv4, TEM21, 4,TE P2) O0V05400
CALL MADD(2,TZ_? 3,2, R'AT, TB!M3) CCN05410

CALL 1ADE (2,T1'-2,4, lHATT,IEM P2) CON05420

CALL INVPS (2,T -P3, 1,AhA1,TE ,PI) CON05430
CALL MPLY (2,T!-P3,2,TL'P2,4,C) CON0540

GOTO 2402 CON05450
c CCN054bO

2 IF OPFN LqDP, cTAI1AL SAINE ARi ZEFO CON05470

C coN05480
2403 DP 23) 1=1,2 CON35490

DI 2Rf ,I=1,4 CON35500
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286 C(I,J)='). CON05510
285 CON 71iNE CON05520
c CON05530
C OUTPUT OPTIMAL GA!I'S CON05540
c C0N05550
2402 WRITE (6, 1) CON05560

DO 28"7 I=1,2 CON05570
287 WRITE(b,817) (C (1 ,J) , J=1, 4) CON355B0
C CON05590
C COMPUTATICN CF CE, CF, AND CI CCN05600

CON0 5610
CON05620

PAFT1TIC': F,, CCN05630
C CGN05640

Do 2.7 1,2 CCN05650
PC 20c J=1 3 CON05660

2QP Cl (!,J) =c(!,J) CON05670
2r47 CP " . ", - CON0 5680

DC 29: I=1,2 CON05690

299 C2 (I,)=C, ,'4) CON05700
C CON05710
C CO!? ' ""'  . "A77':2T- - C:',C!F,CI CON05720

C CCN05730
C CON05740
C CD CON0 5750
C CCN05760

CALL .l7'-v (2 " - CON05770
C CGN35780
C Cr CCN05790
c COND5800

CA ' I -'LY (2 C ,J , 3'Y, 2,C ) CON05810
CALL (2,CCON0582C

C CGN05830
C cs CON35840
c C0N05850

C~lL~.2Y ~2C', ~V!C5)C05860
CALL A7(2, C, 1, 2, CS CON05870

CA L .-. ZL'2,3: , 1,Cs,CS) CON05880
C CON0589C
C CI CON05900
c CON05910

CALL .PLY (,C , 1,.FY,2,CI) CON05920
7 CON05930
C O'TUT GA>'NATF C:'; CON05940

C CON05950
WPITL(6, I ) CON0596C
DO 2101 1=1,2 CON35970

2100 WPIT.(6,1(() ( ,),,=1,4), (C?(1,K)KI=1,2), (CI (IL),L=1.2) CON05980
C CCN05990
C SCMED!rLED SAI.? CON06000
C CON06010

WO ITE (b, 072) CON06020
P-AD{(6, ) I) !JFT CCNO6030

( - . 303 CON06040
Dn 222' 1=1,1 CON06050
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DO 2230 J=1,9 CON06060
A2 (I,J) =A2 1 (I,J) CON06070

2230 A2 (I.J+9) =A22 (I,J) CON06080
2225 CCNTIN-7 CON06090
875 FOFMAT('-','FC1 E)IALS: ',9(EIO.4,IX)) CONO6100
876 FOF'IAT('-','Al EQ'1AL3: ',9(E10.4,lX)) CON06 110
877 FOFMAT(' ',' ',9(EO.4,IX)) CCH06120

WPITE(6,875) (FCI (I,1),I=1,9) CON06130
WITE(6,87) (A1 (1 ) =1,=9) CON06140
DO 2200 1=1,6 CON06150

2200 WPITE(6,877) (A1(I+1,J) ,J=1,) CON06160
878 FOFMAT('-',rC-2 ROUALS: ',9(E1O.4,1X)) CCN06170
879 FOF 4AT (-', 'A2 EQUALS: ',9 (1O.Li,lX)) CON06180
880 FvPMAT(' I,' ,9 (E10.4,1X)) CON06190

WFIT(f ,R7P)(F22(i,1),11,9) CCN06200
WPITE (!,,e7l) ( ,) ,1=1,9) CON3)6210

DO 22"1 I=1,t- CON06220
2201 WF?7L(t,,89) (A2 (1+1,J) ,J=1,9) CON06230

WPIT' (, P-c) (F.:2 (1,1 ,1 =1 0 ,19) CON06240
WFITF( ,,879) (AZ(I ,I),=10, 13) CON06250
D 2202 l=1,u CON06260

2202 WFITI (E , 9z)) (A2 (1+ ,1 J) ,J= 10, 18) CON06270
CA.L v'ZPLY (7,Al, i,FC1, 1,CF. IE1) CON36280
CALL :>'LY( 7 ,,;,,2,1,CFEEL2) CON06290
CF (1,1) =7F-L1 (1,) CON06330
CP (2,) C =CFC 1 2, 1) CON06310
CP (2,3) =CF ;- 1 (3,1) CCN06320
C? (2, J4)-:vz 1 1 , 1) CON06330
CF (1,?) = : D7 ,1 1) CONJ6340
C , (2,1) 1 1(6,1 CCNJ6350
CF (2,2 = 21 (7, ) CON06360
CS (1,2) = "C E2 (1,1) CON06370
CD (1, 3) = . 2 (2, ) CON06380
CR (1, =CF.: 22(3, 1) CON06390
C9 (2,2) =-E1-2 (4, 1) CON06430
CF (1, 1) =: 2 ( , 1) CON3641O
C(I C,1) L '2?(6, 1) CON06420
CO (', v 2 (-1) CON06430
C (1,2) -. CONO O440
C : (2 .. CCNO6450
Wi'OT (," 77) CON0646C
W'" : 7 (5, w 1 ) CON06470

£? 2223 1 1,2 CON3648C
22' WP : - (f, P 1 ) :" ( J) .I= 1,4),(CF (1,K) ,K= 1.2), (CI (1,L),L=I, 2) CON06490
7CON06500

C 3f" v ... COMUTATIf . C ' LCSE£ LCCF F CON06510
C CON06520
C INCLUDES: C'jP1TATirN c)F FCL AN" ITS EIGkLNVALUES CON06530
c CON065,40

300 CALL NLY(4,5AA,2,BLiTE!p1) CON06550
CAIL.AD(4 ,P!,,TL~P1,PICL) CON06560
CALL CLC(C2 (: , P2ICL,. 1,PCL,1) CON06570
CALL RIGBN (FCL,FCLCPY,4,CoWEIGEN,ZISEN,WKF) CON06580

CC N36590
c " ------ 17:1;- IISTC7Y CON06600
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c CoN06610
C CCNJ6620
C NONLINEAE TIME HISTORY (4TH ORDER RUNGA-KJTIA INIEGRATION) CON06630
C CCN36640

WP ITE (6,831) CON06650
READ(6,*) ICUEST CON06660
IF(IQUEST.Nf.1) GOTO 460 CON06670
CALL RKINT (A,TC,VFL,ALTCB,CE,CIXT,UT) CON06680

C CON0669C
C LINEAP TIFE VISTCFY (STATI TRANSI'IION MAIRIX) CON06700

CON06710
46C WPITZ(6,_P22) CON06720

PFAD (t , *) :JEs7 CON06730
I (O L ;.I t 50) CON06740

F ('" - T. ,E. 1) ;T( UoJ CON06750
I -T= ) CON06760
INVL=. 1 CON06770
:q C=Y CON06780
IT*E P- 1"* " LC CON06790

- ... /% CON06800
G CON06810

j4 rr DY(1,1)=I0. CON06820

DY(?, 1 )=:). CON06830
~2 D" 4" -=1,2 CCN0684O

406 DY (1)-rY 'i,1) .1 1%/1 . CONJ6850
22 4I "I ' 4 CON06860

410 X(I,1)=). CON06870
D? 411 2=1, . CON06880

411 o()=X(:,1)*.!)./3.14159 CONOb890
W!TT (t, 51) CON06900

WPT(, 95 ) CON06910
WlTE (T, ,25) CCN06920
W, IT ( , " ) CON06930
LALL -. iP-Y (2,1,2,LYY,1,32) CON06940
D' 44" -=1,2 CON06950

44 7 ?1 '('' )=1,12 i 1) * 181. /3. 14 159 CCN06960

7' * ). CON06970
T r  ., 2 7) TI-., (C - (I) I=1,4), (U 2CJT(J) ,I=1,2) CON36980

L 415 I l,I2L CON06990
1 : T :, + 1 CON07000
- 1 -!o _ NTV' . , I) CON07010
CALL "r=LY(4,GAZ'iA,2,U2, 1 ,TEIP10) CON07020
CALL !PLY (4,PlI,4,X, 1,X) CON07030
CkLZ T ADE (4, X, 1,TE'PlJX) CONO7040
DTT (1, 1)=DY (1, 1) *TIME CON07050
DTT (2, 1) =:Y (2, 1) *TIL CGN07060
CALL MMPLY 2,CI,2,DYT, 1,TEP6) CCNO7070
CALL l.MLY(2,CF,2,DY,1,TFMP11) CON07080
CALL MAD[ (2,71 P11, 1,TE P6, TEMbP) CON07090
CALL M. LY(2,C3,4,X, 1,T r. 11) CON07100
CALL A"'A1(2,T6Pt,, 1,TEP1 1,U2) CCN07110
I v (: NX7T7'7 I r' T) 1,00 415 CON07120
DO 421 3=1,4 CON07130

421 y "r ,7.) = X (j , 1) *1 q /3 14 159 CON071i40
p2 4?( J=1,2 CON07150
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426 U2OUT (J) =U2 (J,1) *180./3. 14159 CON07160
WPITE(6, 827) TIME, (XCIT (K) ,K=1,4) (U2CTIT (J) ,J=1,2) CON07170
INPCTR=O CON0710

415 CONTINUF CCN07190
IF (DY(1,1). EQ..) GCTO 5C0 CON07200
DY (1,1) = . CON07210
DY (2, 1) =-2. CON07220
GOTO 402 CON07230

500 WRITE(6,83?) CON37240
READ(6,*) IQJEST CCN07250
IF(IQ'JEST.F;.I) GOTO 240 CON07260
WPIT-(6, P2-) C0N07270
FFA)D (,*) I UFST CON07280
I (ICL', f 1) j7TO 90) CON37290
STO? CCN07300
kAD CON07310
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C LDD0001C
C THr' FC! L%.7NG SUFOUTJINZ COMPU7ES THL SONLlNLAV, LOUATIONS OF LDD0002O
C OT'ION BY ACCEP1!; -4d!:, CUJRRENT STATE (X) AND THE FLIGHT LJJDUG030

CO'4DITICN (AETC.V-L) AND RETURNING THE STATE SAIES (DX) LLD00040
C LLDUJ3050

SUBROUTINE ENDYN (A,TC,VEL,AL'I,X,U,DX) LDD00060
D I NE NS10N X (4) , DX (4) [' (2) Lru070
COP ON/CNT F1 S/D-, DA, BETA LDD00090
COMMON/CYCFlF/CY,CYO,2:YB,CYDF',CYDA,CYP,CYR LDr0009O
CO.MMN/CNCF/CN,CNO,CNB,CN-DF,CNDA,CNP,CNiR LDDOC 100
COMMON/CL-COEF/CLUCL0.LGCLBCLDb,CLIJA.CLP,CLR LDD001 10
CC!V1O'N/CYCCM P/CY '3,CYOO.CYLTCYBO,CYDRT UCYDF#O LDUOO 120
COM.C'/CNCCML/NC,CNCC CNBT 1 .CNB,CNtRT,CNDFO LDD00130
CO!" C"!/, CCCP/CLOT,CL0O. CLDT,CLBO,CLDRT,CLDPO LDD00140
CCM! CN/ ?2W ,iP/C LP? ' :, -L A CLA ,C L P IT,C LP DG 0, K, C NPCL LDDD0 150
COC/C7'P/Cl~rCL,C-I FT'.,CLlFTO. CDR~AGT,CDPAGO, CYPC-L LLL00160

COl ! MC NI/:Ns S NT/A ACH LDD0C 170
PFAL MAC, ,X.IZ. K, MAS.; LEN00l80

C LDD00 19C
C C01PIT CONSTAVTS F'JUIED 'FOR CCMPUTA-ICNS: LDD00200
c St'S -SP17.D C'F SCITNb (FFF:/S-FC) LDD00210

.- ATIU (FEZ T) LDD00220
z - P)ENS:-TY (sL-';-S/-'FET**3) LDC00230

-1Y ~ N Ov ~:vI A3C'JT X (SLJG3*FE**2) LDD0O240
c 1 - ~;!TNr CF :Nn PTIA AB001 Z (SL'JGS*Fr.-T**2) LDLOO250

- SF A 5:-,w. LDDOO0260
D~- DYNA : ESUF 1S=PF t  Lrr~0O270

'I 1A C! - 1L0CM I .,C:: NF TF LDD00280
c S - VT': ATr. (FL:**2) LDDJ0290

-7 -~~ F MASS (LrS*5FEC**2/F7EET) LDDOO0300
C GFAV - %VTTCA C4STAN7 (FZLE/(SEC**2)) LLE30310

LDD00 320
FA =2. LED00330

P, 3. 4.l,- LD)00 340
bE-A = ()*''2 LDDn035O
APAD) = *p/).LDD JO36U

F V ~237*Ti (-LT/~r O.)LDD00370
SC)'U~Y~ ''' LflLD0380

'!A('*' LDD00390
I 3= Lrcoo4o0

Y 12LDDV0410
I- 2%.72 LDD00420

!; l i.. LDD00430
DY N PF:=. 5* 7N* (V i**2) LDD004~40
GPAV = 32.174' LD000450
M~ASS ='L%;A LDD00460

DF=' (1 lk)./ . 1 1 )')LDC00470
DA:V (2) 1J/3.14 1r,9 LDDOO0480
2P= 2. e7 LDD00490
L P:17.2' LlDD3053)
Z = Z P 7 (ArF A,' -'1N (A f A )LDD00510

c LDLOO520
C INI T A l Z' ;IlD S7ATF VARIABLES (Qt.)LDD00530
C LDrE)0540

LDLJ0550
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yELl =(VEL**2-(SIN(X(2))*VEL)**2)**.5 LDD00560
UVIL = VEL1 LDD00570
w = 0. LDD00580i

TH OCJE LDD00590
C TEFOLLOWING POPTION CT~1E AHi; STABILITY AND CONTROL LDD00600
C rERIVITIVES GIVEN THE CUPhEN' FLIGHT CCNLITICN. LDD306 10
C LDLJ00620
c LDD00630
C CONSTANT CONPONFNS LDD00640O

LDD00650
CYOT = (((.14 '8A714-)A16ES*-.9E4* LDD00660
1 *2.973)E-4)*At2.44.9E-3) *A-1.715E-2)*A LDD00670
CYfl" ((((((-1.96E-9*A.,1.298--7)*A-2.974E-6)*A+2.713E-5)*A LDD00680

1 -5.525L-5, 1 -4.bl4F-4) *A+ 1.812E-3) *A LDJDJ0690
CYO :YJT&-.,+:Y),) LDD0070C
CNOT ((((,53-,A329-)*+.9E6*-.1E5* LVDO710

1 +7 )1 -)* +1 , -)* 4 5 4 -)* - 3 8 LDD00720
C N = ( ( ( ((3.117F- ,4.-2. 58E-83)*A+ 6.lU4E-7) *A -5. 881E-6) *A LDi000730
1 +1.52L-5)*A~d.5921-5)*A-5.593E-4)*A+..001822 LDD0O74O

C r C K ,.r* 7C + -N 1' LDD00750
17. ((k'((-7...3F-lJ*A,4.458i-8)*A-9.659E-7)*A+7.877E-6)*A LDD00760

1 -C6.C71:-6,)*A-1.637:--4)*A+2.167E-4)*A,..071y LDD00770
C LDL00780
C SIDES1LP (D) >, FIVATIVFS LDD00790
C L~rO0800

CYFT = ((C( ((1.2741-9*A-8..z3E-8) *A+2.)89L-b) *A-2.044e-5) *A LDD)0810
1 +i.7c~lY-5)*A*3.116:7-4)*A-1.6O7E-3)*A-.0188 LDD00820

.CV'Y 7 ) =24 LfLDJ0830
Ci = '7 LDD0084C
C N )' * -((1((1 *3- A .5 84 i-9) *A- S.5 9 0E - ) *A+ 1.12 3 F-6) *A LDD00850

1 -. 37 L -6 ~A-2. 0 " 1E - 5) *A +3. 19t E- 4) *A-+ . 0 0 LDD0O8bC
F ((( (3. 1 -* -. 74L 0 A . 1S -)* -15 -)* LDLOO870

1 ~ LDDJO830
C ?TC +& LDD00890

k:T (' ((3. 2 i 3 -- 10*P.+ 2. -,1 E- 8) *-5. 7L2i-z-7) *.+5.633E-b) *A LDLO3900
1 -I l - -i* - . 3 '--5 * + . 9 k- ) A . 0 0 LDDJ)910

-(C(f(*3 71 - 11*A- 4. 4 C6--9) ~A +1. 06 3E-7) * A-1 . 012 -- 6) *A LDD00920
I ~3 ~ ~*A-. E~-~)*A-.01%LDLJ093U)

-71 CL3: TC+czDL LDD00940
LDDJ 0950

C LDLOO970
C Y 2~ 2 5 E -1( *A -4.09-8 * A +9 .J 9 f- 7) * A -a. b51E -6) * A LDD00980

1 +.1.fE 17 E - c) A + 1. 5 92 Z- 4) *A - 2. 14 7 E -4) *A +.O0 0E8 LDD00990
CYDR= ( ((((('4.37-11*.-3.79-9*A+7.235E-8)*A-6.912E-7)*A LDDU1000

1 + 1. 6- l5F-'-6) * A +t .53 5 -6) *A -1. 2039E-5) *A + (O 2 9 6 LDD01010
CYDR CYbFT-~C+CYl'P0 LDLO1 020
CNDLIPT =((((((- .53P'"-11*A#4..47bE-9)*A-7.b5E-8)*A.5.0L46E-7)*A LDD31030

1 -1. 10 4E-6) *A -4. 5 31 -b) * A- 6. 1 16 E-5) *A-. 0 04 3 Llr0 104 0
cNrr)S = ((((((-7.2A6-11*A+4.832i-9)*A-1.141 -7)*A+1.077E-6)*A LDDO 1050

1 -2. 10(. E-f.) * A- 1. 6q'--5) *A +2. 946F- 5) *A-. C 015tb LLB01060
-' ~ 7C+ VD LDD0 1070

CL: = .2 .- 1 .42HE )*A+6 )*A .27E-6 LDD01080
1 +2. O6'E-t3) A+1.29B4E-4) *A-(,.396E-4) *A,.00168 LD00109U

CI DF" ( ((1 3 P IF- 10 *A + 9. 5 E -9) * A- 2. 3 9 4 f-7) *A +2. 4 87 E- A LDD01 100
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1 -6.82E-b)*A-4.08b)E-5)*A+1.717E-4)*As.000247 LDD0O1110
CLDF = CLD R'*TC+CLDP-) LDD01120

LrrE01130
AILEPON (DA) DEFIVITIVIS LDDO 1140

LDD0 1150
CYDCA = ((((((2.433E-11*A-1.633E-9)*A4-3.859E-8)*A-3.817E-7)*A LDDl01160
1 +9.667E-7)*A+5.518-:-6)*A-2..085>-5)*A-.000267 LDD01170
C N A = (U((((-l.b37E.-11*A+1.088E-9)*A-2.59bE-8)*A+2.497L-7)*A LDD01180
1 -5.133E-7)*A-4.023iE-6)*A.3.243E-5)*A-.000005 LDD0i1190
CLDA = (((C((-1.3R1F-11*A.9.c3E-10).*A-2.L05E-8)*A+2.227E-7)*A LDD01200
1 -2.285E-7)*2A-5.377i-6) *A*3.619j6-6) 'A-.00127 LDD01210

LDD01220
COPITE CLIPT AND CDFA3 TO HELE CALCULATE P AMCE R DEPIVATIVES LDLO1230

LDD01240
--L!1177 (((((2.78E-*A-1.831E-6)*A+-4.299E-5)*A-LJ.4b3E-4)*A LDD01250
1 +1.53 )-3)'A.(.7(lE-3)*A-1..32I-3j*A+.357 LDD01260
CLIFT = (((((U-5.371L-10'AG8.952E-8)*A-3.684E-6)*A+5.42E-5)*A LDD01270

1 -2).531E-4) *Ak-.21L-~4) 'A..08337)'A+.'. 12 LDUO 1280
ILIT LLlFTT*7C+CLIFT9 LDDO 1290

CP F PG7 ( ( (( ((- 1. U01 E- 9* A 41. 0 45-6)*A- 2. 756 E-5) *A +2. 96 8E-4)*A LDD01300
I -9. 03tE-4) 'A-.,03331) *A+.02157) 'A-I. 053 LDD01310
CDF G- = (( ((t. 3 -- * + . O E8)A 1 16 -)A5 2 476 * LDD01320
1 +-7.751E--'3)s!,-2.278E- -5)*A+L4.263F -5)*At.0551 LDD01330

CDA; CD7A!T*7TC,2DFAG, LDD013'40
14LrrU1350

CIL PATE ~ ~v:v5LDi6
LDrO1370 3

- ~ 0 (C(492"A 7. 273) *4ACH-4.379) *"ACE+. RJ9) *'*ACP LDD)J1380
1 4 LDD01 390
CLAC; (4.9.-141.77~-)'Au.5..E-)*At.S9E-)*A LEL01'400

1 *3r1-5)-M,-1. 32W,-3) *A-1.72L'-3) 'A+.' LDDO 1410
CLP~~ (453-V)'-~.8bF~j)*+1.ttEb)*A9.39E-1*A LDLO1420

1 . 9 5 *+ 2 1 J9L-4) *A+9.36r4 --5) *+1329 LDD0143G
CLP%- ; (( ( (. 2 E 1* - . -4 - 0) A 1 6 9 -) ,+ . 4 E 7 * LDD0144~0

1 3 ~LDD01450
LD ;L VLDT:'LuOL01460

=-.2) ' (.-it) *C'LACLA*. ;e5+ CLPDRG LbULJ 1470
TFE-=2* Z/H (7-::2)113LDDOI1480

I~(:EJ T--, F7 'I T~. Er R=- LEL01490
CL + 9*- 1 4)2 3 s'15 5+: r'-.8 1 LDDO 150C
K=(( 4. 722-3-1.3 -b)*AI4.235E-6)*A+.0005203)*A- L1DD01 510

1 01r 9) * k+. J072 3) 67A . (867) *A+ 1 .300 LDDO 1520
CYA = K* I- )*L .1 LDV01 530

CYF~v?4.* C Z-ZP/B)~(-- al)LDDO 1540
C~ -CLP*-TA rl(Ai-A-l) -K* (-CLP*TIAN (AIAD) +. 1003*CLIFT) LDD01550

CN=CN'PA- (2/3) *(?22(ARAD) +ZP*SIN (ARAD) )*((Z-ZiP) /B) '(.181) LUDD156U
LD0O1570

RA- (F) DERIV -!' V--S LLD01580
LDD3 1590

C'YWo CLIFT*. 24 lf.')01079 LDDJ1600
CIL CL-(2/(3*2))(LPCOS(AAD)ZP*51N(ARAD)))*Z*(-.181) LDD01610
I' CDP?A'- (C!, FT #2) / (6. 04*PI) LDD0 1620
CNI .2cLvs* 32---L) IDD) 163U

FFW + ( 2/ (3*2) LC LP*C C;S t A RAD) +*Z P *S1N I(A FAD) ) 2) 1 - 1 LDD01640
ZYF r)LOD31650
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c LDDO 1660

C C'V)PUJTL Cu)r--PTCT:-l S LDDO 1670
LDDO 1 680

cy = CYl+,YB YD D C A' C *X()+Y. u L DD31 C90

C N = C NO+C -;,+cNDkD*-J.' C alA*)A+ (C ~X (3) + CNL *X (1)) 5/ f -2'V U) LD01 700
CL = CL3tCL*Pi -,A +CL)- *DE +C LEA*EA + (C L F*X (3) +CLi *X (1) 5B/(2, VU) LEDO 1710

c LECO1 720
C CC" PTT STATE 7 A'I k5 LDDO 1730
C LDDD 1 740

c TH F S 7A ~A S %f-F :AT-l2IAT D IN THE FOLL'W1NG C: Z~rF LDD31750

C LDDO 1760
C DX 1) - COT1 (RlD/SLC**2) LELO 1770
c D X(2 C, TDG R A D/t5C) LDD01780
C DX (3) PDOT RFAP /S --Z2) LLL01 790
C DX(14) -PHILOT (HAD/SEC) LDDO 1800
c LDD01810

DX(l) = (DYNFIPS*SO*B*CN')/IZ. LDD0)1820
D'( (2) = (-X (1) *UiVE:L+X (3) *',v+. AV*CCS (F:PA) *SIN (x (14)) + LUi)01330
1 11,YN42,!RS*SCY ) / (,SS))/VFL LDD0 1840
DX (3) = (DYNPikS#S*B*CL) /IX LDD01850

DY(4) = X (3) + ~IN('4) ) +X (1) *C-)S (X (4) ) )*TAN LFPA) LDIE01SbO
I DD) 18 70

c LE:;l 880
C END OT N")(1~-m~CNT3&OUTINh LDD01890

C LDD0 190C

C LL201 910
IDJ 192 0

!LDDO 19 30



VILE: FANDO ?CRTFRAN A PRINCETON UNIVEPSITY TIME-SHARINS SYSTEM

C THIS PROGRPA:I GENERFATES F A~ND G MAkTRICES FOR DIFFEREN! FLIGHT CONDITIONFAN00010
C THE, FLIGHT CNDITI(PJ IS SPECIFIED 5Y ANGLE OF AITACK, A, THROTTLE FAN00020
C SETTING, TC, AND VELOC:TY, VF1. FAN00O30
C FANOOO'sO

SUBROUITINE FANDO(A,TC, VEL,ALTXU,FG,HX.H],IOTT) FAN00050
DIMENSION F(4,4),3(4.2),XC4),XT(4),DX(4).DX(4.),HX(2,4),YPLUS(2). FAND0060

1 YrINS(2).U(2) HiJ(2,2),r T (2) FAM00070
REAL NR PAN30080
COMN1ON/CY-TVLS/DP , DA FAN30090
COMMON/CYCCEF/CY,CY ',CYB,CYDR,CYDA,CYP.CYb FAN3010O
CC'MNON/CNCOEF/C-N.CNO,CNB,CNDR,CNDA,CNP,CNR FAND0110
COM' ON/CLCCEF/CL, CLC ,CL3, ClDa,CLDA,CdPI C'L FAN00 120

100 VF9AT('0 ,'TH-- FOLLOWIING ;?,G AND H MATRICES WIPE SENERATEDO) FAN00130
101 -OFM AT(' '9 'INDE? THE FOLLOWING FLIGHT CONDIIIGN:') FAN30140
102 FOF.I.('-,lX,'AN3LiE 0- AITACK = ,F5.2,1 D)EG') FAN0015O
103 FMR'AT (I '10A , 1TiFOTTLE SETTING ='F6.4) AO16
104 FOP! A7(' ',10X,'VELOCI-TY 2,?8.4,I ?EF'I/SECI) FAN30170
105 FOFIA-(' I ,1OX,'ALTITUDE ',FlO.3,' FLET') FAN00 180
116 FOFMAT('-','i E)UALS:',147,'GI EQUALS:') FAN00190
107 FP'FMA7(P 31, 41-1l3, 13% 2F1J 3 FAN00200
108 FCFMAT (I-# ,'IHZ I-rCALS: , 46X,'IHU ECJALS:1) FANJ021O
109 FOFMiAT('J' ,'1LET (F) L011ALS: I F1J.3) FAN00220
110 F OfA(-, I c Y CYE CYD~t CYDA ', FAN00230

141 Illy" cy"1) FAND0240
1 11 FO '!.A- I' z CN'3 CNDF CNDA , FAN00250

1 1 C!: -_ ZN:'1) PAN00260
112 FCP-MA('-' ,' L-) CLB1 CLDF CLflA 'FAND0270

1 1~' PL' ANJ0280
113 F 1 'T (.0.14~ '.3 1 2. FAND0290

FANJO 300
C C 0. P,.,! F N. P L1C- ''3A712Y 1 Tl:iOD FAN00310

FA NJ00320
I FL( 1 FAN00330
Dfl 1r L) 1,, VA N3034&0

~1 =v 1 F AN00350
151 ' (1 1) x (1.,1 FAN00360

XTRY + -SC D 1 * DLX FAN00370
LA1L 1ND;A. T.W' TALT'X7.JDX) FAN003SU
XT(I5? Y (TC, - .5* LX FAN0O 390

CALLS~~DU'~ ~~LL',X,1,D1)FAN00J400
D' 152 152=1,'4 FANOO4 10

152 F1752,IrO)) (X(r2 DX 1 (1 52)) /jk.LX FA N00420
150 CCNTIJITr. FAN00430
C FAN30440O
CCO"M PIT F "; U'i .- , T ~A1G -4FTiW FAN30450

FA NO00460
DELIJ=.l 1 AN00470
DO 1153 I=12FAN10480
DO 194 Ir,4=1,2 PA N00490

154 UT(154) =r (Ir,4) FANOO0500
UT (15)3) =U(: 3) .. 51N LI FAN30510
CAL!. DN!)YN (A,TC,V L.ALTIY.,JT,LX) FAN30520

tUT (I53)=U(I-r3)-.5*rE-L-J FAN00530
CALL DNDYN (ATC,V-'-L, ALT, X, Ut. IDX 1) FAN30540
Dr, 1551 155=1,4 FAN00O550
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1551 G(I55,I53)=(DX(Ir55)-DX1II55))/DELU FANO0560
153 CON INTIE FANO0570
C PANO0580
C COMPUTE HX ISING PERTURBATION MEIHOD FAN00590
C FANO0600

DO 155 I55=1,4 ?ANO0610
DO 156 I56=1,4 FANO0620

156 XT(I'6)=X(I56) !AN00630
XT(155)=X(155) +.5F*DFLX FANO064O
YPLUS (1) =XT (3) FAN00650
YPLIS (2) =XT (2) FAN00660
XT(155)=X(l55)-.5*DlLX FANO0670
YMINUS (1)=XT (3) FAN00680
Yk!N 'N3 (2)=X-(2) FAN00690
DO 157 :)7=1,2 FANO0700

157 HX (157,155) (YPLTS (157) -Y'INUS (157)) /DELX FANO0710
155 CONTI W1 FAN00720
C FANO0730
C COl'P'lI '-'Ij N PT2' !EAI3N M! FiTHANO07O

C FAN00750
DC 153 I5S=,2 FAN0760
DO I) Ir-q=1,2 FANO0770

159 1 (51) ='I (159) FAN00780
UT (T5' ) =U (158) +. T .ANOO790

YPL'IS (1) =X (3) FANO0800
YL'JS (2) =X (2) FANO0810

U) U FAN00820
Y 1 7I) (3) FAN00830
Y'lN'3 (2) =' () FANO084O
L, 0 =i' - 1,2 PAN00850

160 -(YPL77 -YiNUS (160)) /.05 FANO0860
1514 r -'; "  WAN)0870

FANO0880
2 CAL CILA- .l 1':47  OF- FANO00 90

FANJ0900
CA L. " ; 7 ,) FANJ0910

PANO0920
2 'IP~T ' =, 2-CN (' . . , A'% . ANZ 3 IATLICES FANO0930
C PA N00940

I (I ' T.;:. I) ;'q ,9;FAND0950

WF, TF (F, 10')) FAN00960
WrITF. c, 101) FANOO97U
W -1, (t, 1Z2) A FANO0980
uF T (P , 10.) T: FANO0990
WRITt(. , 1,34) V L FANO 1000
WP;Th (6, 105) -1L: FANJ1010
WPITE (6, 1O) FANO 1020
DO 161 1(1=1,4 FAN01030

1  WPITE (6, 107) (F G,1,62), 12=I,4), (G (161 163) 163=1. 2) FAN010OU
WF ITF (b, 1C "1) z i F FAN01050
WPIT7 (b, 10;) PAN01060
D' 164 l -4=1,2 PAN01070

1(4 WFP'T (;,,107).(HM(:6 ,iF5) *,165=1,4), (HU(I64,166) ,I66=1,2) PAN01080
600 F E T', FANO 10q0

N' FAND1100
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FILE: STM FORTRAN A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHARING SYSTEM

c STMOO010
C THIS SUBFOUTINE CCMPT3',S THE S7A~h TRANSITION MATRIX FOR A SYSTEM STM00020
C SPPCIFIED BY THE .!.ATFIX A AND 7HE lIMF STEP T. Il ITERATES TO STM00030
C FIND A SOLUTION WHICH CONVERGES TO WITHIN .lf AFTER KEND ITERATIONS. STMOO00
C THE STATF TRANSITI)N uAThIX IS THEN PLACED IN PHI. STMOO050
C STMOO060

SUBROUTINI S7r" (OPDEr,AT,K[hZ,PHI,OUIPUT) STMOO070
INTEGER ORDER,O'TPJT STM00O08
DIMENSION A(CPDEP,OED.P),AJ(12,12),A2(12,12), STM00090

1 A3 (12, 12) ,IDEN (4,4) ,PHI (ORrER,ORrER), STMOO100
2 PHIl (12. 12).TEMP (12,12),Tl (4,4) *T2 (4,4),T3(4,4) STM00I0
RFAL IDEN STMOO120

100 F0;mAT('-','***WAPNING-THF STATE TRANSITION MATRIX DID NOT') STMOO130
101 F FAT (' ,'C0NVF-P _ IN THL ',12,'TH OFEER***') STM00140
132 FCFMA('-','l. STATE TRANSITION MATRIX CONVEPGED IN '.12. STM00150

1 'C! CFD-'') STM0O 160
103 CFMA-('-', 'TH STAlT? TPANSITICN MATRIX IS AS FOILOWS:') STM30170
104 FOP M,('3', 1J(2Y, FS. 3)) STM00180
C STMO3190
C INITIALi-: I D-NITY- MATrTX TC 1HE CEDER OF THE SYSTEM STM00200
C STNU0210

D7 2C, I=,CPDF) STM00220
DO 21 J-1,CFDE'  STM00230
IDIJ(1,J)=). STM00240

201 c'::u ;STM00250
200 :r"T: NiO STM00260

D7) 2r2 I= ,D STM00270
IDl ,N:(1, ) =1. STM00280

202 cc ;:Li ST10029C
C STMO0300
C. I TIA::z : 1 = ISTM00310
CA = A*T STM00320
C A' STM00330
C STM30340

p 23 -C> STM00350
Dr' 2: - ,7 1,S S 1M00360
2 1" (: ,J) ='. E N ,J.) STM30370

A3 (1 ,J) =I DrN l ,7) STM00380
Al (I,C)=A (l,J)*- STM00390

204 CnN... T:: STM00400
203 c2::::Kv STM00041
c STM00420
:7 STAF:T 1 -T CCIVU:?, T-) STAlk TFANSITION MATPIX STMO0430

STO00440
DO 20' K=1,K!',D STMO450

c STM00460
C A2 = A*T/i. STM00470
1 STMO0480

DO 2C6 I=1,ChD:-- STM00490
DO 207 J=1,CFDU7 STMJO0500
A2 (I,J)=Al (I,J) /FLOATiF) STM00510

207 CONTIJ UE STMO3520
216 cc NTI :4 STM00530
C ST400540
C A3 (A**W)* (T**K)/ '  STM0055C
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FILE: STM FORTPA1 A PFI:ClkTON UNIVERSITY TIih-SHARING SYSTEM

STMO0560
DO 203 I=1,OPDE? STMOO570
DO 209 J=1,CRDER STM00580
DO 210 L=1,OPDER STM00590
TE!MP(I,J)=T£.IP (IJ) +A3 (i,L)'A2 (LJ) STM00600

210 CONTINUE STM00610
209 CONTINUE STM00620
208 CONTINUE STM00630

DO 211 I=1,CFDFP STM00640
DO 212 J=1,OE7DEF STM00650
A3 (1,3) =TrvIP (Io) STM00660
TE!P (i, J) = STM00670

212 CO.TINU: STM00680
211 CONTI.Ul STM00690
C STM00700
C PHIl = I + AT + (A**2)*(T**2)/2! . . . (TO KTH OFDEF) STMO0710

STM00720
DO 213 I=1,CRDE? STA00730
D. 2 ?1 J=I,CfEl' STMO074O
PHI G, J) =?II (:, J) +A3 (I,J) STM00750

214 CONINu h STM00760
213 CONT:14JI ST100770

STM00780
C IS T!V. E f LS T!'AI OR ?)UAL r. n 1? STMO0790
z STM00800

EF OW- STMOO810
DC 215 1=1,CFDE? STMO0820
EFYO =.-FC- + (PiI P,.-P!I (I,1)) * 2 STMOO830

215 CCNI.U ST 00840
I F (F .LZ. (. ?1) ) , . 213 STM00850

c STMOO860
c PHI <-- ?'ii STMOO870
C STM00880

DC -Jl , =,rTDcr ST 00890
DO 217 3=,CF STM00900

P}!I(IJ =. I (,J)STM00910
217 Cc"""1, STM00920
21 CC tT1 NJ, STM00930
205 Cr-N: -:7r STM00940

STMO0950
FND O0CNV 'NC' .. ', STM00960

STM00970
Ir(OT!TP*PT.NE.1) 73OTC 219 STM00980

ITi(E, 10P) STM00990
WFITF (6, iC 1) V STMO1000
GOTO 219 STMO 1010

218 IP (OUTPUT. ;1. 1) .;OTG 219 STMO1020
WPITF(6, 102) STMO1030

219 D) 220 I=1,0 bEP STMO1040
DO 221 i=I,CFDE STMO1050
PHI (I,J) =i'ziIl (;,J) STMO1060

221 CO NT14 r: STMO1070
220 CONTIN'" STR0 1080

IF(OUTPIT.Ni.1) GOTO 900 STMO1090
WP:F ( , 101) STMO 1100
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FILF: STM FCFTI AN A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHARING SYSTEM

DO 30 I11,ORDEF STM01110
WRITE((,, 104) (PHI (I,J),J=1,CRDEP) STMO1120

300 CONTINUE STMO 1130

900 PFTUEN STN01140

EN D STMO 1150
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"ILE: CE" F0EFRAN A PFINCETON UNIVERiSITY TIME-SHiAHING SYSTEM~

SUEERCUTI NF CEM (NF, F, N-,a T, PHI,GAM, T 1.72, T].-IDEN) CEM00010
DT!,'rsiON 1'(I'F,NlF) *G (bFNa) .PHI (NFNF) .GA (NF.NG) ,T1(NF.NF) , CEM100O20
1 T2(NF,NF) * 3(NF,NF) *IDEN(NF,NF) CEM00030
PFAL !DEN CEM00040
PO 10 I=1,4~ CES00050
DO 20 d=1,.N! CIM3OO6O

20 IDEN(I,J) =0. CEM00070
10 CONTINUE CEM0008O

DO 30 I=1, NF CkEOO90
3n IDFN (1,I) =1. CEM00100

CALL SMPLY (NYF,'F,T,Tl) CL!MJO11O
CALL %ICOPY (N-,T1,T3) CEM00 120
DO 100 1=1,10 CEM00130
YN=l1./FLOA:7 (12-I) CEM00140
CA7LL S:iPLY(,NF,T3,NF,XNT2) cEMOO1iS0
CA L: 3.11- LY (NF, T2, Nr, - 1. 72) C EMOO1bO
CALL ~.7D(,:F ,ID'J, Nr-), T 2 C EM 0 17C

F 103 CA L- i-~1':,'r2, NFl,T3) CEM~30150
CALL !I' L y(N T?"NF,72, N?, 73) CEMOO190
CA LL IPLY (NF, 73, NF hiAM) CEM00200
CA LL :1,?7Y(-,A;., G T. ;Al) CEM002 IC

CEM30220
~ CE~j0230
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FILE: FKINT FCETFAN A PRINCETON UNIVEPSITY TIME-SHARING SYSTEM

C RKI00010
C RKI00020
C THIS SUBRHOUTINE DOES3 A NONLINEAR SIMULATICN USING THE RK100030
C FUNGA-KUTTA INTEGRiATION TECHNIQUE RK100040
c RK100050

SUBROUJTINE HNINT(AO.,TC,VEL,ALT.CB,C?,CIXTUT) RKI00060
DIMENSION -C(8,1),C3(2.4),CF(2,2).CI (2,2) ,C1 (11,1),A1 (11.3). PKI00070
1 A2(3,18),A(14,3),X(41).XNEW(4),X0DI(4).U(2,),tJ2(2).tJOUT(2). RKI00080
2 DY(2,1).DYT(2 ,l).DX(4)I.DiLX1(4i.DkLX2(4).DELX3(L4).XT(4).UT(2). EK100090
3 DELX4(4),TEMP1(2,1).C2(3,1),FC1(3,1),C2(1,1),QO(4)01(&).02(4),R(IOOIOO
4 03 (4) ,Q4 (4~) X (L4) ,X2(4),*XJ (4) ,X4 (4) ,XO (4) RKIJ011O
COM'ION/C-YCCFF,.'CY,CY0,CYi1,CYIJR,CYDACYP,CYSi RKI00120
C-ON9CN/CNCCFF/C4, CNO, CN3, CNDH, CNDA, CNPU CNR RK100130
CON1 /LCCF/,L,CL,-LB,CDP.,CLA,CIP,CLi RKI100 140

810 'FAT-'':'J SLCCINDS FCR TIME, H:lS'OhY (INTEOE)') EKID0150
1sf C-5 RK100 160
TT!F=1)*'S!'C PKI00170

I ('~ ITL1~ D 2RK100O180
INDT- RKI00 190

PKI00200
C I N P T- CO M"~ VECF P RK100210
C PKI00220
803 PC r A 7( I- I, IIN 'IT: CO!MANE V ECT OF -(Yl Y2)' RK100230

DY (1,1)10. RKI00240
DY (2,.1) = 0. K130250

6 'c. D) 11, 7=1,2 PKI00260
115 EY (I, 1)=Y 1,) *3. 14 159/1 0. RKIaD270

I INP' : - 1.' C( N-17CN' RK10029
RKID0300

11~ BKI00310
liZ X('f,1) X( )PKI00320

BKI00330
C c0! P2Y T 1 -1ALCC cN*r>:: RKID0340
C RKI00350

CAC -- 'Y 2., DY ,1 , ') RKI00360
DC 1 12 Iz1 , _ RKI00 370

RK100 390
C SFT 71!' AND TT '. 7M P RI00400
c PKI30410

TINT =.RKI00420

TS~:~. 1 KI00430
304 FOT' AT(' ',@711',4Y.'YAW FATE,2X,lSIDESLIPl.3X.ROLL RATE', RKI00440

1 1X'CLANLE,3X,HUDDEF',5X,IAILER.CN') RK100450
805 FCF.IAT(' ' ---- , ------- ,-----------.X------- Op PKI0460

1 lx,'----------- t,3X,--------- ,5X,t-------- 1) RKI00470
306 FCRMAT(' ',F-,.2,,(3X,P93.3)) RKI00480
: 15 FOR M?.T(- 1, 'NCN7.IN 1A i TIM E 91ISTORY' RFI00490
316 FO F 9AT(0','ALL 0 TIP UT IN E EGPF ES OR DEG/SEC) RFI00500

WP ITI (l,&r RK100510

WP ITF (f- R- ) BK100530
w 07 1 (6, 305) EKI00540
D,) 12) 1=1,4 RK100550
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FILE: RKINT FORTFAN A PRINCETON UNIVE.'SITY TIME-SHARING SYST.M

120 XOUT (I)=(X(I,)-XT(:)).133./3. 1415) RKI00500
DO 122 1=1,2 RKI00570

122 U U'(I)=(U (I,1)-UT(I))*180./3.1415q RKI00580
WRITE(6,806)TIFF,(XOUI(I).I=1,4).(UOrT (J),J=1,2) BKI00590
Dr 131 I=1,4 RKIO0600

130 Q0(I) =0. RKIO0610
C RKI00620
C ITERATE TI. F HISTORY RKI00630
C RKI00640

DO 200 K=1,ITLP RKI00650
INDCTR=INDC' E+ 1 RKI00660

C RKIO0670
7 PEDIMFNSTON X ANE U ?L)F [13F IN DNZYN SUDPOUTINE RKI00680
o RKI00690

DO 211 1=1,4 RKIO0700
213 XO(1)=x(:, 1) RKI00710

DC 212 1=1,2 RKI00720
212 J 2 () ='I(1, 1) PKIO0730
C RK100740
C DELXl RKI30750
C RKI00760

CAL L DNDYN (A... ,C.V-iL,AL:,X3,U2,DX) RKI00770
DO 2 15 1,4 RKI00780

215 DELXK ()=L, (1) TTsP [KI0790
DL 217 I=1,4 RKI00830

217 Xl (1) = X (T) +.5*D LL 1 -) RKIO0810
C RKI00820
C DELX2 RKIO00830
C PKIO0840

CALL .Yr: (A ,:, ';EL, AL , X1 ,'12,DX) RK100850
D 22" =1,4 PKI00860

220 DFLX 2I) =rx (r )*- F-- RK100870
PP 22: 1=1,L. PK130880

222 X2 () =):xO () .5*DLLX2 (1) RKIO0890
C RFIO0900
C DETI RKI00910
c KI00920

CALL ,N- YN (ALA ,-: ,V EL,ALT ,X ,U2, DX) PKI00930
Dn 22. I>"-,14 RKI00940

225 DF LX (1) = ) (:)*-STEP RK100950
Le 227 1=, 1,KI00960

227 X1 ) 1) +LELY( (X) RKI00970
C RKI00980
C DE'X K IO0 990
c RKI01000CALL DNDYN (ACA,L,Vr'L,ALT,X3,TJ2,DX) RKI01010

DO 230 I=1,4 RK101020
230 DELX4 (I) =DX (1) *" STEP PKI01030

Dn 232 I-1,4 PI101040
232 X4 (TI--Y)(I) + (1./6.)* (CLx1(T)+2*DkLX2(I)+2*DELX3(I)+DELI4(I)) RKI01050
C PK10 1060
C CC.PU1F X(K+ 1) RKI01070
c K10 1080

DC 2 11,4 PK101090
235 X(T,I) X4(1)-XT{!) R KIJ- 700
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FILF: PKIN" FORTEAN A PRINCETON UKIVERSITY TIME-SHARING SYSTEM

C RKIO 1110
C COMPUTF NEW TI E RKI01120

C RKIO 1130
TIME=TSTEP*FLOAT (K) RKI01140

C RKIO 1150
C COMPUTE NEW C(INROL RVI 01160
C RKI01 170

CALL MMLY (2,CB,4,X,1,U) RKI31180
CALL MMPLY (2,CF, 2,DY, 1,TE.r 1) FKI01190
CALL 11ADD(2,1,l,TEMP1tI) FKI01200
DY1 (1,1) =DY (I1, 1)*TIMF EK101210

DYT (2, 1) =DY (2,1) *7IE KI01220
CALL M:PLY(2,CI,2,DYT,l,TEF.P1) RKI01230
CAI MADD(2,U, l,TE1P1,U) PKI01240

NT), 237 I=1,2 RKI)1250
237 9 (I,1) =j (I , 1) +IT (I) PK101260

Dc 23q i=," PKI01270

238 X (I,1) ), )+ XT (1) RK101290

C EKI01290
C OUTPUT Tr:, X, AND U RKI01300
c PKI01310

I ( D [:NF IU ) O ;2rr BKI01320

DO 24) i=,4 RKI01330
240 X"17 (')- (X (1,1) -YT (I))*1 C./3.1415 RK101340

Dnc 242 1=1,21 PKI01350

242 T!!yT (1) = (H (1, 1) -(T (I) ) *18)./3.14159 PKID 1360
.... r (;, F.),,) .I F, (XO)T (1) ,1=1,4) , (U3OUT (J) ,J= 1.2) RKI01370

!IN - 37j RKI01380

20{ C 'TIN -  KI01390
e11 FP EA(' ', T ' .!T CCWyAN L VECT2F ? (1-Y;.3,O=NCV) SKID1400

IF (DY (1 1) F- .3.) ;0'. 613 R I01410
DY(1,1) =3. KI0 1420
DY (2,1) RK101430
r, 0 PKI01440

610 ! r RK101450
E RKI 1460
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Appendix C

CAS SOFTWARE

'The CRS software was developed to implement the control i

for actual flight testing aboard the ARA. The software had the-

follcwing reguirenwents: accept analog inputs on aircraft states

and pilct commvands; updiate the- gains; corrputL th~e control liA;

and output comrr~nds to the control surfaces. The w~hole softwpare

Izacka~g %,as limited to 2LK of 1FA1&. memory in the V'icro-LELS.

'11.. digital flight control systcin softuare-, pL;AS- version. C,

re-visicn" 5, was thte LI.L prograi. tc be: implemented on, the

uracrorrcessor :,rid is presetetd in Tab'.. 11-. Ilt soituart uas

de-vtloped Ly altering an cxistiric program, p Li-I ve-rsion. 4,

r (v-.s ior. -- (hf- . 9) . lt .cs brc}F-z; up- into four scctions--thtL

utAL stuCture dtcli-ra:tions, the- utility routines, the control

routinets, and the rriLin progirm. kll softuart was devcloped usinc

Ihe dita structure- declaration section set constant VelLeS

used in hawarf- initizlization and control law calculztions. it

also, dccl;rted va-riable types (real, integer, array, etc ) LFs

required by Pascal-M~'.

Theif utility routines were used for interfacing the software

vit]- the hardwwere and are arranged as a set of subroutines.
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DELAYlO, DEL.AY3O. and W'aitlSecond created delays in softuart

execution of 1C nicroseconds, 3C microseconds, arid 1 second,

respectively. COLDBOOT initialized hardu.arc (clocks, interrupts,

input and output ports), zeroed gain matrices and nominal states,

and set the gain schedults. WARMBOOT zeroed the controls anid

armed the interrupts. AnaTEST enabled the operator to check the.

,A/L and DI11 convertfr operairion. M4DISP22 and 1MDlSP24 disFlayed 2

ty 2 and 2 by 4 nztziccs, respectivtly. MMPLY79 and 14MPLY716

cL1culated a, single g~iri each using the. gain index and the. ga.in

coefficient mawtrices A 1 a nd A,2 ,* respectively.

11,t- ccntrcl routines ruer4 used for updating the. gains and

cr-puting tht- control 1~u. SETUP en~tered the flight condition,

cor,4L-teo the flight condition v(.ctor, anid computcd %%hiche-vr ga-in

%,as tc be. updat(.d. It alIso c-riterca End set the nomine.l states as

rcuirf-d .CONTROL ecr.t(c red t. curi rrt vilues cf the. sta-tes,

CCOrjLtCCQ the . perturLFationE fror the nominal condition, COrrprF.Lta

thf corntrc 11 l and sent the.- command s to the control surfaces.

'JIc r~ in procrarr pserforn ed the. background rOLtine for

&ccc~tirg LreLratcr inputs and performing a limited nunj.bcr of

tasks including: rEiritializing, halting, or breaking the.

Frograir e-xecuticv; testing the. A/L aria L/A ope-rations; and

resetting thE. nomnral condition.

11,f programr Could operate., in two modes-flight test or Sround

te-st. Thef flight test mode operzted by accepting operator inputs

and outputting short mnssags on LAS operations. Tht ground ttst
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modc performed the flight test functions, and it also excuted

various steps in the, control sequence for error checking.
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Table lb. CAS Version C0.b Listinq

-- ----------------------------------- -

- I tpr-I Digital Filot Catrol Softuare Syste I S
--------- - ---------------''---------------------- a

* 'B S1016.5 a

ProaCAS;

($Z $1700) { dIRTP - hadmre9511
W0) Set Pro AIRIGIN

$100 Set Ioltio of M

(a a)

(ai 1. TA SYMCb S1O5IATIOI a)

------------------------------------------------------------- )
-------------------- 1.1 Constant Declarations ------------------------- )
----------------------------------------------------------------- )U3~T

MATA w 04;, 9511ldata port)
AONL M; (9511 control/statvs port )

MIMI a 13000; { asay base for analog bomrd)
lEuoc a I3008, D/A output location- elevator
FLPIoc a30A;
",Rioc 13010; a ailamon D/A )
Mlc a $3012 rudder D/A )
SFPtoc , 3014;

DC a $3016;

fe .10; (for the ofT U M displ )
pec a 4; miber of signifcant di it )

S 02 mask for riority interrupt cont )
$W4'VSI * 03; (ambie p.W . )

antu 307! device code for p.i.c..)
iJlPloc 3( RT2 from p.i.c. iS vctored to )

th is location by Ln prm)
&M • 3; 8(8M0/ZM0 JP opcode )

iZ v z 7FFO C intee rep of 0 volts to D/A)
rZMv r 2047.6; ( fp.repof 0 volts to D/A ($7FF))

in2v a 0.004852; (ADi 'nput aC)volts )
v2out ' 204.7; ( volts .a) 0/A out )

P :S92; 1/0 OTcmaadrgster)
FVT 1; (locuf dtaotC porPCI( $a oc of !195 data Porn C )

* Contol$U times' coat, ol mrd reqiswe
Mounter( A33 tier counter 6o

Tlcamtr . (00; 8253 timer comts Nl)

Wata a SE; (• IT data prt umber)
atr I • ( T camtrol/status port )

1 ;$ ( UART mode instrution fort
omaw, - V; ( MYf command Ineruction format

U0 10092; ( re-entry point for l monitr ).er 0.0;

llt in 1;( t rotle )t :Nt~an.2 ; (Igleof att:,)
YE ihn •6; ( ityl )

RT i n . 8; C roll Stit': )
Phan *9;
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Sschan 'ILI
Ahan 12; ( roll Inqle)

Ifchan 13; ( roll rate)
VcJhan 14; ( yam rate)

v2mh '-0,476; ( AVD volts .x) Di ce for'd )
v2VEL 5:1- ( .) VEL ft-,sec )

v •PI a -0.256; A volts on) PD in. foruwd)
vqT a 4.210-s ( * ST 6dcockwise)
v2TR ' -276; ( *)R dugsec )
VM a '-3 ;.08; S( deq )

4.0M ( .6. PA /sc 

32v a0,4 ; W dogrioht a) )
2v '4-O50; 6 ri "s " )

-------- ------------ ------------------------------ )
------------- 1.2 Type Suctuation -------- :----------------)

----------- ---------------- --------------- )

TeMrise PM NfY [0,,113 (F OM;

MT2x2 - WY 1..2,1.2] OF L;
MT2x4 a [ C.El,2..42 OF REM

IWx9 aY E1*7,1 ) F RA;
a NOY (1..?) OF 39L:

YM1S - RRY (1..11 EF W ;

(--------------------------------------------------- : ------------------ )
(--------------------- 1.3 Variable Declarations ------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------I

chptr : char;
intptr : "inte ;
blanklinetbaden badprq:tmje

C lIW END agpco= - char;

_ aeaw

roZ lESt1 I boolean;

o " nckpd C a real;

Ybommmi~ QST=a mal;
mIU) LR% ELE t ml;

_uatMRUut.Al ut,irdexti findexl ,f 1 a intew;
E1ptTr t tr r "tnter;

C:,Cs r 2x4;a M12a4;
Al : rAT7x9;

2 ,t IU111

------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------- - -------- - ------ ---- ---------- I
MI ( Util5.Pas)

-----------------------------------------------------

( --------------------------------------------------------------- )
oll Con65.Pas')

-----------------------------------------------------------------I
..... 11 . la 11......11.. ... . . . . . . . . . . ........ a .... 1 1!1. .....*..... 4*1 .6#

II I I, :tIte.6 I4-4.+ ,siitt Its II ItIII I I ll4+4l------------------------------------------------------------------I
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diptr is * pic ( Set interrupt jup)
cbpto :* d( W);

intptrl is ar( 2' a~JKr~m ) )

ta i adiIm), ( befhm adresses far)

EMT 0U WN MgWA JhW 9)

REamd( ECI]I Candwu )I C Wait for a commmd

CAS roacar OF C Imnprt 61 Commnd)

'P: DLDE( F3 93 /l)N

N. I wlEMa CI, Lt, TM off liriel )I
R. a IMDI fig is cmm,-mv lOImr)

Y M vritel(EMILFRIF1 NO AY');
write [WI, CR,'" NE 1");

I mitsecsad

WSE NOUN orituls(M C, RAboee)
-Wittsecwl I

BD (came

W(TIL Cd~ar u T; If 'HALT' dwom rit )
DLDC ~ ~ SM V6prgrm and halt ZBO )

DID. (CAS)
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(a2. CAB Utility Subroutine, 11)

----------------- 2.1 9ofture Delays - --------- -

Procedure DCAYIO; (delay 10 aicrois)
IMIN

Procedur WAY3O; delay 3D microsecs)
OmiD~LUN(I3/3/$3E3/V/$K3)

PrOCeWV WitISscOrd;

M N fmi : 1 TO 9m godela~m

{ ----------- ----. 2 maroe I' ------------------- )

Procedur. CUJT cha , r)

90;N Mhl ttM & $0001 a 0 30 delaylo;,

YM chin t dwar;
I Ichi I iterw

abile InputfifJffW. &00002a0 00 delaylO;
ach ve id(1up~t[M.TA & %7F )I
chin ihr( ich h

WpTDATuis cin;

8M;

----------------------------------------------------------------- )
------------ --- 2.3 Proyu Intialization----:---------------)
----------------------------------------------- ----------------- )

MI ptr t Idar

(kimnTINIIT to chr(i1MI); u sk intemnpt cs.itroler)
DIM KWS h, t ZO0 interrupt mode 0)

(h~tptt1 ~itsa ctw( ON )I (initialize TIIM
IhAttTICUMT3 i tdir( A)i
On ItpTOMORHE is cbr( $00

(hrpfTamu its a chrC $74 )1 (initialize IDRI
*tnmCWIf to cha'( $10

aft~uldtTICLH! at chil $27 )

bntpit[PIB5 I- chr( P= )(initialize parallel PINT C)
OCtnwttPM to dr( $MOF)
MtItpfUMMU'~ as chr( $80 );Cinitialize Lik-IF

6elaylo~.
ChtputCL~rT1U :. chrC w8 )
del mylo
(cjtiaztCIl~ffwa' chr( M4 )
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-ptEM a-cr I

Ma &uffI isJz chr( UMldE

cptr~t 0Ia { initialize analog board)
crA is chr('~1)

FORi i1102 DIIN (zero the 2!X iinmatrices)
tFM to I TO 2 30 IMIN

Cfipj3 at am;

FO o O2 u tW 2X473 gw~e~l ismatrice

FR j an I IM? 0N
AliCI,1 to wv

M i to 170 730 um he WSain chedule)
FORi to 1 T111830

f4i in 1;

'Ammc-:0 0;

TOs: .0.0;

RAM u0.0;

Imtlo a.0;

(seup avi sdwe&ae- Aland A2

Al1i ,4]: -.00)0621 A1L1253b'-.0002718' AIE j6]:.0O057&
AI~i,7)i..001574;, A1I,]zmJ;-.00022; *MEI)93a.000000057b-;

A1L,'121 Al(f22-.02105- A1[2t33:z.O26

A1(2,7J::.000707A; O1(2,&J;a-.3063~; A1(2,9J:..000000483

A113,43im-.O1142; A1L3,5]:'.05692' A1E3,6):--5iO0aUY6;
AIL3,73:t.OO1696; MAJ~v~-.0QO7W)1 AI3,9]ig.00O01183;

A11f4lh-7.89- Al14,#21:-.322?* AI[4,33:x.004372
AI(4p4)-%.O 573j9- A1(4,5]:e.O004Wd A1C4j63:x- .www06S3;
A1[4,73:-:.00196A; A1C4,S]:s.0O0303; A1C4p93tx.OO00O2d8;

A115til-3.254, A1E3,22:'-.06524j A1C5t3h.-.OM-
A154:t- :024A6; A1[5,Sb'-.O01 404; AIC5,6hm-.000027
A1(5,73.: .001056; -h1C5,83tm.000107; AIC.5,93im-.000002*

AIt6,1J::--3.595- AH14,.1556- AlC6t3ba#002146j
AI[14;-A1 C6,S5t- .6WM24 4  A443:a.=0000

AI(6 73vA.000553; -.00000009DM2;
9117#1-:6.5M4 A1C7,Zho-.006276; AIUp31:'-.0000703S;

A![743.J[(7,3:-.004123- iNAit6J:.O0004765;
t, C7) 00 ; aut7a,83.00014a; AIU,9):8.00000176;

L I ::-I Th6; A21,2--- 2263* A21,t3ht.0690'

-j:-w--. A2E1,jM'z 14- A2il 93-:.009762-

-n'13 181W)41



R223:-*05978; Q221ts:-.1526- AZ223hu.0Q1Ilia-
* ~~A22 4):.014 1225:-001153; R22 s- ,6 :. 1IMj;

A~t27h:s.00944- AZ(2,Sbm-s-000245- A2[2j9J:m-#.0039;
#2E2,10jz--.i000)9S9,w A2113z'000O6I7; A2UP21:s.00001957;
A2233 000481 ME2, 14J-0001815* A2E2,151:.-.0003247-

A22, OW000084; A22p7:s-ia00'6R ; A2Cf,1Az.00000049A

A2C1]u.S; A232:'-#6372- A2[332'. 0056V*
A2E34h:2 sentf; A2E3Ah3;-.0000628; A2E3i63:,- .00422;
A237t.0tI75 A!E3,3z'-60717- A2E3,9]:-0OSM2
faCV3,1h-.D22 AC31I::0026 t312h.0000e14
A2313]:-ODM4 AXE3,143:*.026 AMP31511 -000yd bA2314ha tODV2; AX3117bu. 32 -A2C3 DS~.ODD=02S

A24t to-.9162;1 Allf 4# in-~;

VE41,0 #Z4135C0a14 ~ 4#12h3.C00043;
AMA3ts-sN807 A 4bu.OOIIPL83 A4 1]Mzx001429-

A2(4,l6hsAOD I 24~ -AO ;-S ;G4sOO~2j

A2151h--.4223- A2E5,:'943- A2E5,M33.GM9-
~5,4]s-.04i; K5,5h.-.Q=33; A2[5,63:,,.W07U0h
A2[#7-.s*01"1 2f5,8bt*O51- A25,9hu.01981

A235,l6Jz.0013ft A2C5,17]2.0017-~09 ~ta]:A~-.0o00221f

A26,13tu-.dSS A216,2Jhu1.412- Aff6t-x067
A2E)4]s-#*; A?1p53.-;6HOj QA lm,9300MUS;

AX2p~h,106771O0b33 #Mt,1]~-hus 2O1 A26,912h.004153,
A2[6,13]:s .02M A26,14]'-.:003604- A2[6t15atv0O7315
AZ(6,1-.00019; A2C6,l11-.0000073; A2(CjU:v-*F0OOO4;

A2t1]:z-8.224- A2E7p,.4A9 A2E7,33:a.3M
A2U~,4]z01m7; Q275i-.0u4 A ,hs-000 1;
AZC7h7.z.0363- A2E7,8]:-.53U- A2[7191:8-.0022
A2E7,lO3-v0O1?04; A2E7,1fl:OOO314 A2(7,123 1 a-.000641
A217,133:- .001139; A21714]:'-*.00241~~ A2[7,15]' .0000266-

A2U,]:u~00~7; A2C7,73-.--.= M ;A2(78.-A,0 1551;

U.Eptr it ELEloct set pointwrs to fl/A location)
M.Rptr to Miloc;

CR vcHIO4); #0 is Chfr(W0); DI) : chr(E05);
U I= chr(WO); EDt tz chr(S04);

write ( MC],p,)) pCAS (C);
vaitisecmd;

writeln( ICX)) CvGrum test )
write ( ICUI, R ' o Flioit?');
ripad (CECII, ;61 le )

IF testuode:'C' M2 Gruid~est 3m M.
MM GrunGest z- FALM;

---- - ------ 2.4 Prograo baiiializatim -------------

Prjce~jr Wt':"JT -
W~ i ptr e

cptr

t (-----------------------------------------------I

lg,2 x ip -182-



3Ir

DISAiLE;

,..try&Tor.

witel( [00, CRt,blranlim);

MR i FF;

WUT( ELCtoc )I { o mts out to coItrols)XOPJT( MARIcM);Mtr( AuIloc

[utIputEW J is chr(ALHM ); ( re-vable p.c. )

im*, ( Win )

(------------------- 2,5 ANI to liqjtAICwersim .. ------ )

lAmction AAVd : inter) - real;

VR status a char;
cptr % ̂char
iptr a 'integer;

SN Istattvar : isoqerj
cprr ' ADD41;
cptra is

4 T AKM-

x tatus xir£ptr);

nt"a to 'm(status)

UWTIL TSlIT (istatxLst7);lyar i" ('1
lyr :: W vat,4 )

ACis Ivor ( implicit ccmsion to AM

- ------ ----- 2.6 AOV andD/A Vrificatiko. --------------------)

Procedure mTiST;

M ua-char;

ho 1t tetA20 ;

AMN ots(W3CO.N hi 71;Fwi~telm((D))lDR',z ")

IF (ac.)s'O') wd (Uch(,'?') It .i iancinord(Kd-wud(O*)
MM IF (d),'A') to (M.'fi ?1O iihtN,(achl)-d('A')O

EMNO itenCCOy2; -- n-
nrsbot;
itt

go;

writwvi ct( ,'s-. .' :) - r:))

UNTIL (a ( 8
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____________11111 2.0

1.8

MICROCOPY RESOLUTION TEST C HART



YM lutr int;

voltuilli t ruI;
uitR(W],* O.J5);

wite tCW~R,1. O.+1?)

W. itt (CWmIiane);
wite (LCW2RM) M
fim (tllT ailMDII i~tUfu~ut

z2 iptr in Ulm~;
3 a iptr in hIloc;

90;
jplrA is HiVoItsCM914) & NM

- --90; -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

DIAMZ

vrte(EDJ ,LRpbladUlivem
wieE~~li (CC13,ach

CASE adi OF

wltainLcOJARbadha)

IM;I

fracsdur M1W22( tM A it MT2x2)

DMIN

ORE j I TO 20 wit(WM,,Jiwc,

FO isj I i T O 20;
wite(COJ )

ND

F~~~t 184 -O41
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Ali I13&&133 *AEi,143*1E1 4Ari,15)*B[153*

ProcedUrTCt LAM (VAR A:rAT7z9; WN BVA9; YR C-M9; 9W itintee);

MIN
C~i]:*AC1iK~1 4A9ag2J*1B2] ,ACi#33vDL3] +

00; iY73 .AMiS3#Bt8 WAfi933[193

A)
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(a 3. CAB Cantrl &&huzaius 0)

---------- 3 yu etpbti

m

lcom to (Mc(rham) - rm) a im2v I
Ma vs, (#X(C(h) - RZ3DO, a ir2v i

IF Cramflt SM IWM
IF iuiex 100 " MSE IN

wtv(C3 Nmf~i,)

wite(CWJ,1c v:~,)

Um to (YEam # v2M 100.0)§(6.0/3.6);
nAOm -w COa. a VM # 13.7),

Unei a m (mm it WIN1 + 4.53)110.23/9.2);
8 is .5 * YEa E~wI ();

( art up f I it condition vector 3

MTC:s .001 1 1CMI
clt: mlC a MTI;
MT to 1.0 o MlC # EM/O + (RIC2UETC1/6.0

(ETC2MV2)24.0. +EI4WEMcETCl/1200.
AE2'ETV2aMTV)720.0 I

J'tC1ElU F11L21:sFC1C1319 FClE3):mRCE23lQ
FCI4]Zl~vA~rl C1C3JamFC12)u~'a. FC1C4)zsTCU13mA4A';

ItC[u1C4U Anem Ff(W oMaU1c)nam; FC2E3tuFC1[6~tv

R2Ul:Fm4Vnj 0 K2C23:FMC3EnAk; ItE12(3xaW23.4c;

F=C2amthwFl2E)%% ; FC2C43:'TC2C) m; R2C15thmR93k -c-,;

(C akulm gin Satrices)

IF iinlei a 1 SO II

00;

IF iv~exi a 2 M5 II

t i to I
NftY7IeCA2 72,ia);
CbE1,22:aClfl
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IF iutsil 6 3 11M IMIN

i ~~t*C i

9 -in1St 4 MCI A);

IF inis i4 ;

IF iodixl x7115 IIN

9wL1718(A2,Fc2pc1-
OsC1,11toCkiCl;,

DO;I
IF ini s 014 II

IF iude1 r. 1 M) KIMN

IF iuiext a 1? M1 IMIN

DID;
IF -187- 0 II



If imimil c 13 M)9 IKIN

iis 7h

VF iwdini a 14 DO9 11N
i 12 7a

30;tto0

IF GrowdTest 710 IMW
IF indo a 40011M WIN

wit(COaf. 1

wita u(CR) 3
tellp2( CfIP.I f
rirls(EMI~j'Cit');,

indisp24( oCW b

3; (st-lat)
---------- ----------------- 1

IF fig a I10 M D1W

Vim to V(Mhkn)-rff&'im2v;
YRim as (vYR a nm
Isum as 4(C(Ueaa) - rZto)i2vl
ssm a' (VM9S 9 OWm;
Wim ao O((Mha) -rZMW)Iiv2v;
Wim to (v~p a ml
Mm is UMC(Mchaa) - rZ~O~ai~v&
Mwm :s (vA 0 * =-
Pum to 4WC(Pkdma) - rZEKo)tin2v;

Pum is the it (1S4#.3g) (KcAI* fator)5!,.. ' (MCB~chaI) - " uev
ASTM. a'16 'Sa 4
Br.. a' BSIM 1 (50.0/9.0); (Kcale factur)

Me a' 0.0;

fig ao 0;

US;
Gragient 1M1 I
tain a -00 1110 5114

ultt(WJ,Thumaf, re)
uitWCQ3Awrumfuipw);

whe((),LFP Wc~ci; -188-



win(cW2 111PsVC);;

.frUM1;1 (111W))

------ *---------------------------------------------16-----~2 mt ONMI btimss---------:::-------
--- --------- -

CUMT fUDmts a WOW;

=GIN

IDLDE( SW ;(Z-40 hgistu bdumn

52Zpt' to 9I.(Lat4) & WM;

------------------------------------------- )

YR toW; 1
IS -to (MC(lkliaa - r~~iv

to M(Ri~J - r'mv

PAt MAu v PA);

fS to 4VCCP~td) - rZEMvioi2v*;

PC) R 0 (15% '36);
Nor IAm(A(Tcham - fzuw~i?v;

RST to ST 0 (5O.W8&O);

V inki a 100 M =IN-

min(COMI1, i# a$);

wie(CMWife$:faic

Win(AAI-;1
Win('WifeT mh

WST:' OI M~w - MI
wr-189-



RSl int inM R T *' A1;
RAC :.& MTint;

3M3I- CfCl41e#ftW3*hsfl I3bTin
MID is AM + (Cbtl,12 .OC1,23'a.I1 3W~4MbE14l*IA);

.R.a lf23M#UL2,2WJPCsE2 13NTint'
MA is *IR (CbE2,1D .CbC2,23'9.Ch2,32itCbC,4uA) I

IF GrouldTost 1109 EmG
IFide a 100 11S amI

wit*([WA E');

* witt(CW,1,MR)
Wnte(OE Ma upe)

E .U 'v2wt). rMD*
MR t'NRv * mt;

MAR a'(MR v 2ms) +,Cam;

IF Grauiest TM9 DUCIN
IF Lrift a 100 M19 SWDI

irmn :a 0

iiir jn # 1;
IF (Mi-ueo) 1M9 RIUt is NINalt1

IIA lMkut to TromC(S);
IF (Umit )Mavlts) 110 mt to mxoti;

IF OWA mwe) IM4 MAmt Is NDfvots
ma KAPBin Tnaac(MR);

IF (ML~wt ) alts) rm9 NPORa mf~lts;

NOW"l. zz OU(11Eat,4 & WAR;
MAcW& '9WR4 & MM;

bUmt in RtMlts;
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